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Abstract

The adsorption of a particle or molecule from the gas-phase is what is typically referred to as
the first step in heterogeneously catalyzed processes. The adsorbed particles are activated
for the subsequent chemical reaction by the chemical bond being formed between the particle
and the specific adsorption site on the surface. How reactive an adsorbed particle will be is
strongly influenced by the strength of this bond to the surface. A strong bonding to the
surface can lead to a low reactivity. In case of a weak bond, it is possible that the particle
desorbs again before a reaction could take place. This bond strength is not only influenced by
the formation energy of the chemical bond to the surface but also by the interactions between
neighboring particles.
These interactions can have either a stabilizing or destabilizing effect. Their importance
increases the more densely packed the adsorbates are on the surface. The higher the coverage, the more important the impact of these interactions. Ordering behavior or even the
promotion of certain cluster or island structures are two examples for properties which are
steered by these interactions on a microscopic level. Quantifying these effects on a microscopic scale is not always an easy task.
It is, therefore, of great importance for model descriptions which are used in computer
simulations for these kind of systems to properly describe the interactions of the adsorbates
in the plane parallel to the surface — the lateral interactions. A major motivation for the
development of such model descriptions is presented by the fact that even nowadays supercomputers are not powerful enough to simulate, on the level of electronic structure theory,
system sizes large enough for a realistic description.
An ideal model would be presented by one whose parameters are derived from a set of
calculations on the level of electronic structure theory. In addition, the derived parameters
of this model should be chosen such that even in the mesoscopic model all parameters would
retain their microscopic meaning.
This is the major topic of the thesis presented here. This work presents an important
contribution because it takes a systematic look at this important interplay between different
kinds of interaction and derives appropriate model descriptions for the simulation of large
scale systems. Starting from a simple qualitative model for the description of the interplay
between lateral interactions and chemisorption, two limiting cases will be discussed.
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In the first case a strong bond to the specific adsorption site is established and neighboring particles interact only weakly. This scenario will be investigated throughout this
thesis by means of a cluster expansion (CE) approach. Based on calculations on the level
of density-functional theory a parameterization of interaction parameters will be presented.
In this model description lateral interaction parameters are identified with a certain geometrical configuration of neighboring particles adsorbed in surface adsorption sites. Within
the parameterization process a certain energy contribution to the total binding energy of a
particle will be assigned to this specific adsorption configuration. By means of this parameterization procedure it is ensured that all interaction parameters in fact resemble a microscopic arrangement of particles. This approach will be applied to a classical example system
of surface science. It will be used to describe the adsorption of carbon monoxide (CO) on a
palladium (100) surface. As a result of this application a closed set of interaction parameters
will be derived which is in very good agreement with previously published values of certain
interaction parameters. These previously published values, in contrast, had been derived by
a fitting process to experimental data. Limitations of this description will be discussed for
the specific example system and their origins will be explained.
The second case presents an example of strongly interacting adsorbates. The binding to
the surface is either rather weak or at most of the same order of magnitude as the particle
interactions. In such a scenario usually a non site specific adsorption is observed. A typical
example is presented by a system where a metal is deposited on a surface of another metal.
In the work presented here, the example system is presented by small copper islands on a
silver surface. Motivated by a set of experimental observations for which an explanation was
desired, this system was investigated by a theoretical approach. Based on simulations on
the level of electronic structure theory a semi-empirical potential description of the example
system was validated. This potential was then used for large scale simulations accessing the
experimental system sizes. The insight gained by our simulations allowed us to develop a
model which is able to explain the driving force behind the experimentally observed reconstructions. We showed that the driving force is originated in the lateral interactions of island
atoms and the strain induced by the large lattice mismatch of silver and copper. Our results
were able to initiate new experiments. In addition, based on our simulations, the required
experimental parameters could be suggested.

Zusammenfassung

Die Adsorption eines Teilchens oder Moleküls aus der Gasphase ist typischerweise der erste
Schritt in heterogen katalysierten Prozessen. Hierbei werden die Teilchen durch die Ausbildung einer Bindung zur Oberfläche für die nachfolgende chemische Reaktion aktiviert.
Die Reaktivität des adsorbierten Teilchens wird dabei maßgeblich durch die Bindungsenergie beeinflußt. Ist das Adsorbat zu stark an den Bindungsplatz der Oberfäche gebunden wir
die Reaktion gehemmt. Liegt nur eine sehr schwache Bindung zur Oberfläche vor, so kann
es sein, daß das Teilche desorbiert bevor überhaupt eine Reaktion stattfinden kann. Einflußgrößen auf die Bindungsenergie sind nicht nur die bei der Chemisorption des Teilchens
freiwerdende Bindungsenergie für den spezifischen Bindungsplatz auf der Oberfläche sondern auch die Wechselwirkungen mit benachbarten Teilchen.
Diese Wechselwirkung kann stabilisierenden oder destabilisierenden Einfluß haben. Diese Wechselwirkungen werden wichtiger je dichter die Adsorbate angeordnet sind, je höher
die Bedeckung einer Oberfläche umso stärker ist also der Einfluß dieser Wechselwirkungen.
Sie bestimmen auf einem mikroskopischen Level zum Beispiel das Anordnungsverhalten zu
geordneten Oberflächenstrukturen oder die Ausbildung bestimmter Cluster oder Inselstrukturen. Diese Wechselwirkungen zu quantifizieren ist nicht immer eine einfache Aufgabe
In Modellbeschreibungen solcher Systeme, die in Computersimulationen eingesetzt werden, ist es daher von entscheidender Bedeutung die Wechselwirkungen zwischen den Adsorbaten in der Ebene parallel zur Oberfläche — die lateralen Wechselwirkungen — richtig
zu beschreiben und wiederzugeben. Die Notwendigkeit für die Aufstellung solcher Modelle ist in diesem Zusammenhang dadurch gegeben, daß für die Berechnung von Systemen
in realistische Größenordnungen auf dem Niveau von Elektronenstrukturrechnungen auch
moderne Supercomputer nicht ausreichen.
Im Idealfall sind solche Modellbeschreibungen von Rechnungen auf Elektronenstrukturrechnungen parametrisiert und die entscheidenden Parameter des mesoskopischen Modells
sind so gewählt, daß sie in Verbindung zur mikroskopischen Realität stehen.
Die vorliegende Dissertation befaßt sich mit diesem Thema und liefert einen wichtigen
Beitrag durch eine systematische Betrachtung dieses Zusammenspiels von Wechselwirkun-
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gen und einer Ableitung entsprechender Modellbeschreibungen für Computersimulationen
großer Systeme. Ausgehend von einem einfachen qualitativen Modell zur Beschreibung des
Zusammenspiels von lateralen Wechselwirkungen und Chemisorption an spezifischen Adsorptionsplätzen einer Oberfläche werden zwei Grenzfälle diskutiert.
Im ersten Fall überwiegt die Stärke der Bindung zum Adsorptionsplatz und die benachbarten Teilchen wechselwirken im Vergleich dazu schwach miteinander. Dieses Scenario
wird im Rahmen dieser Arbeit mit einem Cluster Expansion (CE) Ansatz untersucht, bei aus
Rechnungen auf dem Niveau der Dichtefunktionaltheorie Wechselwirkungsparameter parametrisiert werden. In diesem Modell stellt ein Wechselwirkungsparameter eine bestimmt
geometrische Anordnung benachbarter Teilchen auf der Oberfläche dar, und die Parametrisierung weist dieser Anordnung einen bestimmten Energiebeitrag zur gesamten Bindungsenergie des adsorbierten Teilchens zu. In dieser Vorgehensweise behalten alle Modellparameter ihre mikroskopische Bedeutung. Dieser Ansatz wird an einem klassischen Beispielsystem der Oberflächenphysik, der Adsorption von Kohlenstoffmonoxid (CO) auf einer Palladium (100) Oberfläche eingesetzt. Im Rahmen dieses Einsatzes wird ein geschlossenes Set
von Wechselwirkungsparametern abgeleitet, das in sehr guter übereinstimmung mit bereits
publizierten Parametern ist, die in einem Fit Prozess von experimentellen Strukturen her
abgeleitet worden sind. Grenzen der Modellbeschreibung für das spezifische Beispielsystem
werden aufgezeigt und ihre Ursachen diskutiert.
Für den zweiten Fall wird die Struktur der Adsorbate durch ihre sehr starken lateralen
Wechselwirkungen bestimmt. Die Bindung zur Oberfläche ist schwach oder zumindest in der
gleichen Größenordnung wie die Adsorbatwechselwirkungen. In diesem Szenario wird im
allgemeinen keine so ortsfeste Bindung zur Oberfläche beobachtet. Ein typische Beispiel für
einen solchen Fall findet man bei Systemen, bei denen ein Metall auf der Oberfläche eines
anderen Metalls abgeschieden wird. Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht einen solchen Fall
motiviert durch eine Fragestellung aus Experimenten für das System von Kupferinseln auf
einer Silberoberfläche. Ausgehend von Elektronenstrukturrechnungen wird für große Systeme ein semi-empirisches Potential validiert und anschließend dafür benutzt Simulationen
für die experimentellen Systemgrößen zu machen. Die im Rahmen dieser Untersuchung erzielten Ergebnisse erlaubten zum einen die experimentellen Befunde zu erklären und ein
Modell zu entwickeln, das die Struktur der Inseln auf Grundlage der lateralen Wechselwirkungen der Inselatome untereinander erklären kann. Als weitere Triebkraft wurde der
große Unterschied in den Gitterkonstanten von Kupfer und Silber identifiziert. Im weiteren
legten die erzielten Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit dann die Grundlage für weitergehende experimentelle Untersuchungen für die neue experimentelle Bedingungen aus unseren Simulationen bestimmt werden konnten.
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Part I

Introduction

Chapter 1

Interacting Adsorbates

A

DSORPTION

is the first and most elementary step for all reaction processes in heteroge-

nous catalysis. It is the key step for what is normally seen as the activation of the

educts. The species, unreactive in the gas-phase, will change into a more reactive state upon
adsorption on a surface, thereby allowing reactions to happen and products to be formed at
lower temperatures and lower pressures than required for the according gas-phase reaction.
Another mechanism how the surface facilitates the reaction is by its property to bring the
reacting species close to each other in a certain — and for this reaction necessary — geometric configuration which could be very unlikely to be formed during collision events in the
gas-phase.
A closely connected quantity to the process of adsorption which then influences the catalytic activity of the adsorbed species is what will be called binding energy of the adsorbed
species in the following. In the definition used in this thesis, this term includes contributions from the direct bonding to the surface and energetic contributions caused by the fact
that neighboring particles might interact via various mechanisms with each other.
Will there be some interaction effects at all? What physical kind of interaction will happen for different species? On what energy scale will the interaction happen in comparison to
the energy necessary to activate the desired reaction? Will there be ordering of adsorbates or
the generation of domains or islands of adsorbates due to the adsorbate interaction? What
influence do those interaction have upon the properties of the surface and its reactivity?
Summarizing, one can state that such mutual interactions between adsorbed particles play
an important role for numerous surface phenomena, e.g. melting, roughening, crystal and
thin film growth, catalysis and corrosion. [1]
One goal of the work carried out in this thesis was to study the influence of such interactions between two adsorbates of fundamentally different kind on metal surfaces. By
extracting meaningful parameters from calculations the physical origin and the impact of
these interactions on certain properties of the many particle systems on the surfaces was
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studied by means of computer simulations. Within these simulations, several length scales
were bridged employing different approaches for an appropriate model description of the
particle interactions. In one example, a model description was completely parameterized
from first-principles using a self-developed computational framework for the cluster expansion approach. The second example system was studied using an established semi-empirical
potential description, which was checked for its applicability to the specific problem by a
validation against calculations on the level of electronic structure theory. The two model
descriptions were chosen to be most appropriate for the specific system under investigation.
After the application to the example systems the two different model descriptions were critically discussed. This discussion tried to cover a methodological perspective and a critical
analysis of the limitations of each model description.
Summarizing, it can be stated that this work on one hand had a methodological motivation, which is presented by the focus on a stringent and proper connection of the different
levels of theory used in the parameterization to derive parameters of a coarse grained model
from an underlying finer level. To learn about the effects of interactions on a mesoscopic
scale (nanometers, picoseconds), we must first aim to have a sufficiently accurate description on the smaller scale and then develop an (ideally) seamless link from the small scale to
the larger scale without introducing more errors by taking unchecked approximations. Our
tool for the smallest — the electronic — scale was the framework of density-functional theory (DFT). In the description of the converged electronic structure of the complete simulation
system, all interaction effects of the two systems studied were intrinsically included within
the approximations underlying the DFT method.
However, the maximum system size that we were aiming for was far beyond the capabilities of DFT calculations. The maximum system size that can be treated by this most accurate
method is naturally limited by the computational effort that one is able to invest into these
calculations. It makes no sense to waste years of CPU time for the very accurate calculation
of one single configuration, when the configurational space that needs to be covered to be
able to predict ensemble averages, would have a dimension of the order of millions of configurations. As a consequence, if one is interested in information about more than a very
limited number of configurations, computationally less demanding methods must be used.
As such methods, which are derived and properly linked to the electronic structure regime,
are just emerging in the field of materials simulations, there are not so many standardized
approaches yet. Therefore, a large part of this thesis will be devoted to the method description and development which is necessary to establish this stringent linkage between
the electronic level of calculations and the development and parametrization of mesoscopic
model descriptions (here: Embedded-Atom-Method and Cluster-Expansion). One focus will
be laid on the validation of these coarse grained model descriptions against high level theoretical data. In addition, the propagation of errors from the fine to the coarse level will be a
topic in the discussion of the limitations of these model descriptions.
In addition, this work had clearly also a materials science motivation. Obviously by
means of our simulations, it was possible to learn a lot about the governing effects of adsor-
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bate ordering or reconstruction on different scales. With this we were able to understand
and explain experimental observations. The interplay of microscopic interactions of a large
number of adsorbed particles can be crucial, for example, in catalytic processes or in growth
processes. For a theoretical description one needs to describe the two contributions mentioned in the beginning, namely, the interaction between adsorbed particles and the direct
interaction to the substrate. For these two contributions limiting regimes can be defined
which will be explained from a theoretical perspective in the next chapter.

1.1 Origins of Lateral Interactions
When adsorption on a surface takes place and more and more adsorbates are accumulated
on the surface, the binding energy per adsorbate as defined in section 2.2.3 equation Eq. 2.8
changes as a function of coverage. The adsorbates are forced upon increasing coverage to
pack more and more densely, lowering the average distance amongst them. The physical
origins of these interactions can be separated either based on the way they are transmitted
(through-space or through-substrate) [2] , or just based on their seperation distance [3] . Both
classifications are of course connected.
At short distances, direct through-space adsorbate–adsorbate interactions dominate. They
are caused by direct electronic interactions of electronic orbitals of the adsorbed atoms or
molecules. This overlap of atomic or molecular wavefunctions on neighboring adspecies falls
off rapidly and is therefore very short ranged [2–4] . This effect corresponds to the 1/ r 12 term in
a Lennard-Jones [5,6] potential description [4] , with r being the adspecies separation distance.
At larger distances interactions are predominantly indirect. Through-space interactions
are mediated at such distances electrostatically. They are caused by the dipole–dipole interaction of the adsorbate species’ dipole moments. This interaction decays with a term 1/ r 3 .
Without an electric field, this interaction is a nonoscillatory one, however, in the case of
spectroscopy also oscillatory effects can be observed [7] .
In addition on metallic surfaces, through-substrate interactions take also effect at long
distances between adsorbates. The deformation of the substrate lattice leads to a nonoscillatory elastic interaction between adsorbates which also decays with a term 1/ r 3 . This interaction involves the surface lattice and the induced strain effects on it and is therfore
clearly through-substrate. Interaction between adsorbate electrons with the surface state
electrons of the substrate, finally, can lead to an osciallatory long range interaction between
adsorbates that is mediated by the substrate band structure. The adsorbed atom/molecule
imposes its potential onto the host electrons, which is then screened by density oscillations
(Friedel oscillations) [8] .

Chapter 2

Theoretical Perspective

T

HIS

chapter introduces the two regimes of interplay between interacting adsorbates on

surfaces that will be investigated within this study. This will be done by describing a

very basic but quite elucidating theoretical model. For this, one can start with a one-dimensional chain of pairwise interacting particles sitting in a periodic one-dimensional corrugated
potential. This potential is merely a construct to describe the surface, however, it does not
necessarily have to describe only a surface. In a situation like this, the equilibrium state of
the system will be determined by the interplay of two competing interactions, namely the
particle-particle interaction and the particle-surface interaction.
In addition to this educational example, some basic quantities used throughout the theoretical investigation in this thesis will be introduced and described. A quite general definition of lateral interactions will be presented and some of the physical origins of these
interactions will be mentioned and described. Furthermore, a short paragraph will explain
some point to be cautious about when investigating lateral interactions with computer codes
that employ periodic boundary conditions.

2.1 The Original Frenkel-Kontorova Model
The basic physics of this model was originally published already in 1938 [9,10] within the context of the theory of dislocations on metals. Yet, despite its simplicity the Frenkel-Kontoroa
(FK) model provides a quite rich variety of applications [11] . Since then it has e.g. been
successfully used to gain insight into the underlying physics of surface reconstruction [12]
and ordering of a sub-monolayer film of adsorbate on a crystal surface [13] . An extension
from the most simple 1D case to a 2D description provided explanations for heteroepitaxial
growth [14,15] and even dynamic processes on surfaces like island diffusion [16] were successfully investigated by means of this model description.
The central theme of this thesis is nicely illustrated by following the Frenkel-Kontorova
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model for some limiting scenarios. The effects of different ratios of the determining parameters within this model will be discussed. Although being able to cover and illustrate
qualitatively the basic physics which underlie a lot of surface phenomena, for a description
of more sophisticated model systems a – closer to real scenarios and aiming for quantitative
descriptions – higher level models are needed. For this reason, the basic FK model will be
only used as an introductionary showcase, but then the main focus of this thesis will be laid
on the development of more quantitative models, which include also many-body interactions
in different ways. In addition, an extended FK model will be used later as a starting point for
the investigation of an island reconstruction mechanism with the aim to gain useful insights
into the governing kinds of interactions.

2.1.1 Limiting Scenarios of the One-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova
Model
In Figure 2.1 the most simple version of the FK model for an interacting one-dimensional
chain of adsorbates placed on a corrugated periodic surface potential is presented. Both systems, surface (index s) and chain (index c), present two different typical separation lengths.
The sinusoidal surface potential exhibits the period a s , whereas the chain of atoms are separated by harmonic springs of length a c . The springs have an elastic constant, k, which acts
as a counter force if the particle postions relative to each other deviate from the equilibrium
distance.
When the chain of particles approaches the
surface, it will experience an attraction due to
the potential wells of the surface potential. Ob-

k

as ac

ac

viously, the maximum amount of binding energy between a particle and the surface potential could be gained if each particle occupied
one minimum of the surface potential. If every
minimum is occupied by one particle a monolayer coverage situation is established. How-

as

ever, placing every atom in a surface minimum
would stretch the springs between the atoms,
and therefore this configuration would not correspond to a minimum energy configuration
with respect to the chain of atoms.
On the other hand, if all atoms were in

x

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the one-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova Model for the description of interacting adsorbates on a periodic surface potential.

ideal equilibrium positions with respect to the
harmonic springs, their position would differ significantly from those of the surface potential
minima. The real equilibrium configuration will therefore lie somewhere in between these
two situations, minimizing the total energy of the system under the constraints of the two
competing potentials. For illustrative purposes let us assume a periodic surface potential of
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the form

�
�
�
A �
cos 2π x − 1
2
and an interaction between two chainatoms at x i and x i+1 of

(2.1)

Vmisfit =

Vstrain = k( x i − x i+1 − a c )2 / 2

(2.2)

The total energy of this system is the sum over the chain atoms:

E total =

�

i =1,N

�
�
�
�
�2
A �
k �
cos 2π x − 1 +
x i − x i+1 − ε
2
i =1,N −1 2

,

(2.3)

with a c and k as defined above, A is representing the depth of the surface potential well and

N the total number of atoms. The equilibrium configuration of this simple system is mainly
determined by a few factors:
i) The mismatch between a c and a s .
ii) The strength of the spring constant, k.
iii) The depth of the potential well A of the surface potential.
The spring constant k can easily be connected to the bond strength between the chain atoms,
which in turn energetically can be related to the binding energy between chain atoms.
Likewise, the depth of the potential well can be connected to the bond energy, E b , of the
adsorbate-surface bond.
Reducing the argumentation to the energetics, leaves us with two limiting situations:
1. The interaction between the chain atoms is much stronger than the bonding to the
surface. That is for the characteristic lengths of the system:

k/a c ≥ E b · a s

.

(2.4)

In this case, a so-called floating adlayer situation results, leading to a most likely incommensurate adlayer configuration of a layer of adsorbates loosely bound to the surface. Example cases for this situation are rare-gas adlayers on metal surfaces [17] .
2. A scenario in which the adsorbates interact weakly with each other and each particle
has a strong bond to the surface. Molecules adsorbed by chemisorption to the surface represent a showcase for this case. In such systems, it holds — using again the
characteristic lengths introduced before:

k/a c ≤ E b · a s

.

(2.5)

The adsorbates will occupy distinct adsorption sites in a so-called «site-specific» adsorption scenario, but the adsorbate–adsorbate interaction will determine the ordering
behavior of the adsorbate lattice-gas in these sites for different coverages.
Unfortunately, real systems only very seldom fall into these two limiting categories and will
very often exhibit a behavior that is governed to equal parts by the adsorbate–adsorbate
interactions and the adsorbate–surface interactions. But nevertheless, this simple view outlined briefly and nicely the principle focus of this thesis.
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2.1.2 Introducing the Example Systems Used
Heteroepitaxial crystal growth for a metal on metal system and ordering phenomena upon
increasing coverage for a molecule on a metal surface are the two examples used in this work
to discuss and present the different kinds of interactions that can present the underlying
physics for certain experimental observations. These two scenarios are connected to the two
limiting scenarios of the Frenkel-Kontorova model presented above by the ratio exhibited by
the particle interaction and the particle–surface interaction, respectively.
For the limiting case presented under 1. above, the adsorption of carbon monoxide (CO)
on the (100) surface of palladium, Pd, will be taken as a representative example. Chapter
8 will present the results that were gained using a cluster expansion (CE) framework to
extract the relevant interaction parameters. A large time of the study presented in this
thesis was invested into the development of a new and flexible computer code implementing
the cluster expansion framework, which can be easily adapted to a large number of different
surface–adsorbate systems by simple input files. As a benefit of this flexible structure, it was
possible to validate the newly written code initially against the data and results of an earlier
work performed in the group [18] and demonstrate its reliability in this way.
The second limiting case of the model will be studied in chapter 9. In this part the island
formation of small copper, Cu, islands on a (100) surface of silver, Ag, will be examined motivated by unusual experimental findings in a recent STM study [19] . The approach taken will
start from an extension of the simple Frenkel-Kontorova model. This extended model will
be used in global optimization studies which goal will be to identify the most stable island
structures. Based on the insights gained from the first-principles based parameterization of
this extended Frenkel-Konorova model the study will proceed using a semi-empirical manybody potential, namely the embedded-atom-method (EAM), in a subsequent step. With the
new potential description again the most stable island configuration for the reported experimental conditions will be investigated. Finally, based on the analysis of the simulations, a
description for the observed size-dependent reconstruction behavior will be suggested.
Finally, these two different approaches for the description of interactions between adsorbates will be discussed and compared with respect to their underlying physical assumptions.
Their limitations and strength for large scale simulations in a multiscale modeling environment will be briefly discussed in the conclusions.
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2.2 Quantities Provided by Simulations
In theory and simulations, one deals with quantitative descriptors for certain phenomena.
Here, shortly some fundamental quantities will be defined that are used throughout the
thesis.

2.2.1 Total Energy
All methods used in this thesis are yielding first of all as fundamental quantity the total
energy, E total of a configuration of atoms. This total energy is calculated either by some
potential description of the system, which relates usually the absolute particles position and
the positions with respect to each other to an energy contribution, or by means of electronic
structure theory, employing the principles of quantum mechanics.
Further quantities can be derived by taking into account, for example, first derivatives of
the total energy with respect to particle position, yielding the acting forces on the respective
particle. For electronic structure theory calculations a rich variety of properties can be derived by different methods using information about the electron density distribution in the
system in addition to the energetics.

2.2.2 Surface Energy
Cutting a bulk crystal and generating a surface naturally changes the bond situation for the
atoms that are now exposed in a certain direction to another phase than the bulk phase.
Usually, this formation of a surface is accompanied by relaxation phenomena of the surface
layers, that are driven by the forces resulting from this anisotropic bond environment. The
equilibrium shape of the surface will have minimal forces and energetically, minimal surface
energy per unit area, γ [1] . Often this quantity is just called surface energy and it is defined
as surface excess energy per area of the particular crystal facet. Therefore, it describes the
cost connected with the creation of a certain surface area.
The most stable surface will consequently be the one which minimizes γ and by means
of that minimization endeavor taking influence on the resulting equilibrium shape of a crystal. This is the underlying principle of the famous Wulff construction for the prediction of
equilibrium crystal shapes [20] .
Most experimental data for the surface energy come from surface tension measurements
in liquid phase, extrapolated to zero temperature, which includes a rather large uncertainty
in the resulting values [21] .
Within the supercell approach employed in this work, see section 2.2.4 below, the surface
energy γ for T = 0 K of a clean surface can be calculated as
�
1 � total
γ=
E slab − Nsurface · E total
bulk
2A

.

In equation (2.6), A denotes the surface unit area and the factor

(2.6)
1
2

is caused by the fact

that in the supercell approach the slab has two surfaces. The energetics of the complete
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slab and an atom in the bulk are given by E total
and E total
, respectively, while Nsurface is the
slab
bulk
number of atoms in the slab.

For the description of a surface, γ is the quantity for which the convergence with respect
to the calculation setup was tested in this thesis, see appendix A.

2.2.3 Binding Energy of Adsorbates - What do we mean when we
talk about lateral interactions?
When a gas phase molecule or atom interacts with a surface, adsorption can take place and
a bond is formed. This process releases a formation energy, that is usually referred to as
bonding energy, E bond . If now more than only one adsorbate adsorbs on a surface, the total
formation energy is usually not a linear function of the coverage (where coverage θ is defined
occupied

total
as θ = Nads sites / Nads
, the ratio between occupied and available adsorption sites). This
sites

is because the adsorbates, «ads», interact with each other in the surface plane via lateral
interactions. These interactions can formally be seen as a certain energy contribution to
the total formation energy that is additionally freed or taken by the interactions upon the
adsorption process. Therefore, lateral interactions can be classified as repulsive or attractive
forces between adsorbates which act in a plane parallel to the surface plane [4] .
Within this thesis, the total formation energy for configurations with interacting adsorbates will be called binding energy, E total
. In a first ansatz, one can write
bind

E total
bind = E interaction +

N
�

i =1

(2.7)

E bond

This energy is a function of coverage and adsorbate distribution. In a potential description which is yielding the total energy of a given configuration (including implicitly also all
interactions in addition to the bonding energy contributions), the binding energy of a single
adsorbate can be written as

E bind = −

�
1 � total
total
E ads@slab − E total
−
N
·
E
ads
slab
ads@gas
Nads

,

(2.8)

where Nads indicates the number of adsorbed atoms, E total
, E total
, E total
are the total
ads@slab
slab
ads@gas

energies of the slab with adsorbates, the clean slab and the adsorbates in the gas phase
reference configuration. In this work, the gas phase reference is always the most stable
gas phase configuration and therefore a negative binding energy indicates an exothermic
adsorption process at T = 0 K.

2.2.4 Spurious Lateral Interactions in Simulations
At this point some remarks of caution are in place. In a lot of simulation computer codes
and in particular in electronic structure codes for bulk systems, periodic boundary conditions are employed. In case of computer codes which are describing the electronic structure
of solids the reason for the usage of periodic boundary conditions is simply originated in the
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fact that not only the geometric structure of a crystalline solid can be described by a crystal
unit cell which is periodically repeated, but also the electronic structure of solids obey this
periodicity. (Blochś theorem, see Eq. 3.32) Therefore, an elegant way to describe the electronic structure of a crystalline solid with the least computational effort will make use of this
(for more details on periodic electronic structure calculations, see section 3.3). This specific
way of implementation has a potential huge impact on the extraction of lateral interaction
parameters. Therefore, in this section, these consequences are briefly illustrated.

Figure 2.2: Spurious lateral interaction of a particle adsorbed on a surface with itself in a computer
simulation employing periodic boundary conditions.

In a periodic code, the simulation cell is usually periodically repeated in all three dimensions. These repeated unit cells are schematically shown in figures 2.2, and 2.3. The red
circle represents an adsorbed particle. Periodic repetitions are drawn with dashed lines in
figure 2.2. Obviously, the adsorbed particle can in principle interact with its own periodic
images in the surface plane. This will naturally influence the bonding energy, even in the
case of a single adsorbate, as long as the size of the simulation cell is smaller in the x y plane
than the decay length of the long range interactions. This is in particular important for
the determination of the bonding energy of a single adsorbate which represents a reference
energy for the determination of the amount of energy going into interactions.
Since the repetition of simulation cells is also done in z direction, metal surfaces are
usually modelled in the so-called supercell-approach. This means that the simulation cell
is composed of a bulk part, representing the truncated bulk and the surface and a vacuum
region in z direction above the top layer. This vacuum region should basically represent
the infinite vacuum area above a real surface, but is naturally limited by the bottom of the
next periodic image in z direction. Therefore, to avoid a spurious coupling of the adsorbate
with the bottom layer of the next simulation cell, one has to ensure that the vacuum is large
enough to decouple the wavefunctions of each unit cell.
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vacuum
z

x

y

Figure 2.3: Since boundary conditions are used in all three space directions also images in z direction
can couple with each other in the supercell approach and introduce artefacts into the simulations.

The formally correct way to overcome all these difficulties caused by the periodic images
is, of course, to carefully check for convergence of the interesting parameters (the bonding
energy of a single adsorbate, for example) with respect to the separation distances provided
by a specific simulation cell setup.

Part II

Methods

Chapter 3

Methods - Electronic Structure Theory

It is also a good rule
not to put too much confidence
in experimental results
until they have been confirmed by theory.
– Sir Arthur Eddington

I

N

this study methods of electronic structure theory will mainly be used as a tool to gener-

ate highly accurate input data sets of total energies from first-principles. Based on these

data sets different types of coarse grained models will be parameterized and used for larger
scale simulations. This parameterization will furthermore allow the identification of the
fundamental physical principles that are determining the parameterized interactions at a
larger scale. The main objective for both descriptions is always the total energy of a certain
configuration.
In this chapter, the fundamental aspects of the highest accuracy level — the electronic
structure level — will be briefly presented. Starting from a many body description some
fundamental aspects of wave function based electronic structure methods will be introduced.
For a more thorough introduction to quantum chemistry, the reader may be referred to the
textbook by Szabo and Ostlund [22]. As a next step, a quick overview about the formalism
of density-functional theory (DFT) will be given as a different approach to tackle the total
energy calculation from first-principles. For the specific introduction to density-functional
theory the reader may be pointed to the books by Holthausen and Koch [23], Dreizler and
Gross [24], or Parr and Yang [25].
In all first-principles calculations used in this work, exclusively the DFT method has
been used. Because the systems under investigation are surface-adsorbate systems involving
solids, one part of this chapter will present the DFT formalism for periodic systems. Finally,
a very brief section will describe the usage of the electron density distribution information
contained in the DFT results to simulate scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images to
directly compare to experimental data.
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3.1 The Schrödinger Equation of a Many-Body System
For a material science context the most fundamental properties of complex systems are determined by the quantum mechanical behavior of their fundamental constituents, ions and
electrons. This behavior can be described by the many-body wave function, Ψ, of the system [26] . Therefore, computational access to the detailed electronic structure described by
the many-body wave function enables one to predict or evaluate the behavior or properties of
a certain system. The internal groundstate energy is hereby the fundamental quantity that
is of interest for the scope of the work presented in this thesis.
The total energy, E tot of a many-body system that is described by the wave function, Ψ,
is given as the expectation value of the Hamiltonian operator, Ĥ , of this system. In Dirac’s
notation this writes:

�
�
E tot = Ψ| Ĥ |Ψ

(3.1)

Given that the system under investigation comprises N electrons and M nuclei, solving Eq.
3.1 means solving a partial differential equation of 3 ( N + M ) variables.

If we consider a system of M nuclei A of charge Z A and N electrons (index i ) without an

external field, the Hamiltonian, in atomic units (i.e. m e = � = e = 1), is given by

,

Ĥtot = T̂ + V̂
where

M
1�
∇2
2 A A
� �� �

T̂ = T̂e + T̂n = −

(3.2)
N
1�
∇2
2 i i
� �� �

−

(3.3)

for the electrons

for the nuclei

stands for the contribution of the kinetic energy of nuclei (n) and electrons (e). The potential
energy operator for such a system V̂ is written as

V̂ = V̂ne + V̂nn + V̂ee

=

−
�

M�
N
�
A

i

ZA
|R A − r i |
��
�

nuclear-electron (ne) attraction

+
�

M �
M
�
A

Z A ZB
B > A |R A − R B |
��
�

(3.4)

nuclear-nuclear (nn) repulsion

−
�

N �
N
�
i

1
�
�
�r i − r j �
j> i
��
�

.

electron-electron (ee) repulsion

Here, the potential energy contribution is written as the sum of attractive and repulsive
interactions of nuclei and electrons, where R indicates positions of nuclei and r indicates
positions of electrons.I
I Bold identifiers are vectors.
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The total Hamiltonian for the system can be written as the sum of all individual operators:

Ĥtot = T̂e + T̂n + V̂ne + V̂nn + V̂ee

.

(3.5)

In a first step to simplify the mathematical complexity of this problem, one mostly well
justified argument states that due to the huge difference in the resting mass between electrons and nuclei, electrons will almost instantaneously adapt to any change in position of
the nuclei. Even for the worst case of the hydrogen atom, the ratio between the nucleus’
mass and the mass of the electron is ≈ 1/1800. Therefore, one can separate the problem into
a purely electronical one and cover the (then approximately static) effects by the charged
nuclei with the introduction of a static energy contribution.
By this so-called Born-Oppenheimer approximation [27] the dimensionality of the problem
is reduced to the electronic degrees of freedom, therefore, resulting in 3 N variables for which
the Schrödinger equation needs to be solved. The resulting energy will be the electronic
energy. In order to regain the total energy, the nuclear-nuclear repulsion terms must be
added.
The Hamiltonian (BO Hamiltonian) takes then the following form in atomic units

ĤBO = −

N
M�
N
N �
N
�
�
1�
ZA
1
�
�
∇2i −
+
�
�
|
|
2 i
R
−
r
r
−
i
A
i rj
i j> i
A i

.

(3.6)

For the evaluation of the ground state electronic energy, E BO , the lowest set of eigenvalues
of the spectrum of the BO Hamiltonian operator needs to be evaluated. Since electrons are
fermions and thus must obey the Pauli-Principle [28,29] , finding the groundstate energy equals
the task of finding the energy minimum under arbitrary variations in a set of anti-symmetric
wave functions, {Ψ}.
Consider an approximate wave function Ψapp and the associated expectation value of the
energy E app . The variational theorem for bound operators states that the energy calculated
from a trial Ψapp is an upper limit to the true ground state energy. Minimisation with respect
to all allowed antisymmetric N -electron wave functions, {Ψapp }, will give the true ground
state energy and the exact wave function. This minimization of the functional E app [Ψapp ] is
known as the Rayleigh-Ritz minimal principle [30,31] .
Therefore,

E app = E 0,BO ⇐⇒ Ψapp = Ψ0

i.e.

E 0,BO = min E [Ψapp]
Ψapp

.

(3.7)

This minimization with respect to all allowed electronic wave functions of the set {Ψapp} is
still not practical. The entire field of so-called wave-function based quantum chemistry deals
with the identification of useful approximate, but tractable forms for the many-body trial
wave-function.
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Hartree Wave-Function and Slater Determinant – The Basis for Hartree-Fock
Methods
A very simple approach is to construct the molecular wavefunction as a combination of
independent one–electron wave functions. This is the independent-particle, or Hartreeapproximation [32,33] , where the total wave function is built up as a product of orthonormal
one–electron wave functions. This approximation assumes that each electron moves independently in its own orbital, only influenced by the average field generated by all the other
electrons and explicit electron interaction is neglected.
This simple wave-function is an invalid one, because it is not antisymmetric with respect to electron interchange and therefore violates the Pauli-Principle, which imposes an
essential principle for the stability of matter [34,35] .
Linear algebra yields that a valid wave function, which changes sign upon particle exchange, i.e. is anti-symmetric, can be constructed by the so-called Slater determinant [36] of
one–electron wave functions.
A Slater-Determinant forms the basis for the famous Hartree-Fock (HF)calculations [37] ,
in which the starting trial wave function is minimized iteratively under the constraint that
all one–electron wave functions remain orthonormal. By including the anti-symmetric permutations, the contributions of electron exchange interactions are covered within HartreeFock calculations.
However, within this scheme explicit electron-electron interaction is neglected and replaced by an averaged contribution. Electrons of the same spin are partially but not completely, correlated. No attempt is made to include electron-correlation of opposite-spin electrons.
Because of this neglect, the energy of HF calculations, E HF is always above the exact nonrelativistic value, E exact , the difference is defined as the correlation energy, E corr = E exact − E HF .
This insufficient treatment of the electron correlation is the main deficiency of HF theory.

Usually, in a sufficiently large basis set HF is able to account for as much as 99% of the exact
groundstate energy, but the remaining 1% is often very important for describing chemical
phenomena [38] .

Post Hartree-Fock methods try to overcome this deficiency by accounting for electron
correlation in different ways. Some examples for those approaches are second or higher
order Møller-Plesset (MP2, MP n) perturbation theory [39] , configuration interaction (CI), or
coupled cluster (CC) approaches [40] . The major disadvantage of those methods is their very
unfavorable scaling, so that even today they are not generally applicable to larger molecules
with many electrons. The most often used method in the quantum chemical community,
however, is MP2 as for this the scaling behavior ( N 5 ) is still manageable for most systems
and a smart implementation can lower its scaling [38] .
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3.2 Density-Functional Theory
A different starting point for the evaluation of the total energy is taken by density-functional
theory. Instead of trying to construct the best all-electron wavefunction, Ψ, (which depends, as already stated on 3 N variables — 4 N if spin is included) the idea is to rewrite
the Schrödinger equation in terms of the natural and physical low-complexity quantity, the
electron density, n(r).
This reformulation leads to a decrease in the dimensionality of the problem, leaving 3
variables, independently on the number of electrons. While the complexity of the wave function increases with the number of electrons, the electron density has the same number of
variables, independently of the system size. [38] If there exists a bijective mapping between
the system’s Hamiltonian and the electron density it means that every observable of the
ground-state system can be calculated from the density alone and it does not matter how
that density then is obtained.

The electron density is defined as the the number of electrons per unit volume in a given
state. For a given state with wave function Ψ the correlated electron density is given by
n(r) = N
with the normalization criterion

�

Ψ∗ · Ψ d s 1 dx2 dx3 . . . dx N

�

n(r) dr = N

(3.8)

.

(3.9)

The DFT total energy , E DFT , is then expressed as a functional of the electron density of
the system, which in turn is determined by the wave function. All terms of the BO Hamiltonian are now expressed as functionals with the electron density as the variable.

3.2.1 Thomas-Fermi Theory
Already as early as in the 1920s in the model of Thomas and Fermi [41,42] statistical considerations were used to approximate the distribution of the electrons in an atom and derive
a general energy functional only depending on the electron density. Based on the assumptions of (i) treating the electrons as independent particles, (ii) reducing the electron-electron
interaction to the Coulomb electrostatic energy and (iii) using a local density approximation
for the kinetic energy a functional for the total energy was derived.

The energy functional in Thomas-Fermi theory, E TF [n(r)], is composed of three terms
E TF [ n(r)] = A k

�

n(r)5/3 dr +

�

n(r)vext (r)dr +

1
2

��

n(r) n(r� )
drdr�
| r − r� |

(3.10)

in which the external potential vext is given by the static Coloumb potential arising from the
nuclei

vext (r) = −

M
�
A

ZA
|r − R A |

.

(3.11)
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The first term of equation 3.10 is the electronic kinetic energy associated with a system

of non-interacting electrons in a homogenous electron gas. It is obtained by integrating the
kinetic energy density of a homogeneous electron gas t 0 [ n(r)] [43] :
�
T TF [ n(r)] = t 0 [ n(r)]dr
,

(3.12)

where t 0 [ n(r)] is obtained by summing all the free-electron energy states ε = k2 /2 up to the
Fermi wavevector kF = [3π2 n(r)]1/3 , which then leads to
2
t 0 [ n(r)] =
(2π)3

�

k2
1
n k dk = 2
2
2π

and finally determines the coefficient A k to be A k =

kF
�
k4 dk

(3.13)

0

3
2 2/3
10 (3π )

= 2.871. Finally, the last term

in the energy functional describes the classical Coulomb repulsion between the electrons.

To obtain the groundstate density and by that the goundstate energy the functional is
minimized using the technique of Lagrange multipliers — denoted µ here — to impose the
constraint of equation 3.9. This yields the so-called Thomas-Fermi equation
�
5
n(r� )
A k n(r)2/3 + vext (r) +
dr� − µ = 0
|r − r� |
3

(3.14)

Thomas-Fermi theory fails for real systems and does not predict bonding, mainly due to
the bad description of the kinetic energy contribution of the electrons. [44–46] An additional
shortcoming of Thomas-Fermi theory is that it neglects the electron exchange contribution
in the original formulation, like Hartree theory does.
Shortly after the publication of Thomas-Fermi theory, Dirac [47] developed an approximation to include the exchange interaction contributions into it based on the homogeneous
electron gas. The exchange contribution can be simply given as a local function of the density:

E x [ n(r)] = −

� � �
3 3 1/3
n(r)4/3 dr
4 π

,

which can be also expressed in terms of the exchange energy density ε x [ n(r)] as,
�
E x [ n(r)] = n(r)ε x [ n(r)]dr
,

(3.15)

(3.16)

with the possibility to express ε x [ n(r)] then simply in terms of the Seitz radius — the radius
of a sphere that contains the charge of one electron — r s [48] :
ε x [ n(r)] = −

3 1/3 1
0.4582
≈−
4 rs
rs

.

(3.17)

Incorporation of the exchange contribution into the Thomas-Fermi functional is simply done
by adding the term of equation 3.16 to the functional of the kinetic energy contribution,
equation 3.12, and account for it with a term of

4
3 ε[ n(r)]

in the resulting Euler-Lagrange

form in the minimization. However, also this inclusion does not lead to more meaningful
predictions for real systems.
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3.2.2 The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
The foundation of modern density functional theory was laid by the famous paper of Hohenberg and Kohn from 1964 [49] . In this paper, two theorems were now strictly proven that
allowed this systematic connection between the ground state electronic density distribution
of a system and its ground state energy.
The first theorem states that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the electron
density of a system and its energy and vice versa. This theorem can be proven with the
variational principle.
The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem adopts the variational principle into density func�
tional theory. For a trial density ñ(r), such that ñ(r) ≥ 0 and ñ(r) dr = N , an energy

E [ ñ(r)] ≥ E 0 arises. This implies, an incorrect density will yield a energy which is higher

than the exact ground state energy for every trial density supplied by a trial wave-function.

3.2.3 Kohn-Sham Density-Functional Theory
The foundation for the practical use of DFT in computational chemistry was the introduction
of orbitals by Kohn and Sham [50] . With this introduction, the treatment of the main problem
in Thomas-Fermi Theory can be significantly improved. The basic idea is to minimize the
error in the kinetic energy term by splitting the kinetic energy into two parts, one of which
can be calculated exactly, and a small correction term.
Consider a system of non-interacting electrons. For this system, the kinetic energy is
described exactly with the functional of the Hartree-Fock-Slater theory, that is

TS

=
=

N
�
i

N
�
i

〈χ i |T̂ |χ i 〉

1
〈χ i | − ∇2 |χ i 〉
2

.

(3.18)

The electron density for this system is given exactly by

n(r) =
and the total energy is given by

N �
�
�
�χ i (r)�2

(3.19)

i

E [ n(r)] = TS [ n(r)] + Vne [ n(r)] + J [ n(r)]

.

(3.20)

By this splitting the major contribution to the kinetic energy functional of the interacting
system is described correctly. Kohn and Sham reformulated the interacting problem so that
the difference between the exact kinetic energy and the one calculated for non-interacting
orbitals is absorbed into an exchange-correlation term, including also the exchange part

K [ n(r)]. In general, a KS-DFT energy expression can be written as
E DFT = TS [ n(r)] + Vne [ n(r)] + J [ n(r)] + E xc [ n(r)] .

(3.21)
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Then, the exchange-correlation term, E xc [ n(r)] is defined by this equation (3.21). This, E xc ,
exchange correlation energy can not completely be compared with the terms of Hartree-Fock
theory, because the definitions are different. The E xc depends uniquely on the total electronic
density distribution. Through its functional derivative

vxc (r) =

δE xc [ n 0 (r)]
δ n 0 (r)

,

(3.22)

it determines an additional potential to be taken into account in the search for the ground
state electron density. It has been shown that this property of the so-called v-representability
is fulfilled by any physical charge density on a lattice [51] . Vne [ n(r)] can be written in terms of
the external potential, v(r)ext , and the electron density as
�
Vne [ n(r)] = n(r)vext (r) dr

.

(3.23)

Now one has to iteratively find the set of orbitals, yielding the density, which minimizes
the energy to a certain threshold. Again the method of choice is the use of Lagrange multipliers. The equations are arranged with a one-electron operator, similar to the Fock-operator
and the set of coefficients making the eigenvalue equations stationary with respect to the energy must be found. This yields the Kohn-Sham orbitals of the system, which will describe
the electron density correctly and, as a result, yield the correct energy.
The eigenvalue equations are known as Kohn-Sham equations.
�
�
�
∇2
n(r)
3
−
+ vext (r) +
d
r
+
v
(r)
−
ε
xc
j φ j (r) = 0
| r − r� |
2

,

(3.24)

where φ j describes the Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals.

Because the KS-orbitals only have to decribe the correct density as opposed to the HForbitals, which have to describe the complete electronic properties, the requirements for their
accuracy are not as high as in Hartree-Fock, which allows the use of lower order basis sets
and therefore in this treatment some computational cost can be saved. However, orbitals do
introduce a more extensive size-dependence and therfore a higher computational cost into
density-functional theory again.
The problem which still remains is to find the correct exchange-correlation functional.
There is no systematic way to find such a functional. If the exact functional was known,
DFT would provide the exact groundstate energy. Still, there are a number of well known
approximations which yield results in the range of high order wave mechanics approaches.

3.2.4 DFT Exchange-Correlation Functionals
As already stated, the major deficiency in Hartree theory is the fact that none of the quantum mechanical electron-electron interactions are taken into account in the construction of
the system’s wave-function, therefore neglecting all influences caused by exchange and correlation effects. Thus in Hartree theory we have E xc [ n] = 0. Now in DFT the purpose of the
exchange and correlation (xc) functional, E xc [ n], is to cover these effects and also include the
contributions to the kinetic energy term by the interaction of the electrons.
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The Local Density Approximation (LDA): To improve the treatment of exchange and
correlation effects, a starting point is presented by the homogenous electron gas, for which
an expression for the exchange correlation term is given by (neglecting the effects of spinpolarization for brevity)

E LDA
xc [ n] =

�

�
� 3
n(r) εHEG
xc n(r) d r

(3.25)

HEG
HEG
where εHEG
is the xc-energy of a homogeneous electron gas (HEG). The LDA is
xc = ε x + ε c

strictly local in space, and is exact in the limit of slowly varying densities (albeit in practice limited by the accuracy with which εHEG
xc can be determined). The exchange part can be
computed analytically, see equation 3.17 [47] .

The numerical value of the correlation part, εHEG
c [ n(r)] cannot be expressed in an explicit

form. Expressions for the low-density limit [52,53] and the high-density limit [54,55] are known,

whereas for intermediate densities only values from numerical quantum Monte-Carlo calculations [56] are known to high accuracy. All correlation parameterizations used today [57–59]
are suitable numerical interpolations of these numerical values and the exact limits.
The LDA leads to useful results for most applications. Experience has shown that LDA
gives ionisation energies of atoms and dissociation energies of molecules with a fair accuracy,
typically of 10–20%. Bond lengths and thus the geometry of molecules have typically accuracies of ≈ 1% for main-group molecules. The results are not so good for transition metals. The

solution of the Kohn-Sham equations in the LDA is only minimally more difficult than the
solution of the Hartree equation and very much easier than the solution of the Hartree-Fock
equations. The accuracy for the exchange part is about 10%, while the much smaller correlation part is generally overestimated with by factor of two. The two errors typically cancel
partially. However, one has to keep in mind that this error cancellation is a mathematical
coincidence and has not necessarily physical meaning.

Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) Since the assumption of a uniformly distributed electron density, which only varies slowly in space, is a rather strong one in particular for molecular systems a straightforward extension to the local density approximation is
to take into account the gradient of the density in the calculation of the xc contributions. The
next rung of xc-functionals used in modern DFT calculations is represented by the so-called
generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

E xc [ n] = E xc [ n] +
GGA

LDA

�

∆ε xc [ n(r), |∇ n(r)|]d3 r

(3.26)

where ∆ε xc [ n(r), |∇ n(r)|] is an xc-energy gradient correction dependent on the local density

n(r), and the local reduced density gradient ∇ n(r). Thus, the GGA is semi-local, rather than

strictly local.

In the energy calculations of the level of density-functional theory, the GGA xc-functional
representation as parametrized by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [60,61] has been exclusively used.
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3.3 Application to Periodic Systems, Plane Waves and
Pseudopotentials
For systems of an almost homogeneous electron gas the natural choice for basis functions are
plane waves. Solids, in particular metals, can be seen as representations of such a periodic
systems of a homogeneous electron gas with the ionic cores representing small pertubations
of the homogenity. Therefore, the Kohn-Sham orbitals for a uniform electron gas are exactly
given by plane waves,

�
�
φk (r) = −1/2Ω c exp i k · r

(3.27)

where Ω c is the volume of the box as defined below, equation 3.29.
This chapter mainly represents a short summary of the very nice and educational review
article of Meyer [62] on this topic.

3.3.1 Periodicity in Three Dimensions
The effective potential (as well as the electron density) is a periodic function with the periodicity of the lattice of the underlying periodic structure

Veff (r + T) = Veff (r)

,

(3.28)

for any lattice vector T, where T = N x a x + N y a y + N z a z .

The periodic unit cell is given here by the three primitive lattice vectors which define a

periodically repeated volume element in real space by
�
�
Ω c = a i · a j × ak

.

(3.29)

(in which i, j, k are any arbitrary permutation of ( x, y, z)).
Therefore, Veff can be expanded in a Fourier series

Veff (r) =
Veff (G) =

1
Ωc

�
G

�

Ωc

�
�
Veff (G) exp i Gr

, with

�
�
Veff (r) exp − i Gr d3 r

(3.30)
(3.31)

The sum runs over all vectors G which fulfill the condition G · T = 2π M , with M ∈ Z .

Those vectors form the so-called reciprocal lattice, the primitive vectors b x , b y , b z of which
are given by the relation: a i · b j = 2πδ i j

( i, j = x, y, z).

3.3.2 Bloch’s Theorem and Expansion in Plane Waves
Solving now a single-particle Schrödinger equation for a periodic structure can be simplified
dramatically by employing the famous Bloch theorem [63] . One formulation of this theorem
states that all eigenfunctions ψk j of a single-particle Schrödinger equation with a periodic
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potential can be written as a periodic function u k j modulated by a plane-wave with a wave
vector k:

�
�
ψk j (r) = exp i kr u k j (r)

(3.32)

This allows in the process of calculation to calculate only the eigenfunctions within one unit
cell and the form of the eigenfunctions in all other unit cells is determined by making use
of equation 3.32. Therefore, it is convenient to define that all eigenfunctions are normalized
with respect to the unit cell. This is
�

Ωc

ψk j (r)2 d3 r = 1

(3.33)

Since the functions u k j are periodic, they can be expanded in a set of plane waves. Taking
into account the exponentiell prefactor, one gets:
� kj
�
�
ψk j (r) = c G exp i (k + G) r
G

.

(3.34)

kj

Here j is a band index and c G are the expansion coefficients of the plane wave expansion.
One can now write the one-electron Kohn-Sham equations in the notation of the Blochstates, represented by k.
�
�
�2
−
∆ + Veff (r) ψk j (r) = εk j ψk j (r)
,
(3.35)
2m
�
�
�
�
where Veff (r) = Vext (r) + VH n(r) + Vxc n(r) and the density n(r) is calculated using the eigen-

funtions.

3.3.3 Some Technical Points about Solving the Equations Using
Plane Waves
k-point Sampling
By using Bloch’s theorem the problem of calculating an infinite number of electronic states
in an infinite space has been mapped to one of calculating a finite number of eigenstates at
an infinite number of k-points which are extended over a single unit cell. In principle, still
an infinite number of calculations would be necessary for the different k-points. However, by
arguing that the electronic wave functions at different k-points which are close to each other
will be very similar, one opens the possibility to describe all the wavefunctions of a region in
k-space just by one wave-function at a single selected k-point. One thus follows the approach
to define a regular mesh of Nkpt k-points and replaces the integrals over the Brillouin zone
by a finite and discrete sum over the chosen k-point mesh:
�
Ωc
1 �
... →
fk . . .
3
Nkpt k j
(2π) BZ

(3.36)

The f k j are occupation numbers which are either one or zero, in principle. There are several
different schemes to construct k-meshes around in the literature [64–68] . The one used in all
periodic DFT calculations in this thesis is the one by Monkhorst and Pack [65] .
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This approach allows the calculation of the total energy of a solid by evaluation of the

electronic states only at a finite number of k-points. The error which is introduced by this
approximation can be reduced systematically by increasing the density of the employed kmesh. Using denser and denser k-meshes a convergence test can be performed to determine
the density of the k-point mesh for a desired accuracy of the quantity of interest.
Since the k-points are distributed in reciprocal space and the volume of the Brillouin
zone becomes smaller and smaller with an increasing size of the real space supercell of the
calculation, less and less k-points are usually needed with increasing supercell size. From a
certain supercell size on it is often justified to evaluate the electronic wave-function at just a
single k-point, which is usually the origin, the so-called Γ-point.
To accelerate convergence for metallic systems the introduction of fractional occupational
numbers by certain schemes [67,69–71] is often used. However, if used also the influence of
those smearing width value should to be studied for convergence behavior.

Maximum G Vector – Cut-Oﬀ Energy
The matrix eigenvalue equation of the Kohn-Sham equations within the plane wave representation are given by:
�
�
� �2
�
� k
k
�k + G�2 δG� G + Veff G� − G c Gj = εk j c Gj
2
m
G

.

(3.37)

Similar to the fact that in principle one should calculate the eigenstates at an infinite number
of k-points and the infinite integral is replaced by a discrete summation over special k-points,
one also truncates the Fourier expansion after some final lattice vector G.
The sum (G + k) represents the plane wave vector and the criterion for the truncation is

defined by a maximal plane wave kinetic energy, E cut :

�2
2m

�k + G�2 ≤ E cut

(3.38)

Also here systematic convergence tests are made possible by the fact that higher plane
wave cutoff energies systematically improve the accuracy of the energy evaluation. The
electron density in Fourier representation is given by

n(G) =

� � k j �� k j
2 �
fk j
c G� −G c G�
Nkpt k j
G�

.

(3.39)

The evaluation of the Hartree potential is particularly convenient in Fourier space

VH (G) = 4π e2

n(G)
| G| 2

(3.40)

Due to the Fourier expansion only being performed up to a maximal wave-vector both
quantities have non-vanishing Fourier components only up to twice the length of this cut off
wave vector, therefore the expansions are finite and easy to evaluate.

3.4. STM Simulations – The Tersoﬀ-Hamann Approximation
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3.3.4 Pseudopotentials
So far plane waves seem to be the ideal basis for electronic structure calculations of solids.
Besides their mathematical quite simple representation and their ability to enable elegant
evaluations of certain quantities in reciprocal space by means of fast-fourier transformations,
they are systematically improvable up to the desired accuracy.
One major disadvantage of a pure plane wave representation of the electronic wave function lies in the fact that a proper description of the strong oscillating nature of the electronic
wavefunction close to the atom cores requires a quite large number of superpositioned plane
waves, which leads to the necessity to use high cutoff energies.
For the proper description of many physical problems, however, the core electrons are not
important. Bonding and other properties of interest are almost purely determined by the
distribution and interaction of the valence electrons. The core electrons are strongly localized at the nuclei and their wave functions overlap only very little. These considerations are
the basic justification for the usage of the so-called frozen-core approximation in electronic
structure theory. The charge of the pure nuclei is replaced by an effective core charge which
is constructed from the core potential and the Hartree potential of the core electrons. Orthogonality is ensured by the employed pseudoization mathematical procedure. This approach
has significant advantages. The number of electrons which needs to be described by the
wave-function is dramatically reduced, which significantly reduces the computational cost of
such a calculation.
An important thing to note is, however, that by construction the pseudopotential shifts
the true total DFT potential by an unphysical constant. For this reason only differences between pseudo total energies or their variation with physical variables correspond to physical
quantities. The total energy of a pseudopotential calculation itself does not.
This very short overview is not intended to go into the details of the construction of pseudopotentials. However, it needs to be stated that for matters of numerical efficiency in all
electronic structure calculations presented in this work ultasoft Vanderbilt-type pseudopotentials [72,73] within the plane-wave code

CASTEP [74]

have been used for density-functional

based first-principles energy evaluations.

3.4 STM Simulations Using the Tersoﬀ-Hamann Model
A quite convenient connection between the results of electronic structure calculations to
experimental data can be established by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments.
In a STM experiment, the local electronic structure is probed with the STM tip.
The general theory of this experimental technique represents a quite complicated manybody problem [75] , since there is not necessarily a simple interaction between the STM tip
and the sample electronic structure. However, even the simplified picture of the so-called
Tersoff-Haman model [76,77] can argued to be justified at large tip-sample distances and usually produced reasonably well agreement between experiments and theory.
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In this picture, first-order perturbation theory is applied for the tip-sample coupling,

which leads to an approximate expression for the tunnel current between the two interacting
electrodes:

I=

�
�
2π e � � �
f E µ [1 − f (E n u)] | Mµν |2 δ E µ − (E ν + eV )

�

.

(3.41)

µν

In this expression f (E ) represents the Fermi-function, V is the applied tunneling voltage
and Mµν is the tunneling matrix element between the tip states ψµ and the surface states
ψν . In the limit of small voltage and temperature, Eq. (3.41) can be simplified under the

assumptionsII of the Tersoff Haman model to: [78]

I∝

�E F +∆E
��
� �
�
�ψ (r t )�2 δ E µ − E ν =
dE ρ (r t , E )
ν

EF

.

(3.42)

This expression describes the tunneling current as proportional to the local density of states
of the surface at the tip position ρ (r t , E ) in the small energy window around the Fermi level,

E F , and the applied tunneling voltage ∆E = V · e. The local density of states represents the

eigenstates of the orbitals at a specific energy value. In a density-functional theory electronic
structure code, the calculation of this quantity is carried out by a summation about the
properly weighted Kohn-Sham orbitals.
The resulting electron density can then be plotted according to the two fundamental
operation modes of a STM measurement.
• In the constant-current mode, the x yz coordinates of a specific isovalue of the density,
representing a certain tunnel current, are plotted, usually x y resolved and colored
according to the z value.
• In the less common constant-height mode, one plots the x y resolved isolvalue of the
electronic density at a given z coordinate.
All STM simulations performed in this work are constant-current simulations, which are
used to resolve the geometric structure of the electronic density.
In addition, it is useful to clarify the influence of the sign of the bias voltage on the
sampling of orbitals. A negative potential on the sample probes occupied sample states,
whereas a positive sample potential measures unoccupied states of the sample.

II Those are very briefly, (i) the tip can be represented by a spherical symmetric s-like orbital, (ii) there is no

interaction between tip and sample, (iii) the current is imply proportional to the local density of states of the
surface at the lateral position of the tip

Chapter 4

Bridging Scales: Connection of Microscale
Energetics and Mesoscale Functionality

Your problem is to bridge the gap
which exists between where you are now
and the goal you intend to reach.
Earl Nightingale

A

LTHOUGH

one could in principle calculate or derive all properties of interest from elec-

tronic structure calculations, these calculations are in practice computationally so de-

manding that one faces certain scale limitations. Even with the approximations and methods to make those calculations feasible for smaller systems that have been introduced in the
chapters before, the scales that are reachable are far too small to approach real-world dimensions. However, the detailed electronic structure information about a certain compound
is not necessarily needed for the determination of certain properties, in particular at bigger
scales. The quantity that is determining most of the material specific properties is obviously
the energetics.
According to the property of interest, a certain time and length scale of the system under
investigation must be described within the theoretical treatment. Therefore, it is essential
to pick the right representation according to the quantity one is interested in. If this is now
only the system’s energetics, a proper description of these can prove itself valid and sufficient
to derive already a large set of information about the material specific functionalities.
If one is interested in more than just a single ground state energy of one specific configuration of a system, i.e. in the state of the system at finite temperatures or at a mesoscopic
scale, ensemble statistics naturally have to come into play. The connection between this
mesoscopic regime and the microscopic regime is established by the partition function of the
system. An exact mesoscopic treatment based on a microscopic picture could therefore be
established by a calculation of the full partition function of the system in which each microscopic state would be treated on the level of electronic structure theory [79] . This approach,
although formally correct, is computationally not yet feasible for practical systems like the
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Figure 4.1: The diﬀerent simulation methods can be grouped in a length and time scale representation.
The electronic regime of a material, which determines the behavior and properties of it, is described
by electronic structure methods, such as DFT. However, the macroscopic functionalities of systems
are determined by the statistical interplay of the microscopic processes, which are determined by the
principles of statistical mechanics and thermodynamics.
Corresponding to these scales are also the computational cost and the accuracy connected to the
diﬀerent regimes.

ones addressed in this thesis. The required number of ab initio/first-principles energy evaluations is too immense to be tackled with nowadays computer power. This problem motivates
the search for approaches that do not rely on electronic structure calculations to calculate
energies of various configurations.
As illustrated in Figure 4.1 different theories are necessary for the appropriate description of the governing mechanisms at the respective scale. In their own regimes, different
theories are well established and properly founded. What is still missing nowadays, is a
clean and proper connection of certain theories to cover several length and/or time scales
within one methodological framework. The work of this thesis can be placed into the attempts to establish and investigate a linkage between energetics from the electronic regime
(for which the methods used have been described in the chapter before) to the mesoscale of
system’s of interacting adsorbates.
The following two chapters (5, 6) will now introduce the methods used and/or developed
within this thesis to establish this connection. A special focus will be placed in the investigation of how these mesoscale model descriptions are able to grasp the various kinds of
governing interactions between particles adsorbed at a surface. Within the introduction of
these methods, some emphasis will be laid on a proper description of how the large scale
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models are derived or connected to the underlying first-principles electronic structure calculations. These connections will be explained in detail in the corresponding chapter for
each method separately. Finally, a chapter (7) will present the different techniques used in
the search for the «best» structure/configuration. It will be distinguished between local and
global search methods and the concepts of the employed method of each field that have been
used in this thesis will be briefly described.

Chapter 5

Methods - Cluster Expansion

F

OR

a system of adsorbates on a surface in which the adsorbates are located at usually

only a very small number of distinct adsorption sites of the surface facet, one quite ele-

gant approach is founded on the idea of expressing the total energy of the given configuration
by an Ising-like Hamiltonian. This method is called Cluster Expansion(CE) or Lattice-Gas
Hamiltonian (LGH) approach. The basic idea originates from the description of ordering
phenomena in spin systems [80,81] , is common in the alloy community [82,83] but has also been
expanded to surfaces [84–89] .

5.1 Calculating the Total Energy in the Cluster
Expansion Formalism
The Hamiltonian of the total system is written as an expansion of the configurational system’s energy in terms of 0th order interactions (which are the contributions by direct bonding
to the substrate), 1st order interactions (interacting pairs of adsorbed molecules), 2nd order
interactions (three adsorbed molecules interaction), etc. . . . Formally, this can be expressed
as:

E total (configuration) =

N�
atoms
i

E onsite
bond +

�

( i, j )

V pair ( i, j ) +

�

( i, j,k)

V trio ( i, j, k) + . . .

,

(5.1)

in which E onsite
represents the energy contribution to the configurational energy gained
bond

by the pure binding to the surface at the specific adsorption position of the Natoms particles.

V pair ( i, j ) and V trio ( i, j, k) represent the energy contributions by the adsorbate–adsorbate
interactions of two neighboring particles (pair) or three neighboring particles (trio), respectively.
The corresponding summations are running over all pairs of a given kind, e.g. nearestneighbor pairs or next-nearest-neighbor pairs, . . . and trios in the first neighbor shell of
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atoms . . . etc. If one would proceed with this expansion to infinite higher order many-body
interactions, this would in principle be an exact approach to the total energyI for an arbitrary configuration [80] . However, in practice one is forced to truncate the expansion after
some higher order interaction. This is usually well justified, since the interaction strength
usually decays very fast with large distances between the interacting adsorbates.
The determination of the energy contributions represented by the different interactions can then be performed in a fitting procedure.

This can be either done

by fitting to a variety of experimental data
such as heats of adsorption, phase diagrams or thermal desorption data. By such
an approach, one can obviously gain use-

V

ful insight about the interaction parameters and their nature. However, one clearly

p
1

Vp2
Vtr1

lacks a microscopic foundation for the resulting values for the interaction parameters and will most likely not necessarily
cover the underlying physics on the micro-

Vq1ua

scopic scale. Hence there will be most likely
an unsatisfying general predictive power of
the resulting CE Hamiltonian.

Further-

more, a clear connection between mesoscopic scale and microscopic scale is obviously missing.
A systematically different approach
starts at the microscopic level. Here a given
set of ordered structures is calculated with
a higher level of theory. Usually this is done

Figure 5.1: Schematic view of a (100) surface. The
red circles are depicting occupied adsorption sites
(bridge sites) Arrows indicate the adsorbate–
adsorbate interaction between the adsorbed particles with the assigned name. Some examples
for pair interactions and some higher order manybody interactions are given.

at the level of electronic structure calculations. The resulting total energy of these calculations is then expanded in terms of a truncated CE. These higher level calculations capture intrinsically the underlying interactions
included as interaction parameters in the CE. Afterwards a fitting process is performed and
the interaction energy contributions are used as fit parameters to express the total energy
of each structure by means of the CE. The parameters are determined such that they minimize the average fitting error, to express the total energy of each configuration as accurate
as possible in comparison to the energy provided by the electronic structure calculations. [90]
This procedure is what is usually summed under the name first-principles cluster expansion
(FP-CE). Two crucial aspects determine the reliability of this approach: First, a set of fitting
I Please note that for now contributions by vibrations are neglected and thus we are not approximating the free

energy of the system, but only the configurational energy. For a brief discussion on that see subsection 5.4.1)
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parameters, ergo interaction parameters, has to be chosen. Secondly, how many input structures for the fit from the higher level theory are necessary to ensure a certain accuracy in
the total energies? The next sections will address these questions.

5.2 Finding the Important Interaction Parameters –
Cross Validation
The identification of the set of interactions to take into account as fitting parameters is
usually driven by a combination of physical consideration and a quite systematic expansion.
This means, that one usually assumes that pair interactions of particles in close proximity
will represent rather high energy contributions and that surely some trio interactions will
be important for the stabilization of certain ordered overlayer structures as well. However,
which higher order many-body interactions are important or not and up to which distance,
for example, trios should be considered is a difficult task to decide. A quite systematic way to
select the important interactions is presented by the approach of Cross-Validation (CV) [91] .
This term usually denotes the so-called Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (LOO-CV), but
also other approaches like Monte-Carlo-Cross-Validation (MC-CV) are frequently used [92] ,
which overcome the problem of the asymptotic inconsistency of the LOO-CV. [93] This term
describes the fact that when the size of the fit database goes to infinity the probability to
pick the exact CE must equal unity – which is not the case for LOO-CV.
The underlying principle of the cross validation approach is to define an estimator, the
CV-score, for the predictive power of the used expansion with a given set of interaction terms.
This estimator is determined by performing the fitting process to determine the best set of
values for the set of interaction parameters only for some configurations (the training set)
of the higher level of theory dataset. The resulting values for interaction parameters are
then used to calculate a predicted configurational energy for all remaining configurations
(the validation set), which have not been used for the fitting procedure. By this, one can get
the error in prediction as energy difference of the CE-predicted total configurational energy
and the known total energy from the higher-level calculation. In the end, an average of all
errors is calculated and after normalization taken as the CV-score for this set of interaction
parameters.
As already mentioned, in its simplest form, the LOO-CV, this means using all but one
high level calculations for the fit and validating against the configuration that has been left
out. This is repeated until each structure have been excluded from the fitting once and all
errors in the total configurational energy are added up, averaged and normalized. The LOOCV Score is thus defined as:

�
�
N �
�1 �
�2
LOO-CV = �
E CE ( i ) − E DFT
( i)
conf.
N i=1 conf.

,

(5.2)

in which N represents the total number of different ordered configurations calculated with
the higher theory method, E DFT
i is the calculated energy by the higher method (here:
conf. ( )
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DFT), and E CE
i is the predicted total configuration energy by the fitted cluster expansion
conf. ( )

(CE), respectively. For each structure i the fit is performed using the remaining ( N − 1) configurations and a least-squares fitting routine of the resulting expansion matrix to calculate
the interaction parameters.
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Figure 5.2: Flowchart for the iterative procedure used to determine the optimal set of lateral interaction
parameters to be included into the Cluster Expansion by determining the Cross Validation Score of
each single permutation.

A general flowchart of the procedure employed in this work to determine the optimal set
of lateral interactions is shown in Fig. 5.2. Initially one starts with a set of m interaction
terms and selects a subset of ( m − n) interactions. For this the CV Score is calculated by

the procedure described above according to Eq. (5.2). This is repeated for all possible subset
permutations with a subset size 3II ≤ k ≤ m for the interactions given in Fig. 8.7. The one
subset that minimizes the CV Score is taken for all subsequent calculations.

5.3 Is the Fit Base Complete? – Ground-State Validation
The quality of a cluster expansion is not only determined by a minimized prediction error
but also by its ability to predict the correct ordered ground state structures [95] . For this
reason, since structures found in experiments at finite temperatures are obviously (meta)
stable structures, these configurations should be included into the fit. In addition, one would
like to include the set of most stable structures as predicted by the higher order theory into
the fit. Although usually calculated within the higher level theory for T = 0 K, one would
hope the real system at finite temperatures to be a statistical mixture of the ground state
structures.
II The selection of the minimum number of interactions to be taken into account is motivated by acknowledging the

observation that for minimal ordering behavior with clustering at least three parameters are needed on (100)
surfaces [94] .
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5.3.1 The Formation Energy
A convenient measure for of stability of adsorbate structures is the formation energy, ∆E form. .
For adsorbate systems, the formation energy decribes the excess energy with respect to the
pure constituents (in the example system of chapter 8 these are CO in gas phase and the
clean Pd(100) surface). The following part will explain the method of the ground state validation procedure employed in this thesis for this example system.
The formation energy for an adsorption configuration of CO on a Pd(100) surface is given
by:

∆E formation =

1

Nadsorption sites

�
�
total
total
E total
−
θ
·
E
−
(1
−
θ
)
·
E
CO@Pd(100)
(1 × 1)CO@Pd(100)
Pd(100)

(5.3)

In this equation, the total energy of the specific adsorbate configuration is given by E total
,
CO@Pd(100)

Nads. sites gives the number of adsorption sites in the surface unit-cell and the coverage θ for

a configuration with NCO atoms adsorbed is defined as θ = NCO / Nads. sites .

The energy of a clean surface with no adsorbates is given by the value of E total
. The
Pd(100)

last term, E total
describes the energy of a configuration with monolayer coverage,
(1 × 1)CO@Pd(100)
i.e. in principle that would be the situation where all available adsorption sites of one kind
in the surface unit-cell are occupied. However, for the particular system described here, the
coverage is normalized to the number of available hollow sites in the p(1 × 1) surface unit

cell, which introduces a factor of 1/2 to the total number of available adsorption sites. For
brevity, however, this factor is neglected in the following explanations.
The definition in Eq. (5.3) can be related to the binding energy of a configuration as given
by a total energy calculation simply by
�
�
bind
∆E formation = θ · E bind
CO@Pd(100) − E (1 × 1)CO@Pd(100)

.

(5.4)

Defined in this way, ∆E form.

describes the relative stabil[ѡ % уEform(%)]

ity of any configuration with
respect to the phase separa-

[ѡ $ уEform($)]

tion into a fraction θ of the
and a fraction (1 − θ ) of the

[ѡ & уEform(&)]

¨Eform

full monolayer configuration
clean surface.

As shown in figure, Fig.

[ѡ ; уEform(;)]

5.3, one can now plot the formation energy versus coverage for several ordered structures.

In this way, the so-

called DFT ground state line
or convex hull [82] is defined.

0

ѡ

1

Figure 5.3: Convex hull ground state line with interpolated value
(explanation see text).

In the example shown here, initially there may be the configuration A with θ ( A ) and corresponding formation energy ∆E form. ( A ) and another configuration B with θ (B) and ∆E form. (B),
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respectively. This situation is presented by the dashed line in Fig. 5.3. Every configuration
that constitutes a mixture between these two ground state configurations A & B will have
a formation energy that lies on the dashed line between them [86] , namely the one easily
derived by linear interpolation:

∆E form. (C ) =

�
θ (C ) − θ ( A ) �
· ∆E form. (B) − ∆E form. ( A ) + ∆E form. ( A )
θ (B ) − θ ( A )

(5.5)

Checking the formation energy of all possible structures enables one then to check, whether
the CE would predict configurations with energies that fall below the thus defined convex
hull given by the dashed line. This situation is schematically represented by the configuration X in figure Fig. 5.3. Obviously configuration X represents an important ordering motif
as its formation energy is lower than the convex hull. The way to deal with a situation like
this is of course, within an iterative approach for the validation of the CE, to incorporate
this very motif into the ground state training set and iteratively repeat the procedure of fitting, cross-validation and ground state validation. This way, step by step a new ground state
line (solid line) is iteratively defined. This means eventually that one will include all motifs
that are low lying in energy ideally also as a DFT value into the first principles database.
Finally one would converge to a situation, in which all possible structures calculated by the
CE would lie higher in formation energy and are thus compatible with the stability know at
the DFT level.

5.3.2 Ground-State Validation and Direct Enumeration
The formally correct way to check for this for a problem of adsorbates on a surface is simply
to generate all possible configurations of adsorbates within all possible unit cells for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1
by a permutation algorithm. This approach is the so-called direct enumeration. However, to

enumerate all sorts of unit cell sizes and shapes is of course not trivial and also yet computationally infeasible. Therefore, for the purpose of the work presented here only two different
unit cell sizes in different shapes were taken and all possible adsorbate configurations for
0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 were generated by a combinatorial algorithm. It was critical here of course to which
reference structure the surface coverage refers to for a monolayer (1 ML) coverage and for
this value the p(1 × 1) structure was taken as reference, as already mentioned.

Finally, the ground state validation was not carried out in an iterative way to improve

step by step the cluster expansion, but more as a measure of predicting power to get an idea
for which coverages the found expansion breaks down. It is well known that not always the
cluster expansion with the best CV score is able to predict the correct ground state structures. In these case, one approach can be to include different configurations with different
statistical weights [96] . This would be a step for further improvement of the cluster expansion
presented here.
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5.4 Sources of Uncertainties in the Predictions – Some
Remarks about the Accuracy
5.4.1 Uncertainties in the first-principles energies data
First and most important for the energetics resulting from a cluster expansion is the fact
that the first-principles energetic calculations are not without approximations.

Vibrational Contributions to the Free Energy
Formally, Eq. 5.1 should not just take into account the static total energy arising by a certain adsorbate configuration, but be written in terms of the binding free energy of the system, Fbind. (T ), which contains also contributions from vibrations. The average binding free
energy can be split into the static binding energy from Eq. 5.1, E tot.
, and the vibrational
conf.
vib.
contributions Fbind.
(T ):

vib.
Fbind. (T ) = E tot.
conf. + Fbind. (T )

.

(5.6)

In the following, a short methodological approach to this contribution will be sketched [97] ,
in which this energy contribution by the vibrations is derived from the phonon density of
states, σ(ω). Using the phonon density of states the vibrational free energy can be written
as
vib.
Fbind.
(T ) =

where

�

�

F (T, ω)σ(ω) dω

,

�
�
�
�
�
��
1
1
β�ω
�
�
�
�
F (T, ω) = �ω +
− kB T
− ln 1 − exp −β�ω
2 exp β�ω − 1
exp β�ω − 1

(5.7)

(5.8)

is the vibrational free energy of an harmonic oscillator of frequency ω, k B is the Boltzmann
constant and β = 1/( k B T ). Similar to the evaluation of the pure binding energy by differences

of total energy calculations, see Eq. 2.8, the vibrational binding free energy contribution can
be written as difference between total vibrational free energies of the complete system and
its sub-systems. The difference is then taken between the surface phonon density of states
for the adsorbate covered and clean surface, as well as the vibrational frequencies of the gas
phase reference state for the adsorbate.
However, in all further calculations employing the CE approach, only static contributions
are taken into account and the vibrational contributions will be neglected. This introduces
some error to the energies evaluated for different configurations, of course, and therefore
represents an uncertainty. In a rough estimate, based on former work [18] , it seems safe to
state that these contributions will be rather small. They have been estimated to be of the
order of ≤ 5 meV for the lateral interaction energy and of the order of ≤ 30 meV for the onsite binding energy contributions for the similar system Pd(100) and O2 . The dominant part

causing the rather high vibrational contribution to the on-site binding was identified with the
shift in the vibrational frequency between the stretch vibration of the free O2 molecule and
the changed stretch vibration mode of the adsorbate–substrate bond. Considering that the
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gas phase molecule of the current study, CO, adsorbs molecularly and not dissociatively, one
may argue that this effect will be smaller than for the situation of the dissociative adsorption
of oxygen.

Uncertainties by the approximate xc functional
As stated already in section 3.2, the modern density-functional theory absorbs all unknown
energy contributions into the xc-functional. Since the exact mathematical form of this functional is unknown, it is approximated in all practical calculations.
Through this approximate xc-functional, naturally, a fundamental source of uncertainty
for the predicted total energies is introduced. A common argumentation proceeds along the
line that normally only energy-differences of total energies are given a physical interpretation and therefore uncertainties in the absolute total energy values would at least partly cancel out each other. This is commonly referred to as cancellation of errors. In the comparison
to experimental values for geometries and energetics it is evident that the GGA-PBE [60,61]
xc-functional employed throughout the calculations presented here performs quite well for a
wide range of systems (ranging from molecules to solids) while having a direct connection to
physical principles [98] .
However, it must be stated that the uncertainties introduced by the xc-functional cannot
be as systematically explored within this work as this is possible for the other parameters of
the DFT calculations.

Uncertainties by the numerical procedures
The influence of several parameters that need to be selected for a DFT calculation as implemented in the

CASTEP

plane wave code on the respective quantity of interest has been

carefully tested in the section on convergence tests, see Appendix A.
These parameters are in particular:
• geometrical parameters, such as slab thickness – the number of layers to model the
surface and bulk part of the metal, and the vacuum separation between periodic images,
• numerical parameters, such as the convergence criteria for the different self-consistent
iterative procedures,
• sampling parameters, such as the number and distribution of k-points for the sampling
of the Brilluoin zone,
• cut off energy of the plane wave expansion,
• quality of the employed pseudopotential descriptions.

5.4.2 Uncertainties in the cluster expansion procedure
Uncertainties in the cluster expansion and the extracted interaction parameters arise naturally from the truncation of the cluster expansion. In addition, the limitation in the number
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of input configurations used in the fitting process introduces another source of uncertainty.

5.4.3 Concluding Remarks
As extensively discussed in a recent paper by Zhang et al.[99], the major effect of all uncertainties in the DFT procedure mainly affect the accuracy of the on-site energy value contribution to the total energy. The main reason for that is the unsufficient description of the
gas-phase reference state of the adsorbates by electronic structure codes for bulk/surface
systems.
In addition, one has to keep in mind that the method of cluster expansion CE is just a
mathematical fitting procedure. The final choice whether the predicted parameters do have
a physical meaning or are just occasionally caused by some mathematical instability in the
fitting procedure lies in the hand of the user. For the interpretation one needs to take into
account the physics of the problem and knowledge about the system under investigation from
other methods.

Direct Representation of Lateral Interaction Parameters
However, the beauty of this method lies in the fact that it provides direct energy values for
the different kinds of considered interaction parameters. This is, of course, also the largest
weakness of this approach. At first, only lateral interactions already considered in the basic
pool of interaction parameters which is providing the starting point for the CV score evaluation will be taken into account. The method itself is in the current implementation not able
to find important parameters that have not been defined beforehand for itself. Therefore,
the set up of the initial pool of parameters requires some physical intuition. Secondly, by
the strict definition via distances to neighboring atoms which are adsorbed site specific, the
method is not able to cover relaxation effects which would lead to geometry distortion.

Chapter 6

Methods - Embedded-Atom-Method (EAM)

O

NE

can derive semi-empirical interatomic potentials from several starting points. One

approach can be to start with a set of values from some measurable material property.

These values are then connected to some internal variables by a theory. The internal parameters of this theory are finally adapted in a fitting process such that the experimentally
known values are optimally reproduced. Naturally one needs a starting point for this procedure and it is by no means unique what this starting point should be. Therefore, in the
following description of the semi-empirical interatomic potential that has been used through
this work, a focus will be laid on presenting the functional form and its fitting parameters.
As the special focus of this thesis is placed on the description of lateral interactions between adsorbates some remarks about their inclusion in the semi-empirical potential method
presented in the following, namely the so-called embedded-atom-method (EAM) [100–106] will
be made.
We will see that by means of the usage of the electron density as a material specific property the potential formulation includes many-body effects implicitly to a certain extent. In
this respect, the semi-empirical description and the description by the higher order electronic
structure method are somewhat similar. In addition, the fitting procedure employed for the
parameterization ensures that effects of lateral interactions are included in the potential as
well, simply by the fact that lateral interactions will affect certainly some of the material
properties used in the fit set employed for the potential parameterization.

6.1 Total Energy in the Embedded-Atom-Method
The example system for the application of this semi-empirical potential is composed of copper
islands on a silver (100) surface. The following more detailed description of the construction
of the employed functional is therefore oriented on the paper by William et al. in which the
EAM parametrization for this system has been presented originally. [107]
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In the EAM formalism the total energy of a system is expressed in the form:

E EAM
tot =

� � � � �
1�
Vi j r i j + F i ρ̄ i
2 ij
i

,

(6.1)

� �
in which Vi j r i j represents the pair interaction energy between atoms i and j separated

by distance r i j and F i is the embedding energy of atom i as a function of the host electron
density ρ̄ i . This latter quantity is given by:
ρ̄ i =

�

j �= i

� �
ρ j ri j

,

(6.2)

in which ρ j ( r ) is the electron density function assigned to atom j . Therefore, an EAM description of a system that consists only of one element, A , requires three functions, namely,
• the pair potential, VA ( r ), which represents mainly the electrostatic particle interactions,
• the density function assigned to each atom A at position r , ρ A ( r ), that describes the
electron density distribution,
• and finally the embedding function, F A (ρ̄ ), which is a funtion of the host electron density. The host density in turn is generated by a superposition of the atomic density
functions described before, compare equation Eq. 6.2.
Due to the fact that the host electron density is represented within this formalism as a superposition of atomic densities, naturally this description is best suited for systems with an
almost homogenous electron density distribution. Therefore, EAM potentials are in particular suited for the atomistic description of metallic systems.
For the parametrization of a binary system containing two different species, one of course
needs three functions for each species. The cross-interaction between the particles of different kinds is then usually covered in an additional special pair potential, which in total gives
seven functions that needs to be parameterized. The host electron density is generated in the
binary case as a superposition of two different types of atomic density functions, but usually
not parameterized separately.

6.1.1 Representation of Lateral Interactions
The interactions between particles, either within the bulk or as adsorbates on a surface,
are covered in two ways. Obviously, pair interactions are accounted for directly via the pair
interaction function. Usually, this particular potential is subject to a cut-off function, which
cancels its effects above a certain cut off radius (for a closer description see equation Eq. 6.7
and its explanation below).
All many-body interactions are intrinsically covered by the embedding formalism employed in this interatomic potential method. Since these semi-empirical potentials are usually derived by a fitting process to certain experimental and/or first-principles data, it is
ensured that these fit set parameters, which in turn are intrinsically covering many-body
effects, are reproduced by tuning the embedding function. So, by construction, the effects of
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many-body lateral interactions between the particles of the system are included indirectly.
For a binary system, respectively, the fitting process of the embedding function and the fact
that it depends on the superposition of the atomic electronic densities of all particles again
covers higher order interactions also indirectly.

6.1.2 Uniqueness of the EAM Energy Function
The partitioning of E tot into pair interactions and the embedding energy is not unique, see
Ref. [105] and references therein. For the mathematical construction of an EAM potential
this statement represents an important point. E EAM
as defined above in equation Eq. 6.1 is
tot
invariant under certain transformations, namely:

F i (ρ̄ )
Vi j ( r )

�→
�→

F i (ρ̄ ) + g i ρ̄

,

Vi j ( r ) − g i ρ̄ i ( r ) − g j ρ̄ r ( r )

(6.3)

,

(6.4)

where i, j are the atomic indices and the g x are arbitrary constants. Also the density functions can be scaled by an arbitrary factor, k as long as the argument of the embedding function is scaled with the same factor appropriately, that is:
ρ i (r)

F i (ρ̄ )

�→
�→

kρ i ( r )

(6.5)

F i (ρ̄ / k)

(6.6)

Given these ambiguities, it is important to carefully define the functional form and fitting
parameters used for an embedded-atom potential to avoid confusion. This will be done in the
remaining part of this chapter for the Ag–Cu alloy system (which will be the example system
in chapter 9).
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6.2 The Parametrization of the EAM Potential for pure
Silver
As a first step in the parametrization of an EAM potential, one needs to decide for a functional form for the individual elements of it.

The pair potential
In the potential by Williams et al.[107] used in this study, the pair potential function V ( r ) is
represented by a superposition of two Morse functions, M :
�
�
�
�
�
� �r−r �
c
(2)
V ( r ) = V ( r ) M ≡ E 1 M r, r (1)
,
α
+
E
M
r,
r
,
α
+
δ
ψ
1
2
2
0
0
h
if r ≥ r (1)
s and

if r < r (1)
s .

,

�
�
�
��
� 1
�
��
�2
�
(1)
(1)
��
(1)
(1)
V ( r ) = VM r (1)
+
V
r
r
−
r
+
V
r
r
−
r
s
s
s
s
M
2 M s
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�4
5
�
3
1 ��� (1)
+ VM
rs
r − r (1)
+
S n H r (sn) − r r (sn) − r
s
6
n=1

(6.7)

(6.8)

In the expression for the pair potential given above, the following notations have been
used:
• M ( r, r 0 , α) = exp [−2α( r − r 0 )] − 2 exp [−α( r − r 0 )], is the used Morse function;
• H ( x) is a unit step function and ψ( x) is a cut off function,
which is equal 0 if x ≥ 0 and ψ( x) = x4 /(1 + x4 ) otherwise;
�
�
• the set E 1 , E 2 , r 0 (1), r 0 (2), α1 , α2 , δ, r c , h and r (sn) , S n

n=1,...,5

ters.

are the fitting parame-

For the description of the electron density distribution the following functional ansatz is
parametrized:
For r ≥ r (1)
, it is:
d

�
�
�
�2 �
�
�
��� � r − r �
c
(4)
ρ ( r ) = ρ d ( r ) ≡ A exp −β1 r − r (3)
+
exp
−
β
r
−
r
ψ
2
0
0
h

(6.9)
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��
� 1 �
��
�2
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
�
��
ρ ( r ) = ρ d r (1)
+
ρ
r
r
−
r
+
ρ
r
r
−
r
+
d
d
d
d
d
2 d d
�
�4
�3
r − r (1)
1 ��� � (1) � �
d
ρ d r d r − r (1)
+
Q
1
�
�2 +
d
6
1 + 9 r − r (1)
d
�
��
�4
Q 2 H r (2)
− r r − r (2)
.
d
d

(6.10)

and for r < r (1)
one sets:
d

(4)
(1)
(2)
The set of fitting parameters for the density expression is: A, r (3)
0 , r 0 , β1 , β2 , r d , r d ,

Q1, Q2.
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The cut-oﬀ function
ψ( x) ensures that both position dependent functions as well as their derivatives up to the

second order turn smoothly to zero at the cutoff distance r c , which imposes an important
property for the setup of simulation ensembles. Knowing the cut-off distance of the underlying potential enables one to include as many atoms into the simulation cell as necessary
to describe all interactions around a certain interesting point in space of the simulation cell,
but also allows to keep the simulation cell as small as possible. This is due to the fact, that
atoms which are separated in space more than the cut off distance of the potential obviously
do not interact with each other anymore.

The embedding function
To express Fρ (ρ̄ ) one starts with a polynomial ansatz:
4
�
�2 �
�
�n+2
1
Fρ (ρ̄ ) = F (0) + F (2) ρ̄ − 1 +
q n ρ̄ − 1
2
n=1

(6.11)

For the case ρ̄ < ρ̄ 1 one directly takes the equation above, Eq. 6.11, whereas for the other
limiting case, namely ρ̄ > ρ̄ 1 > 1 one expresses the embedding function as:

�
� 1
�
�2 1
�
�3
F (ρ̄ ) = Fρ (ρ̄ 1 ) + Fρ� (ρ̄ 1 ) ρ̄ − ρ̄ 2 + Fρ�� (ρ̄ 1 ) ρ̄ − ρ̄ 2 + Fρ��� (ρ̄ 1 ) ρ̄ − ρ̄ 2
2
6

(6.12)

6.2.1 The Parameterization Procedure Used
In the parameterization approach employed by Williams et al. [107] Two of the fitting parameters, namely A (see equation Eq. 6.9) and E 1 (see equation Eq. 6.7), are eliminated by
normalizing the density function ρ ( r ) to ρ̄ = 1 at the lattice parameter a = a 0 . This reduces

the number of parameters by two. A further reduction in the set of fitting parameters can
be achieved by expressing the coefficients F (0) and F (2) (in equation Eq. 6.11) in terms of the
experimental cohesive energy E 0 and the bulk modulus B. Furthermore, q 1 is determined
using the boundary condition Fρ (0) = 0. Thereby, that leaves only ρ 1 next to q 2 , q 3 , q 4 as
fitting parameters for F (ρ̄ ).

For the parameters ρ̄ 1 , r (ss) and S n arbitrary parameters have been selected to influence

the repulsive part of the binding curve in the desired way. Similar, for r (dn) and Q n parameters
have been chosen such that negative values of ρ ( r ) at short atomic separations are prevented.

By this reduction, in total 30 adjustable parameters are present within the final functional
form. However, in practice for the parametrization for the Ag part described here, only 15
parameters are fitted to the experimental properties of the pure phase. [107] . The procedure
for the parameter selection presented here ensures automatically an exact fit of the potential
to a 0 , E 0 and B.
As an experimental database for the fit besides the already included a 0 , E 0 and B of Ag,
f

the elastic constants C i j , the relaxed vacancy formation E v and migration E m
v energies, the
phonon frequencies at the zone-boundary point X and the intrinsic stacking fault energy γSF
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are used. Also included was the experimental thermal expansion factor of fcc Ag at 1000 K
to a small weight.
The first-principles database contained per atom energies as a function of volume generated with the VASP code [108] for several bulk structures of Ag. It is important to note
here that the employed exchange-correlation functional was the local density approximation (LDA) in contrast to the DFT calculations that were performed within our study which
used the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) functional as published by Perdew et
al. [60,61]. Another important aspect, which needs to be kept in mind for all comparisons
between first-principles interatomic distances and EAM interatomic distances, is presented
by the fact that the first-principles volume dependent energy functions need to be scaled to
account for the mismatch in the equilibrium lattice parameters of any DFT xc-functional and
the experimental lattice constant used in the EAM parametrization before.

The parameterization for the Cu part of the binary alloy potential was taken from a
826
P L Williams et al
previously published EAM potential parameter
set by Mishin et al. given in Ref. [109]
Table 6. Optimized values of fitting parameters of the EAM cross-potential Cu–Ag.
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

6.3 The Cross-Potential for the Ag–Cu Interaction
As already stated, the cross-interaction

rc (Å)
h(Å)
E1 (eV)
r0 (Å)
α

for a binary alloy EAM potential is given

0.25

within this formalism as a pair potential

0.20

VAB ( r ). The functional form employed is

0.15

again a Morse function identical to the one

0.10

Energy (eV)

presented already for the pure compound.
�
�
�
VAB ( r ) = E 1 exp −αβ( r − r 0 )
�
�
�
−α exp −β( r − r 0 ) + δ
(6.13)
�r−r �
c
·ψ
h
As the specific system for which this EAM

the cross-interaction fitting database was

0.349 06
116.405 1
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−10.504 58
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Cu-Ag
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Cu-Cu
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potential is intended shows a wide miscibility gap in the solid phase [110,111] ,
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Figure 5. Pair interaction functions of the EAM potential for the Cu–Ag system in the effective
pair format.

Figure 6.1: Shown in this plot are the three resulting
generated from first-principles with previously
the for pure
pairAg.interaction
resulting
EAM
The usage of thefunctions
same scaling factor
for purefrom
Ag and the
the compounds
is justified by the
fact that scaling factorsfor
for the
Ag and
Cu are very
close.
parametrization
Ag-Cu
alloy
EAM potential
VASP code and the LDA exchange correThe fitting was implemented by minimizing the mean-squared deviation between the
that was
usedenergies
in this
thesis.
Picture
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EAM and first-principles
formation
of the
seven compounds
at alltaken
atomic volumes.
lation functional. It contained seven artifThe formation energy
a compound Cum Agn is defined as
Ref. of[107]
ical intermetallic ordered phases of silver
m
n
Ag
Cu

and copper for which energy-volume relawhere

E0Cu

E($) −

and

Ag
E0

m+n

E0 −

m+n

E0 ,

(10)

are the equilibrium cohesive energies of FCC Cu and Ag, respectively,

tions have been extracted. After the and
necE($) is the energy of the compound per atom. We emphasize that no experimental data
were used in this fit.
essary scaling to account for the different
equilibrium lattice constants of experiment and
Table 6 contains the optimized values of the fitting parameters. Figure 5 displays the
potential functions Cu–Cu, Cu–Ag and Ag–Ag transformed to the binary effective pair
LDA DFT calculations, the fitting waspair
performed
such that the mean-squared deviation beformat [2, 17].

tween the EAM predicted and the first-principles predicted formation energies for all atomic
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volumes was minimized. Fitting parameters were the set of: E 1 , r o , α, β, δ, r c and h. In addition, the scaling factors of the electronic density functions of Ag, s Ag and the transformation
coefficients g Cu , g Ag [105] were also used as fitting parameters.

6.4 On Benefits and the Validation of the EAM Potential
EAM potentials come with the great benefit, that once thoroughly parametrized for a special
system, their computational evaluation is very cheap and lies in the order of a simple pair
potential. [105] This allows the treatment of very large systems with millions of atoms with a
much smaller computational effort compared to electronic structure calculations.

The validation of an EAM potential is in principle possible by comparison between predicted energy values calculated within the EAM formalism for a set of structures not used
for the EAM parametrization and the energy values of the same structures calculated by a
higher order theoretical method, such as density-functional theory. Careful attention must
be paid to the underlying parametrization database as for example for different equilibrium
lattice parameters. To compare geometries, interatomic distances need therefore to be scaled,
for instance. Another important aspect is the employed exchange-correlation functional, in
case the EAM parametrization contains also datapoints from first-principles calculations. If
compared to DFT calculations that are making use of a different exchange-correlation functional, this can lead to a constant offset between the datapoints. Naturally, the employed
exchange-correlation functional also affects the predicted theoretical equilibrium lattice constant which appropriately needs to be taken into account in the scaling procedure.

The EAM potential for this thesis has been taken in tabulated form from the Interatomic
Potential Database at NIST [112].
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task that naturally comes before any meaningful parameterization or extraction of

lateral interaction parameters is to find the minimum energy configuration within the

configurational space of the given system. Obviously this includes first an energy minimization of the given starting structure with respect to the atomic coordinates {Rα,i }. It is
important to keep in mind, that this structure minimization usually can converge only to
the next local minimum configuration on the potential energy surface (PES) and not to the
absolute gobal minimum configuration of the given system at zero temperature.
However, also local minima configurations can be of interest, because depending on the
energy barrier between the global and most stable minimum configuration and a certain local
minimum the latter one can be accessible and populated at finite temperatures according to
the rules of statistical thermodynamics.
In order to find the optimum configuration two things are needed. At first, a method that
yields the total energy of any configuration of atomic coordinates. The methods employed for
the total energy evaluation for the systems investigated here have been presented already
in the chapters before. Secondly, a method is needed that generates a search direction for
the generation of a new configuration within an iterative approach based on the information
given by the local PES environment of the current configuration. The current structure
is then updated accordingly until convergence in an iterative approach is reached. Some
methods used in this work to perform this task will be described as part of this chapter.
Finally, a method to extract information about the barrier heights between local minima
will be presented. This information is useful for ways to explore the PES. The methods to
explore the PES of this thesis can be roughly categorized into two fields, on the one hand the
PES will be explored randomly, on the other hand the system’s time evolution will be sampled
and the PES will be explored according to Newton’s laws while making use of information
from transition state theory to accelerate the exploration.
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7.1 Structure Optimization by Energy Minimization
For all energy minimization techniques presented here, the update of the configurations is
performed by taking into account the curvature of the PES. For each atom position, the first
derivative of the total energy with respect to the coordinates is needed, i.e. the forces acting
on each atom
Fα (Rα ) =

∂E
∂Rα

.

(7.1)

7.1.1 Steepest Descent and Conjugate Gradient
In the most simple local minimization method, the steepest descent method, one iteratively
follows the curvature of the potential energy surface strictly downhill. In each iteration step
the atomic coordinates are updated according to the forces acting on them. This is
�
�
Rα,i+1 = Rα,i + γ i Fα {Rα,i }
,

(7.2)

where γ i is a step width parameter (not necessarily constant over all iteration steps) to adjust
the step width. Selecting a too small value will result in very slow convergence, however, a
γ i that is too large leads to oscillations around the minimum in this method.

For the conjugate gradient minimization a search direction Gα,i for the minimization
problem is constructed according to the following equation [113] , using also the forces acting
on the atoms as information about the search direction
�
�
��
γ i = arg min E Rα,i + γ Gα,i {Rα,i }
γ

.

(7.3)

Here, the expression arg minγ E is describing the argument γ which minimizes the energy
functional. This argument value is then used in the next iteration to update the atomic
coordinates according to
Rα,i+1 = Rα,i + γ i Gα,i

.

(7.4)

In contrary to the steepest descent method, also information about previous steps are included in the update of the atomic coordinates. In this way, a faster and more robust convergence can be achieved that follows the PES downhill and is always approximately perpendicular — «conjugate» — to the previous search directions. The information of previous steps is
taken into account by adding a fraction of the previous search directions to the atomic forces
of the actual position according to
Gα,i = Fα,i + β i Gα,i−1

.

(7.5)

There exist different ways to construct the corresponding technical parameter β i which determines the mixing fraction. The construction of the search directions G i is based on the
assumption that the PES is harmonic. However, this also means that in case the system
is far away from the harmonic region, the search directions constructed by the conjugate
gradient scheme are somewhat unreasonable.
Either one of these two schemes has been used for the structure minimizations of copper
island structures performed in chapter 9 of this thesis.
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7.1.2 The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) Method
In all geometry optimizations on the level of electronic structure theory a so-called quasiNewton scheme [114] that takes additional information of the second derivative of the PES
into account was used to converge to the local minimum structure. The BFGS method constructs the new search directions by employing the Hessian matrix Hαβ of the system. The
new Gβ,i are generated by solving the Newton equation
�
�
�
Hαβ Gβ,i = Fα {Rα,i }

.

(7.6)

β

For a perfectly harmonic PES and an exactly known Hessian, the local minimum would be
found within one line search. In practice, obtaining the exact Hessian of a system can be
a quite cumbersome task, so that usually this matrix is successively approximated within
each iteration step. However, since more information of the PES is taken into account for
the minimization the BFGS method is usually the most effective one of the three presented
schemes for local minimization so far. As for the conjugate gradient method, also for the
BFGS scheme being in an area of the PES where the harmonic approximation holds is crucial
for a satisfying performance.
The BFGS algorithm was the method exclusively used for all geometry optimizations
performed within the framework of density-functional theory using the CASTEP [74] computer
code.

7.2 Structure Optimization by Global Optimization
In order to find the global minimum configuration for a given system, one has to use a technique that samples the phase space of the PES and is not constrained to a minimization.
The problem with the usage of energy minimization procedures lies, as already stated, in
the fact that only relaxations into the next local minimum structure are possible. This is
caused by the fact that the local information — or information of a close proximity region
— for a given configuration uniquely guides the system to this next local minimum. This
fact can be contracted to the statement, that the starting configuration defines the accessible
configurations.
In both global optimization techniques presented in the following, this local information
is replaced by a random element.

7.2.1 Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing [115] represents a global optimization scheme that uses a principle from
statistical mechanics and metallurgy for a multidimensional optimization scheme. A necessary condition is the existence of a «cost» function which calculates a value to be minimized
during the optimization process. In global optimization problems of molecular structures,
this function is normally taken to be the total energy, E total , of the particular atomic configuration.
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A typical simulated annealing run starts with an arbitrary configuration of total energy

E 1 and a given assumed starting temperature, Tstart , of the system. By randomly displacing
one or more atoms, a new structure is generated and the total energy, E 2 for the new structure is calculated and compared to the one of the starting configuration. If the energy of
the configuration has decreased, i.e. ∆E = E 2 − E 1 < 0, the new configuration is accepted and
represents the new starting configuration for the next iteration. In the opposite case that the

energy has increased, ∆E > 0, the new configuration is accepted with a probability P (∆E ) according to a Metropolis criterion [116] , i.e. P (∆E ) = exp(−∆E / k B T ), where T is equal to Tstart

in the beginning. According to Metropolis this generates a canonical ensemble of atomic configurations for the given temperature, i.e. the statistically most likely configuration with the
highest probability at a given temperature.
Consequently, at zero temperature only new structures that would lower the energy and
therefore approach the minimum configuration would be selected. However, this temperature setting bears the risk to get stuck in the wrong local minimum and not to find the global
minimum configuration. A finite temperature setting, on the contrary, allows for certain uphill steps and thus enables the system to find its way out of local minima, thereby exploring
large areas of the configurational phase space during the sampling. In the simulated annealing procedure, the system is usually sampled starting from a high starting temperature and
then successiveley cooled down according to an annealing schedule.
The random displacements, ∆Rα , of the atoms are coupled to the temperature in the
classical simulated annealing scheme [117] according to a Gaussian distribution
�
�
P (∆Rα ) ∝ exp −(∆Rα )2 /T

.

(7.7)

This coupling ensures that with decreasing temperature the step width is reduced more
and more, thus effectively «freezing» the atom positions in the ground state configuration.
To ensure convergence, the cooling rate by which the temperature is reduced within each
iteration needs to be inverse logarithmic in time, i.e.

T∝

Tstart
log(1 + t)

,

(7.8)

which has the drawback of quite slow convergence behavior. To improve the speed of convergence, adjustments to the annealing scheme can be made [118] , in which the Gaussian distribution of displacements are replaced by Cauchy distributed displacements, thus allowing for
larger jumps in the configurational space. With a position update like that, the logarithmic
cooling rate can be replaced by a rate which is linear in time and therefore freezing the system much faster. Also adaptive procedures which adjust the cooling rate dynamically during
the optimization run, e.g. adaptive simulated annealing (ASA) [119] , are proven to work and
increase the convergence speed.
By the successive reduction of the temperature due to the cooling rate no canonical ensemble is sampled anymore in the overall procedure. Therefore, no meaningful averages
such as thermodynamic quantities can be extracted anymore, restricting the application of
this procedure to pure optimization problems. However, as stated before, to extract meaning-
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ful ground state quantities, such as parameterized lateral interaction parameters, or structural information about ground state configurations, the importance of efficiently sampling
as complete as possible the full configurational space cannot be underestimated.

7.2.2 Random Particle Placement Followed by Local Energy
Minimization
A quite simple and yet successful approach to overcome the constraints of minimization tech-

searching for the best island structure

niques has been proposed by Pickard and Needs [120]. The idea is to place atoms randomly
inside a simulation cell and then relax by a local energy minimization procedure into the
next local minimum. Sine the starting configuration is random, there exists a high possibil• now that calculations are “cheap”

ity of finding a large number of different local minimum structures for the given number of
atoms to be distributed.

• we can do a lot of them in short time!

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 7.1 defin-

ing an active volume right above a surface

1. place a number of Cu atoms randomly

active volume for Cu

allowsin
to effectively
search the configuraactive volume
tional space of different adsorbate struc-

tures.
By means
of this stochastic sam2. relax
locally
pling of the configurational space, however, a less controllable randomness com3. tabulate all total energies

pared to the simulated annealing algorithm is introduced. Moreover, there is no
4. find new structural motifs

way to determine whether the sampling of
the configurational space was exhaustive

Ag bulk

and the true global Structure
minimumSearch,
has been
Pickard, Needs PRL 97, p45504
Figure 7.1: The definition of an active volume for the
found.
random placements of particles allow for an eﬀective search for adsorbate cluster structures on a
The resulting local minimum strucsurface
tures are tabulated and sorted by total energy and the configuration lowest lying in
energy is assumed to be the one closest to the global minimum. One indication, whether or
not the sampling of the configurational space was exhaustive can be drawn from the observation that a certain structure is found much more often than others. Obviously, the possibility
to find the real global minimum structure increases when only a few number of atoms are
inside the active volume and this volume being not too large. In addition, one can influence
the algorithm, by using some physical intuition in the definition of the active volume area,
for example, by constraining the height of the active volume above the surface for a search
of adsorbate structure which should consist of not more than a certain number of layers.
As for the simulated annealing, this algorithm does not rely on the specific method
used for the energy evaluation, so that both methods are in principle applicable with firstprinciples energies. However, for more complex systems containing more but a few atoms,
the energy evaluation of a large number of different structure on a first-principles level is
computationally nowadays still unfeasible.
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7.3 The Stability of Optimized Structures
Once the most stable minimum of the potential energy surface of all sampled configurations
has been identified by search algorithms like the ones described before, the next question
arising is naturally the one of the stability of this particular minimum configuration. This is
the question for the long time dynamics of a thermal system (with fixed number of particles,
i.e. the canonical ensemble). Real systems usually have a finite temperature, therefore
they possess a certain thermal energy equal to k B · T . The stability of any (local or global)
minimum in the thermodynamical limit is determined by the depth of the potential well in
the PES that belongs to it.
A very nice discussion of this and the content of the following can be found in the excellent
review article by Voter et al. [121].

7.3.1 The Minimum Energy Path and Transition Energy Barrier
Definition
Transitions from one minimum to another happen along a path orthogonal to

(transition state)

the equipotential contours of a potential

‡

energy surface (PES) that connects the
activation
E BAA

point. Along this path the force acting at

activation

energy

corresponding mimina through a saddle

E AAB

(minimum B)

any point is only pointing along that path.
The barrier assigned to that transition is
identified with the difference between the
total energy at the saddle point and the

(minimum A)

total energy of the minimum.
reaction coordinate

Figure 7.2: The definition of the activation barrier for
a transition from a state A to another state B is
shown here. It is defined as the energy diﬀerence
∆E activation
between the energies of the lowest lyA →B
ing saddle point of the potential energy surface connecting the two local minima A and B with the
minimum energy path (MEP) and the energy of
the initial configuration.

∆E activation = E ‡ − E initial
A

(7.9)

A transition between these two minima happens with a probability that is
proportional to this energy barrier. The
pathway along which the transition occurs, the connection between the initial
and final state along the lowest lying path

in energy is called the minimum-energy path (MEP) or the minimum-energy reaction path
(MERP) as defined in the IUPAC Gold Book [122] . Therefore, determining the corresponding barrier of the transition between two different structures provides insight and allows
assumptions about the stability of a configuration.
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7.3.2 The Nudged Elastic Band Method
In the following subsection an algorithmic approach to the determination of the minimum
energy path between two known structures and therefore the determination of the barrier
for the transition will be presented, the nudged elastic band (NEB) method. [123] It is not the
only one for finding transition states and there are many others, but throughout this study,
this method was employed to get an estimate about the stability of the island structures
presented in chapter 9.
In chain-of-states methods [124,125] (like the NEB) a string of geometric configurations of
the system (usually called images in the context of NEB) is used to describe the reaction
pathway for which the transition barrier should be determined. These images are connected
via spring like forces to ensure equal spacing along the reaction path. Obviously, good knowledge about how the initial and final configuration look like is necessary.
The configurations along the spring con-
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In this final expression, Ri is the position of the ith image
and k is the spring constant.
The saddle point is particularly important for characterizing the transition state within harmonic transition state
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calculation of the transition state energy. However, it must be stated clearly, that NEB is
not a saddle point search algorithm and therefore it is not ensured that the highest energy
image really equals the saddle point and therewith the reference energy for the transition
energy barrier as defined above. Still, a lot insight can already be gained by the estimate for
the energy barrier provided by the converged NEB pathway.
To converge to the true transition state, a small extension to the NEB algorithm has to
be made, known as climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB). In this extended scheme,
the force update for the image highest in energy is changed and the sign of the acting forces
is reversed and all spring forces on this image are nullified. The resulting acting forces on
this image are thus
FCI-NEB
= FCI-NEB
− 2 · FCI-NEB
· θ̂ i θ̂ i
E max
E max
E max

.

(7.13)

In this way the coordinates of this configuration are moving uphill the curvature of the PES.
This will converge to the point of the PES with highest energy and zero forces, which then
equals the transition state configuration.

7.3.3 Transition State Theory
For the description of the dynamical evolution of a system and therefore the stability of
certain configurations in the thermodynamical limit, the quantity that must be evaluated is
not the barrier alone but the corresponding transition rate for the respective process.
In transition state theory (TST)) [127–129] , the classical rate constant for an escape from
an initial state A to an adjacent state B is taken to be the equillibrium flux through the
dividing surface between A and B of the PES as defined above. If no correlated events
occur, this definition of the TST rate constant is the exact rate constant for this process. This
definition equals the time average picture to extract the stability information of a given state
introduced before. For illustrating purposed, imagine a two-state system and a very long
classical direct MD trajectory. After a very long time, an equilibrium state will be established
and both states will have been visited a large number of times. Now, one could determine
the fraction of time, χ A that the system spent in state A and the number of crossings, per
unit time, of the dividing surface. The TST rate constant for the escape from state A would
now be given by half of the crossing rate — accounting in this way only for escapes from A
and not the events entering state A — divided by the time fraction χ A .
This flux is thus an equilibrium property of the system (which can even be computed
without ever propagating a real molecular dynamics (MD) trajectory by the appropriate statistical ensemble average — here, to account for temperature dependence it is the canonical
ensemble)

��� d x ��
�
� 1 � δ ( x1 − q )
kTST
=
� dt �
A→
A

,

(7.14)

where the angular brackets are indicating the ratio of Boltzman-weighted integrals over
6 N -dimensional phase space (configurational space: r, and momentum space: p) restricted
to the space belonging to state A — as indicated by the index. As a result of this restriction,
there is no need to divide by the time fraction χ A in this case anymore. The dividing surface
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is set to be at x1 = q for simplicity and the observation is restricted to the reaction coordinate

x1 only. x1 is part of the configurational phase space of the system.

Calculating the average for some property P (r, p) is then done by evaluating
� �
P =

�

�
�
P (r, p) exp − H (r, p)/ k B · T drdp
�
�
�
exp − H (r, p)/ k B · T drdp

,

(7.15)

where k B is the Boltzmann constant and H (r, p) is the total energy of the system (kinetic
plus potential).
If the effective mass of the reaction coordinate is constant while crossing the dividing
surface, one can simplify equation 7.14 to a simpler average expression, averaging only over
configurational space

kTST
A→ =

�

�
�
2 k B T /π m δ ( x1 − q ) A

.

(7.16)

In this average the delta function picks out the probability of the system being at the dividing
surface, relative to everywhere it can be in the basin of state A . There is no dependency of
the nature of state B included whatsoever for this probability.
With this point of view it becomes possible to use this statistical framework to obtain
accurate dynamical information about transition rates based on energy barriers. To actually
follow the real dynamical evolution of the system in its full complexity is then not necessary
anymore to obtain dynamical information.
Transition State Theory relies apart form the Born-Oppenheimer approximation on two
basic assumptions:
• the rate is slow enough that a Boltzmann distribution is established and maintained
in the reactant state;
• a dividing surface of dimensionality D − 1, where D is the number of degrees of freedom

in the system (usually D = 3 N , with N being the number of particles), can be identified

such that a reacting trajectory going from the initial state to the final state only crossed
the dividing surface once. The dividing surface is therefore representing a bottleneck
for the transition.

Harmonic Transition State Theory
For activated processes of the kind of systems that we are interested in here right now, i.e.
crystal surfaces with adsorbates and cluster ordering, the harmonic approximation to TST
can usually be applied [130,131] , leading to harmonic transition state theory (hTST).
The rate constant for a transition can then accordingly be expressed by the energy difference between initial and transition state, see above, and a pre-factor calculated by the
frequency of normal modes at the saddle point and the initial state [132,133] :

k

hTST

�3 N

�
�
(νinit
−∆E activation
i )
= �3i N −1
exp
kB · T
(ν‡i )
i

(7.17)
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where N gives the number of vibrational degrees of freedom. Within the harmonic approxiinit
mation, where hν � k B T , the vibrational partition function for the initial ( Zvib
) and transi‡
tion state ( Zvib
) can be expressed by

init
Zvib
=

3
N
�

kB T

init
i =0 h · ν i

and

‡
Zvib
=

3N
�−1

i =0

kB T

.

h · ν‡i

(7.18)

These partition functions can then be used in equation 7.17 to yield an expression often seen
in the literature

khTST =

�
�
‡
k B T ( Zvib )
−∆E activation
exp
h ( Z init )
kB · T
vib

.

(7.19)

If now every crossing of the dividing surface leads to a transition to the final state, the
transition rate given by these equations is rather accurate. However, in reality, not every
crossing leads to a transition and therefore, the transition rates of (h)TST usually overestimate the true rate constants.

7.3.4 Molecular Dynamics – Following the System’s Dynamics
Directly
Another way to gain information about the stability of certain configurations is to follow
the time evolution of the system directly by treating the motion of the atoms using classical
dynamics and performing a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation [134] . Within this approach
the system will spend time in certain local minima according to their relative stability and
the longest time in the infinite time limit will accordingly be spent in the most stable —
global — minimum configuration. Consequently, the information about the stability of a
certain configuration could be extracted by a statistical analysis of the MD trajectory, as
already mentioned in the introduction to the transition state theory framework above.
However, the interesting transitions of most solid surface systems will be so-called infrequent-events [121] . The direct dynamical evolution of the system will consist of vibrations
within the potential basin of the local/global minimum configuration and only occasionally a
transition to another potential basin will occur. The average time between these transition
events is typically very many vibrational periods, thus making the transitions infrequent
with respect to the time scale of the system’s vibrations. However, these vibrations have to
be resolved in the time integration to maintain accuracy of the time evolution. The difference
in time scales can easily be of the order of many orders of magnitude, so that a direct calculation is not feasible in cases, where the interesting long-time dynamics are characterized
by extended residence times in the local minima of the PES. The frequency of occurrence of
such a transition per unit time is termed transition rate.
When a transition happens, i.e. a trajectory moves from one potential basin of the 3 N
dimensional phase space to another minimum, this trajectory crosses a 3 N − 1 dividing sur-

face at the ridge top separating the two minima. Even though these crossings are infrequent,
successive crossings can happen on the time scale of just one or two vibrational periods; such
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transitions are then termed correlated. This defines the so-called correlation time, τcorr , of
the system, which can be understood as the system’s memory. Once this correlation time
has passed, the system does not know anymore how it got into the current state and the
probability for a new transition from the the current configuration is independent from the
way this configuration was reached. This means that the probability of escaping from a certain state is proportional to the transition rate constant for a certain transition path, which
holds after the correlation time has passed for all states visited by a classical MD trajectory.
This result lays the basis for a framework to seize the independence of escape events for an
acceleration of direct MD simulations. Normally, these simulations are intrinsically serial
in time, however, the next session will describe a technique for parallelization based on a
parallel exploration of the different escape paths of a potential well.

Accelerated Molecular Dynamics – Parallel Replica Dynamics
As one of the simplest and most accurate schemes to accelerate direct molecular dynamics simulations employing the principles of transition state theory, the method of parallel
replica dynamics [135] (PRD) represents in particular for systems studied at quite elevated
temperatures [121] a very appealing choice for an acceleration scheme.
The only assumption underlying the formalism of parallel replica dynamics is that the
infrequent events of the system under study obey a first-order kinetics (exponential decay).
This is, for any time t greater than the system specific correlation time (see above), τtau , after
entering a state A , the probability distribution function for the time of the next escaping
transition from that state is given by

p( t) = k A → exp (− k A → · t)

,

(7.20)

where k A → is the transition rate constant for escape.

The general approach is shown in figure Fig. 7.4. A system residing in a potential basin

A is replicated identically on each of M available CPUs. After a short phase of de-phasing
for a time t dephase ≥ τcorr , during which the particle momenta are randomized to eliminate
correlation and which is performed long enough to be greater than the correlation time,
each processor carries out an independent constant-temperature direct MD trajectory for
the system replicated on it. The specific correlation time that needs to be used depends on
the specific system under investigation, typically for diffusion processes on solid surfaces it
ranges in the order of 1 ps [135] . Its specific value for the system under investigation can be
extracted from a time-correlation analysis of an normal MD simulation for this system [130] .
In periodic intervals on all of the parallel MD simulations a local structure optimization
(see above, section 7.1) is performed to check for a transition event. A transition is defined
to have happened, if the local energy minimization leads to a local minimum structure that
is distinguishable from the initial starting structure. Usually the criterion for this are the
atomic positions of the system that is simulated.
If a transition is found on one of the replicas, all processors are alerted to stop. The global
simulation clock, t global is advanced by the accumulated trajectory time of all replicas, i.e.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(A)

Figure 7.4: In this figure, the parallel replica dynamics method is schematically illustrated. Starting
from a given configuration, in step (A) a certain number of identical replicas are generated. After
a dephasing period (B), independent MD trajectories are run for each replica of the system at (C).
Once a transition is found, this specific replica is soley run for a certain correlation time in (D). After
this, the replica where the transition happened is the starting configuration for the next PRD run
and the total simulation time is the sum of all trajectory times of all replicas.

the total time spent from random starting configurations to explore the local energy basin
of state A before an escape transition happened. After this, the one replica for which the
transition event occured is allowed to follow its trajectory for a time ∆ t corr longer than the
correlation time for that system, ∆ t corr ≥ τcorr to check for correlated events and/or recrossing
of the dividing surface. After this, the global clock is advanced by this ∆ t corr and the final

state of the replica after the transition event is the new starting state that is copied to all
available processors. After this, the whole loop starts again.
For the escape-time probability of the super-system consisting of the M replicas (and
assuming for simplicity that all processors are running at the same clock-speed, so that the
summed speed S = M ) as a function of t 1 , the trajectory time on processor 1, we can write

.

p super ( t 1 ) = S · k A → exp (−S · k A → · t 1 )

(7.21)

Now, at a given point in time, the accumulated simulation time summed over all M trajectories is related to t 1 by

t sum = S · t 1

.

(7.22)

Inserting this into equation Eq. 7.21 and recognizing that for all probability distributions p
the relation

� �
1
t
p
d t = p( t)d t
S
S

(7.23)

holds, gives the relation
�
�
p super ( t sum ) = k A → exp t sum · k A →

.

(7.24)
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Therefore, running M independent replica simulations and defining the summed time according to equation Eq. 7.22 shows, comparing to the fundamental equation Eq. 7.20, that
this procedure generates the correct probability distribution for the escape time for the initial
state. This is also valid for replicas run on processors of different speed [135] .
The parallelization has no effect on the relative probabilities for the possible escape
paths. This means, if the parallel running replicas are continuously monitored for transition events, the resulting sequence of events for the parallel run is indistinguishable from a
sequence gained by a serial run MD trajectory. However, in the procedure described above
an exact mapping between the system’s configuration and the total simulation clock can only
be made at the time of each transition event, or w.r.t. a parameter for the simulation to set,
on the time scale of the intervall in which all replicas are examined for a transition event.
Finer time scales can be obtained from any of the individual replicas, however correlating
them to the total clock is not possible.

Part III

Application and Results

Chapter 8

The Adsorption of CO on the Pd(100) Surface

O

NE

can maybe say that the adsorption of CO on single crystal surfaces, in particular

(100) facets of simple bcc and fcc metals is one of the most investigated adsorption re-

action. The reasons for this are naturally its fundamental importance as a model system
for heterogeneous catalysis applications. The basic principles of metal–molecule interactions and principles of chemisorption can be studied using this well-defined system of still
controllable complexity.
As this system is representing a showcase for the case, where a strong bond to the substrate is formed and the interaction amongst the adsorbed particles are rather weak compared to the surface–adsorbate bond, this system has been examined theoretically as the
example of this thesis for the second limiting case of the Frenkel-Kontorova model (as introduced in the introduction, see chapter 2).

8.1 The Pd(100) Surface and its Adsorption Sites
The simple high symmetry (100) surface of the fcc structure of Pd is schematically shown in
Fig. 8.1 to illustrate the basic geometric features of this surface facet. The surface unit cell
can be given in two different ways, both of which are also shown. The primitive (1 × 1) surface
unit cell is the simplest possible one, containing the minimum number of atoms, whereas the
centered c(2 × 2) contains two atoms in the unit cell, but still exhibits all symmetry features

of the highest surface point group, C 4v . Since all experimentally found adsorption structures
of CO on this surface arrange in periodic structures based on this c(2 × 2) cell, cf. Fig. 8.2,
all calculations and descriptions of adsorbate structures within this thesis will be given in
terms of the centered surface unit cell. However, since usually the coverage, θ , is given with
respect to the one hollow position enclosed in the p(1 × 1) unit cell, the latter will represent
the reference structure for all coverage values in this study. Consequently, a θ = 1 ML (ML
= mono layer) coverage for the c(2 × 2) unit cell is reached when 2 of the available 4 bridge
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Pd - Top Layer

y
(1 × 1) unit cell

Pd - 2nd Layer

c(2 × 2) unit cell
bridge adsorption

hollow adsorption
top adsorption

x

Figure 8.1: Schematic view of the (100) surface of the face-centered cubic structure along the cristallographic z-axis. Shown are the two top layers of the surface, light grey circles represent the top layer
atoms, darker grey circles are representing the atoms of the second layer from the top. Two diﬀerent
surface unit cells are shown, the primitive (1 × 1) cell and the centered c(2 × 2) cell.
The red circles in the structure depict the positions of the three distinct high symmetry adsorption
sites of this facet of a fcc metal surface, namely the hollow site, the bridge site and the top site.

adsorption sites are occupied with adsorbed CO molecules.
Shown as red circles in Fig. 8.1 are the three different high-symmetry adsorption sites
of this surface. The four-fold hollow site, the bridge site and the on-top adsorption site. In
the primitive (1 × 1) surface unit cell one site of each kind is included within the unit cell,
whereas the bigger c(1 × 2) cell contains two of each kind of adsorption site. Depending on
the kind of adsorbing species and the physics behind the interactions between surface and
adsorbate, either of those sites can be the most favorable adsorption site for a single adsorbed
particle.

8.2 CO Adsorption - Experiments and Theory
As already mentioned, the CO adsorption on Pd(100) represents a showcase system to experimentalists for studies of adsorption. Already in 1969 this system was used by Tracy
and Palmberg for the investigation of chemisorption and as a showcase for the determination of binding energies [136] . In a later intensive study, Bradshaw and Hoffmann combined
infrared adsorption spectroscopy (IRAS) and low-energy electron diffraction methods to investigate the detailed adsorption site of the adsorbate on the surface [137] , followed by a work
of Behm et al., which characterized thoroughly the θ = 0.5 ML configuration and addressed
in particular for the first time the bonding geometry of the CO molecule at the adsorption

site [138,139] . In all those studies, CO was found to adsorb upright in the bridge position of
the underlying Pd(100) surface. Further LEED [140] and IRAS [141,142] studies confirmed the
ordered structures and are in line with the results of surface core level shifts (SCLS) [143] .
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8.2.1 Ordered Overlayer Structures of CO on Pd(100)

ѡ 0/

ѡ 0/

ѡ 0/

CO

Figure 8.2: Shown here are the three experimentally characterized ordered overlayer structures for CO
adsorbed on the Pd(100) surface for coverages of θ = 0.5 ML, θ = 0.67 ML and θ = 0.75 ML coverage.
All coverages are given with respect to the simple primitive (1 × 1) surface unit cell, which exhibits
one hollow, one bridge and one top sites, whereas for the bigger c(2 × 2) unit cell there are two sites
of each kind.
The tendency of CO to try to arrange in a fashion that keeps the distance between CO molecules
maximal has been attributed to strongly repulsive lateral interactions on this surface.

The presented ordered overlayer structures of CO begin to form at a coverage of θ =
�
�
0.5 ML. At this value an ordered (2 2 × 2)R 45◦ structure is formed. This structure is
�
�
compressed to a (3 2 × 2)R 45◦ structure when a coverage value of θ = 0.67 ML is reached.
The highest coverage for which an experimentally characterized structure is known is θ =
�
�
0.75 ML. This structure is represented by a (3 2 × 2)R 45◦ unit cell. All these structures
are shown in Fig. 8.2.

�
�
The formation of a (2 2 × 2)R 45◦ structure rather than a simple c(2 × 2) structure at

θ = 0.5 ML is usually interpreted as a tendency of the overlayer system to minimize the

strongly repulsive interaction between the neighboring CO molecules. In the realized or�
dered structure every CO molecule has two neighbors within a distance of a 100 2 and four
�
neighbors in a distance of a 100 5/2, whereas the c(2 × 2) configuration results in four neigh�
bors in the distance of a 100 2, therefore on average a slightly closer packing of the adsorbates
on the surface.

The behavior of the CO overlayer in these high coverage regimes has also been quite
intensively studied. In particular, the behaviour of the ordered structures at finite temperatures is a matter of current debate, whereas the three structures presented in Fig. 8.2 are
generally accepted as the low temperature ordered structures [139,140,144,145] . Not only the
(100) surface is a prominent example system, but also the adsorption of CO on the (111)
facet of palladium is taken as a showcase [146] . The influence of CO partial pressure on the
adsorption behavior on both facets has been studied [147] and intermixing of adsorbed particles in co-adsorption experiments was investigated as well [148] .
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The origins of the debates about dense adlayer structures are to be found in the fact that

the experimental techniques (work function measurements and infrared analysis) are facing
some difficulties for high coverages with (θ > 0.5 ML). In addition, the appearance of a phase
transition to an incommensurate overlayer structure studied in diffraction experiments at

temperatures T > 350 K has been observed already for coverages of θ = 0.5 ML [149] . This
observation would imply that at higher temperatures and for dense coverages the ordered
structures shown in Fig. 8.2 might not be stable anymore.
Turning from structural stability to interaction parameters, nowadays there are attempts
to assess the interactions between adsorbates also more directly. One example for this
is by means of time resolved STM experiments. This has been done also for the system
CO/Pd(111) [150] . As a result, repulsive interactions were concluded from the measurements
for the first and second nearest neighbor interaction terms, whereas for a third nearest
neighbor interaction on this surface, a very weak attraction was proposed.

8.2.2 Theoretical Work
Adsorption Energetics and Static DFT Calculations
Previous theoretical work is mostly focused on the adsorption energetics and the relative stability of different adsorption sites [151–153] . Contrary to the case of platinum [154,155] , however,
DFT using the GGA-PBE xc-functional predicts the correct stability order of the different
high symmetry adsorption sites in agreement with experiments (bridge > hollow > top) for
palladium. Dense configurations of adsorbed CO molecules on this surface are mainly included as static configurations, since tackling the interplay of large quantities of adsorbed
molecules is theoretically quite challenging, if one wants to explore the configurational space
extensively. Also the interplay of adsorbed CO molecules with other adsorbed species is
predominantly theoretically studied only within a static DFT picture [156] . The Blyholder
model [157,158] for the CO adsorption on metal surfaces was one of the first theoretical models that tried to describe the process of chemisorption on a electronic level/molecular orbital
level and it still provides some insight into the physical interactions underlying the adsorption process.
As already mentioned in the introduction to the embedded-atom-method, a DFT calculation intrinsically includes all static pair and many body interaction in the calculated total
energy values, however the theoretical work based on DFT calculations, did not focus on the
extraction of the relevant parameters to describe the interaction between adsorbates.

Previous Work about the Interactions between Adsorbed Molecules
The adsorbed CO molecules can be seen in a first schematic approach as an array of parallel oriented dipoles. Following this line of modeling the influence of lateral interactions
on a measurable quantity, namely the vibration spectrum, was done by Scheffler in 1979 [7] .
Here the observed coverage dependency of the vibrational signal was explained by a simple
picture of interacting dipoles. The interactions taken into account were restricted to a pair
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interaction picture between neighboring particles and the focus of the theoretical description
was more laid on the effect of the oscillating IR field on the array of dipoles, rather than the
extraction of interaction parameters.
Statistical approaches which are trying to cover also the dynamics of the interplay between the adsorbed molecules on the surface and the influence of this interplay on ordering or reactivity are also present and mainly rely on a cluster expansion like approach for
the configurational energy of different configurations. [159–163] . However, all cited theoretical
work relies on the approach of fitting a few interaction parameters (typically some pair and
sometimes a very limited number of selected trio interactions) of the theoretical model until
this model reproduces experimentally observed configurations to satisfying accuracy. Also
some very recent work [163] follows the same fitting-to-experiments based approach.
There are clearly two systematic drawbacks in such a theoretical approach. First, those
interaction parameters derived from fitting with the aim to reproduce macroscopic configurations do not necessarily have any physical meaning on the microscopic level. Secondly, the
very limited number of interaction parameters included in the fit set in these simulations
and the lack of a consistent procedure to select the important parameters presents a major
deficiency.
For comparison, however, such reported parameters are representing a good starting
p

point. Liu and Evans reported values for the next-nearest neighbor interaction (V1 in this
p

work) of infinite repulsion (site exclusion), for the second next-neighbor interaction (V2 ) a

value of +170 meV (where a plus sign indicates repulsion) and finally for the third nextp

neighbor interaction (V3 ) a weak repulsion of +2 meV [161] .
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8.3 First-Principles Lateral Interactions of CO on
Pd(100)
In this part of the thesis, a systematic approach to the determination of lateral interaction
parameters presented in chapter 5, the cluster expansion formalism, will be used in an attempt to derive a consistent set of lateral interaction parameters for the CO adsorption on
the Pd(100) surface from first-principles.

8.3.1 The Pair Interaction of a Parallel CO Dimer
As an illustrative example about the
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phase reference state calculations
described in appendix A. From this,
one can get already a first confirmation about the fact that the pure

Figure 8.3: The pure pair interactions of a dimer of CO
molecules oriented parallel to each other in vacuum.
Shown are as red circles the calculated data points, the
line is a fitted Morse potential for illustrative purposes/.

pair interaction can be expected to
be rather strongly repulsive, even taking into account that the shown vacuum repulsion
is definitively lacking the expected screening effects due to the interaction with the surface.

8.3.2 The On-Site Binding Energy
A second quantity of interest is presented by the pure bond formation energy of a CO molecule
to its favored bridge adsorption site of the Pd(100) surface without any contributions from
interacting molecules. To extract this value, a convergence test like series of calculations
have been performed in which a single CO molecule was adsorbed in a simulation unit cell
of three different sizes, leading to a larger and larger separation of periodic images.
The results for the calculations within unit cells of size c(2×2) with a separation of 3.95 Å,

of size c(3 × 3) with a separation of 7.90 Å and of size c(4 × 4) with a separation of 11.85 Å
between neighboring CO molecules are shown in Fig. 8.4. The final value for the largest

separation, ∆E bond = −1957.3 meV, has been taken as the on-site energy term in the cluster
expansion later on. Visible in this plot is the effect of the long range repulsive interaction

caused by the interacting dipoles of the adsorbed CO molecules. Even if there is a clear
tendency visible for a further increase in the on-site bonding energy, it is also visible that
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binding energy (meV/CO)

-1.9300

-1.9375

-1.9450

-1.9525

-1.9600
c(2x2)

c(3x3)

c(4x4)

Figure 8.4: Binding energy of one CO molecule in meV for the adsorption at a bridge adsorption site
for three diﬀerent unit cell dimensions.

the bonding energy is converged within ≤ 3 meV for the last step from the c(3 × 3) to the

c(4 × 4) unit cell. This uncertainty is far below the accuracy that we are aiming for in the

cluster expansion approach. For this reason, no further enlarged unit cell sizes were taken
into account.

8.3.3 Direct Determination of Pair Interactions from DFT calculations
A direct usage of the information gained from the tests of the subsection before can be made
in setting up two simple DFT configurations which will allow the direct determination of the
p

p

first and second pair interaction parameters, V1 and V2 .

p

p

Figure 8.5: The two unit cell configurations used for the direct determination of V1 and V1 from DFT
calculations.

The idea is that by using large enough unit cell sizes (in the case here these are presented
by a (4 × 4) unit cell size in the setup) in the periodic DFT calculation, the influence of the
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coupling of periodic images is negligible and therefore, the binding energy in these calculations is only determined by the direct lateral interaction of the two CO atoms placed in
neighboring adsorption sites. The corresponding adsorbate configurations in the simulation
p

p

unit cell setup for the determination of the V1 and V2 interaction strengths directly from

the resulting total DFT energy are presented in Fig. 8.5. The total binding energy in these
configurations is given by the very simple CE:
p

E total
bind = 2 · E bond + 2 · Vx

,

(8.1)

where x is 1 in case of the left side of Fig. 8.5 and 2 in case of the situation depicted on the
right side. The value of E bond is hereby set to be the on-site binding energy in the (4 × 4)
surface unit cell, as described in the subsection before.

By this simple procedure, the values for the interaction parameters were then calculated
to be:
p

• V1 = +188.6 meV
p

• V1 = +113.2 meV

Therefore, the two simplest pair interactions are both strongly repulsive. This is in good

qualitative agreement of the values reported by Liu and Evans before [161] and also in line
with the experimental observations for the Pd(111) facet [150] . Our finite value for the first
pair interaction is significantly larger than the value for the second pair interaction, which
corresponds well to the fact that Liu and Evans used a site-exclusion rule within their model
approach to reproduce experimentally observed order patterns of adsorbed CO. The second
pair interaction term that we determined is slightly lower compared to the one of Liu and
Evans +170 meV vs. +113.2 meV but still in remarkable agreement with their value. This
holds in particular when noting that the reported parameters used in the model approach by
Liu and Evans have been derived within a fitting process to reproduce the experimentally
characterized ordered structures for a coverage of θ = 0.5 ML, whereas our parameters are

directly derived from first-principles calculations and do not include any fitting to experimental data.
As a consequence of this good agreement, the values for the first- and second-nearest pair
interaction parameters will be taken as an additional benchmarking information next to the
pure cross-validation score of any further cluster expansion in a set of lateral interaction
parameters for a set of many configurations. Assuming that the direct determination of
these values presented here is accurate, the values for these interaction parameters should
be quite stable in any meaningful further cluster expansion and therefore remain almost
constant at their directly determined values.

8.3.4 Coverage Dependent Binding Energy
In order to get a first idea about the effects that the interaction of the adsorbed molecules will
have on the binding properties of the molecule to the surface the binding energy of several
different structures normalized to one CO molecule is plotted in Fig. 8.6 as a function of the
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Figure 8.6: Binding energy per CO molecule given in meV for the adsorption on a bridge adsorption
site plotted against the respective coverage (with respect to the p(1 × 1) surface unit cell hollow sites)
for several adsorbate configurations calculated at GGA-PBE level.

coverage (given with respect to the p(1×1) hollow site). It can be seen that indeed the binding

energy reduces with increasing coverage. Furthermore, very dense packing of CO only on the
bridge sites seems to get more and more unfavorable until finally at the monolayer coverage
some configurations calculated with locally very dense packing of CO molecules are becoming
unstable with respect to desorption (these are the cases with positive binding energies).
Another observation is that (at least for the considered set of adsorbate configurations,
which of course included all experimentally characterized structures) until a coverage of
θ = 0.5 ML the binding energies per CO molecule are scattered in a binding energy range

window between −1950 and −1800 meV/CO but do not increase significantly. Above half
monolayer coverage the reduction, however, is more pronounced. Obviously, this observation
can not be generalized since for such an argument all possible configurations of adsorbates
in all possible unit cell sizes and shapes for a given coverage should be evaluated within a
direct enumeration approach.

8.3.5 Definition of the Set of Lateral Interaction Parameters
Next, the pool of interaction parameters for the description of lateral interactions needs to
be defined. The total number of interaction parameters that can be considered in a cluster
expansion is of course limited by the number of DFT input structures. However, the set
of interaction parameters should be chosen such that it provides enough configurational
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flexibility to describe a lot of different adsorbate configurations to satisfying accuracy.
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Figure 8.7: Shown here is the complete set of 34 lateral interaction parameters used as a basis for
the cluster expansions of this work. Red dots indicate CO molecules adsorbed at bridge sites of the
(100) surface. The corresponding interaction figure is marked with black lines and its name is given,
where the superscript index indicates the type of interaction parameter and the subscript index is a
counter.

Shown in Fig. 8.7 is the full set of 34 interaction parameters for the CO adsorption on
the bridge sites of the Pd(100) surface considered during the process of determining a cluster
expansion description of the interactions.
This set consisted of 8 pair interactions, whereas the very long range simple pair interacp

tion V11 was mainly taken as an indicator whether a fitted set of parameters would consist
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of a physically meaningful sequence of parameter energies or not. The interaction strength
should decay with distance and this should be clearly resembled by the sequence of interaction energies assigned to the pair interactions within the parameterization process. For this
reason, for a set of fitted interaction parameters, the value for the long range pair interaction
was checked, but for the later evaluation, this long range pair interaction was not included
in the fit base anymore. In all reported cases, this lead only to a negligible increase of the
CV score.
Seven different trio interactions, Vxtr , are also included in this initial set, in addition to
qua

a set of 13 different quattro interactions, Vx
six-particle interactions, Vxsix ,
sept
seven adsorbate atoms, V1 .

quin

, two quinto interactions, Vx

, a set of three

and finally one many-body interaction figure constituted by

8.3.6 Finding the Data Set of DFT Structures for the
Parameterization
In addition to the already presented two c(4 × 4) structures for the direct determination of

the pair interactions, initially 45 configurations were set up for the generation of the DFT
database. These obviously included the three experimentally described structures for the
coverages θ = 0.5 ML, θ = 0.6667 ML and θ = 0.75 ML. The set of DFT structures included
unit cell shapes of c(2 × 2), c(3 × 2), c(4 × 2), c(5 × 2), c(6 × 2), c(3 × 3), c(4 × 3) and as already
mentioned c(4 × 4).

Distortion and Relaxation Eﬀects for Structures with Local High Coverage
In the first set of DFT configurations a lot of configurations with
locally very dense packing of adsorbates were set up to generate
a database for the parameterization of the close many-body interactions. These particular strucInitial Configuration

Configuration after BFGS relaxation

Figure 8.8: Example of major relaxation eﬀects for locally
dense adsorbate configurations for an example c(4 × 3) structure. In this example two CO atoms moved to hollow adsorption sites to avoid strongly repulsive interactions with
neighboring CO atoms.

tures, however, turned out to be
unstable against relaxation already on the level of a local geometry optimization. In quite a
number of cases, this local geometry optimization led even to
configurations in which the CO

molecules had moved from the initial adsorption sites to the more unfavorable hollow or
even top sites of the underlying Pd(100) lattice. An example for these relaxation effects
caused by very strong repulsive interactions is shown in Fig. 8.8. Here in a c(4 × 3) unit cell,

the T-shaped configuration of adsorbed CO molecules dissolved upon geometry relaxation
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on the level of GGA-PBE to the configuration shown on the right side of the inset figure.
Two CO molecules were pushed to the less favorable hollow adsorption site in the unit cell.
This pushing and the following stabilization of this structure is caused by the strong repulsive interactions between the densely packed CO molecules in the initial configuration. For
relaxations like this a fundamental assumption for the applicability of the cluster expansion method for the description of lateral interactions naturally breaks down. Switches of
adsorption sites cannot be covered by the cluster expansion approach obviously, since the
interaction parameters are statically defined for fixed positions of adsorbates.
This is also the reason for a second source of problems for the parameterization.

The fact that adsorbed CO
Initial Configuration

molecules in close proximity tend to react
to the strongly repulsive interactions between them with strong axial bending of
the molecule axis away from the ideal upright adsorption geometry, see Fig. 8.9 for
an example, influences of course the value
that would be assigned to this particular in-

Configuration after
BFGS relaxation

teraction figure within the fitting process
based on the total energy of this particular configuration. The parameterization of
this interaction figure would, however, only
take into account the position on the surface and not the angle between the molecular axis and the surface normal. Another
occurrence of the same figure but with different angle between the adsorbates will
contribute with a different energy value

Figure 8.9: Shown here are the strong axial distortion eﬀects upon geometry relaxation for locally dense CO adsorbate configuration. Although
the initial adsorption site was kept during the relaxation, the angle between the surface and the
molecular axis changed quite significantly, as visible in the lower part of the figure.

for this interaction to the fitting database.
Consequently, these kind of effects will obviously influence the predictive power of the resulting cluster expansion and introduce uncertainties into the predicted CE binding energies for
configurations that include an adsorbate arrangement like this.
Therefore, based on the relaxed geometries of the initial set of 47 DFT configurations,
the ones which were heavily distorted and the ones for which upon geometry relaxation
the initial bridge adsorption site was not occupied anymore (because the adsorbed CO was
pushed to a different adsorption site) were sorted out from the set of input structures for
the parameterization procedure of the cluster expansion. An additional set of 11 adsorption
configurations with less dense packing of adsorbates in close proximity in a c(4 × 3) unit cell
were then prepared in a next step and these replaced the structures sorted out before. Appendix B shows an overview over all the configurations calculated at the level of GGA-PBE.
For each configuration a picture of the initial configuration and of the resulting configuration
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after the BFGS geometry relaxation is given to present the effects of local relaxations.

The Final Set of DFT Structures
The final set of adsorbate configurations with DFT total energies consisted of 37 different
structures for the parameterization of maximal 34 interaction parameters (in case of the
full-set fit). In addition to that the on-site bonding energy was separately parameterized as
described above within a c(4 × 4) unit cell with only one CO adsorbed on a bridge site. The
coverage range included within this set of DFT structures span coverages from θ = 0.05 ML

to a monolayer coverage (normalized as usual to the number of hollow adsorption sites in
the p(1 × 1) unit cell). The fit was not improved terms of a lower cross-validation score

by inclusion of the very densely packed (and energetically very unfavorable) formally 2 ML
configuration, where all bridge sites surrounding one surface atom were occupied.
In detail, two c(2 × 2) structures with one and two CO adsorbed, 9 c(3 × 2) structures with

the number of CO adsorbed ranging from one to four, three different adsorbate configurations

in a c(3 × 3) unit cell with one, four or five adsorbed CO molecules were included in the set
of structures. In addition, three c(4 × 2) and 12 c(4 × 3) structures were included with the

number of adsorbed CO molecules ranging from two to five. The fit set was completed by the
two c(4 × 4) structures with two adsorbed molecules, six c(5 × 2) structures with four to six CO

molecules and one c(6 × 2) structure with nine molecules adsorbed. Pictures of the relaxed
adsorbate configurations can be found in Appendix B and the corresponding total energies

are given in table 8.1 below. The structures selected for the parameterization are marked
with black bullets in this overview.
Identifier

coverage wrt to

p(1 × 1) hollow
c(2 × 2) 2CO A

1.0

c(2 × 2) 1CO

0.5

c(2 × 2) 3CO

1.5

binding energy

formation energy

in meV/CO
−1316.98

in fit set
0.00

1 ML reference structure for the formation energy evaluation

c(2 × 2) 2CO B

1.0

c(2 × 2) 4CO

2.0

c(3 × 2) 2CO exp

0.5

c(3 × 2) 2CO A

0.5

c(3 × 2) 2CO C

0.5

c(3 × 2) 3CO B

0.75

c(3 × 2) 1CO

0.25

c(3 × 2) 2CO B

0.5

c(3 × 2) 3CO A

0.75

−1966.16

−314.59

+390.49

+1707.45

2419.71

+7479.36

+480.17

included

•
•

+2695.71

−1942.83

−312.93

•

−1821.33

−252.17

•

−2010.73
−1820.37

−173.44
−251.70

−1988.13

−335.57

−1688.95

−278.98

−1689.25

Continued on next page . . .

−279.21

•
•
•
•
•
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. . . continued from previous page
Identifier

coverage wrt to

p(1 × 1) hollow
c(3 × 2) 3CO C

0.75

c(3 × 2) 4CO B

1.0

c(3 × 2) 4CO D

1.0

c(3 × 2) 4CO A

1.0

c(3 × 2) 4CO C

1.0

c(3 × 2) 5CO

1.25

c(3 × 3) 1CO

0.125

c(3 × 3) 4CO A

0.5

c(3 × 3) 4CO C

0.5

c(3 × 3) 5CO A

0.625

c(3 × 3) 3CO A

0.375

c(3 × 3) 4CO B

0.5

c(3 × 3) 4CO D

0.5

c(3 × 3) 5CO B

0.625

c(3 × 3) 6CO

0.75

c(4 × 2) 4CO exp

0.66̄

c(4 × 2) 5CO B

0.83̄

c(4 × 2) 6CO

1.0

c(4 × 2) 8CO A

1.3̄

c(4 × 2) 5CO A

0.83̄

c(4 × 2) 5CO C

0.83̄

c(4 × 2) 7CO

1.16̄

c(4 × 2) 8CO B

1.3̄

c(4 × 2) 9CO

1.5

c(4 × 3) 5CO A

0.416̄

c(4 × 3) 6CO A

0.5

c(4 × 3) 6CO C

0.5

c(4 × 3) 5CO B

0.416̄

c(4 × 3) 6CO B

0.5

c(4 × 3) 6CO D

0.5

c(4 × 3) 8CO A

0.66̄

c(4 × 4) 1CO

0.05̄

c(4 × 4) 2CO A

0.5

c(4 × 4) 2CO

0.1̄

binding energy

formation energy

in meV/CO

included
in fit set

−1626.37

−232.04

−842.28

+474.67

−1111.29

+205.68

−1954.82

−79.73

•

−314.67

•

−1330.54
−1330.47
−770.86

−13.56
−13.49

−137.82

−1770.75

−226.89

−1767.28
−1745.02
−1692.92
−1790.65

•

+682.633

−1684.50
−1946.32

•

−225.15
−214.02
−234.97
−296.05

•

−1772.48

−303.67

•

+222.25

+1282.68

•

−59.71

+1257.26

•

−286.57

+1373.87

−775.92

+811.57

−1652.15
−1258.54
−1564.46
−688.96
−606.26

−251.39
+48.69

−206.23
+732.68
+947.62

−1821.60

−210.26

−1908.22

−295.62

−1814.53
−1929.08
−1874.22
−1844.08
−1748.81

−207.32
−306.05
−278.62
−263.55
−287.89

−1957.30

−35.57

−1844.09

−58.57

−1768.69
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Identifier

coverage wrt to

p(1 × 1) hollow
c(5 × 2) 6CO exp

0.75

c(5 × 2) 4CO B

0.5

c(5 × 2) 6CO A

0.75

c(5 × 2) 4CO A

0.5

c(5 × 2) 5CO A

0.5

c(5 × 2) 7CO A

0.875

c(5 × 2) 8CO A

1.0

c(6 × 2) 9CO A

0.9

binding energy

formation energy

in meV/CO

included
in fit set

−1678.87

−271.42

•

−1881.89

−282.46

•

−1855.62
−1812.13

−269.32
−309.48

•
•

−1654.77

−253.34

−1123.68

+193.29

•

−125.44

•

−2060.41

−123.91

•

−1953.33

−159.09

•

−1459.55
−1456.35

−124.75

•

additional c(4 × 3) structures:

c(4 × 3) 2CO

0.16̄

c(4 × 3) 3CO B

0.25

c(4 × 3) 4CO B

0.3̄

c(4 × 3) 4CO D

0.3̄

c(4 × 3) 5CO D

0.416̄

c(4 × 3) 5CO F

0.416̄

c(4 × 3) 3CO A

0.25

c(4 × 3) 4CO A

0.3̄

c(4 × 3) 4CO C

0.3̄

c(4 × 3) 5CO C

0.416̄

c(4 × 3) 5CO E

0.416̄

−2057.90
−1953.74
−2039.00

−185.23
−212.25
−240.68

−1965.45

−216.16

−2038.86

−300.79

−2036.78
−1882.69
−2029.14
−2031.62

−239.94
−235.72
−296.73
−297.77

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 8.1: Complete pool of DFT input structures for the parameterization of the lateral interaction
parameters within the cluster expansion for the CO binding energies. A black dot indicates the
structures that have been included into the final set of configurations for the parameterization. Not
included structures were either distorted or did undergo changes of the adsorption site upon geometry
relaxation.
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Formation Energies of the Structures Included in the Set
As already introduced in subsection 5.3.1 the formation energy of a specific adsorbate configuration with respect to a separation into a fully covered monolayer phase and a clean
surface is a useful measure for adsorption processes that gives insight into the stability of
a certain configuration. For this reason, the calculated formation energy for all DFT data
points (GGA-PBE) with respect to the c(2 × 2) 2 CO A and the clean Pd(100) surface is plotted
in Fig. 8.10.

100

DFT data points
experimental structures

formation energy (meV/CO)

0

-100

-200

-300

-400

0

0.125

0.250

0.375

0.500

0.625

0.750

0.875

1.000

coverage wrt to p(1x1) hollow

Figure 8.10: The calculated formation energies with respect to the p(1×1) 2 CO monolayer configuration
and the clean Pd(100) surface of all adsorption configurations calculated at the GGA-PBE level. The
green circles are representing the calculated formation energies for the experimentally characterized
adsorption configurations.

Also included in this plot is the determined formation energy for the experimentally characterized adsorption configurations on the level of the GGA-PBE calculations. Interesting to
note here is the fact that obviously some of the structures in the DFT database (blue crosses)
appear to be more stable than the formation energies of the experimentally found adsorption configurations (green circles). For the definition of the convex-hull, however, always the
configuration with the lowest formation energy was taken into account.
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8.3.7 CV Scores for Diﬀerent Sub-Sets of Interaction Parameters
For the determination of the optimal set of interaction parameters the selection was based
partly on an interpretation of the underlying physical principles of the problem followed by
a combinatorial based selection with the CV score value as the determining quantity. As a
starting point a quite large set of different sorts of interaction parameters was set up, see
above Fig. 8.7. Then starting from a first subset with only pair and trio interactions, over a
second subset including also quattro interactions, a third one including also quattro interactions and quinto interactions to finally a parameterization with the full interaction set was
performed and the corresponding cross validation score was calculated. In addition to this
p

score value, also the former directly parameterized values for the interaction parameters V1
p

and V2 were taken as an indication of the quality of the resulting best fit for the interaction

parameters. The different fitting processes were always performed using the selected set of
37 DFT input structures marked in the overview table 8.1 above. Including also distorted
structures led to significantly (one order of magnitude) higher CV score values.
It can be seen from the results presented in table 8.2 that a pure expansion into pair and
trio interaction parameters is not sufficient for the set of DFT input structures used in this
work. The CV score value as a measure of the average error in the binding energy for a structure predicted by the evaluation of the cluster expansion lies in the order of 95 meV, which
is clearly not acceptable. In addition, also the assigned energy values to the «benchmark»
p

p

interaction parameters V1 and V2 are clearly deviating from the direct determined values.
This behavior undergoes a major improvement when also four-particle many body interactions of the parameter set are included. The CV score value drops to 37 meV and to both
pair interaction parameters their directly determined energy values are assigned within the
parameterization. This assignment seems to be stable from this point on against the further
inclusion of more higher order interaction figures.

Interaction Set composition
Identifier

Pairs /

Pairs /

Pairs / Trios

all energy values

Trios

Trios /

Quattros /

Quattros

Quintos

95.60

36.92

31.81

p

+211.1

+188.6

V2

p

+51.7

V3

p
p

Full Set

Optimized
Set 1

Set 2

27.72

24.54

24.52

+188.6

+188.6

+188.6

+188.6

+113.2

+113.2

+113.2

+113.2

+113.2

-27.9

-69.4

-75.2

-74.1

-37.1

-36.5

-59.5

-56.1

-45.5

-18.9

-31.3

-32.0

in meV/CO
CV Score
(in meV)

V1

V4

Continued on next page . . .
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Interaction Set composition
Identifier

Pairs /

Pairs /

Pairs / Trios

all energy values

Trios

Trios /

Quattros /

Quattros

Quintos

in meV/CO

Full Set

Optimized
Set 1

Set 2

V5

p

-22.8

+1.0

+0.1

-3.4

V6

p

+13.0

+27.9

+17.1

+18.7

+28.9

+29.8

p

-18.5

+31.9

+14.3

+24.3

+23.6

+23.3

V11

p

-6.8

+0.3

+0.4

+0.4

V1tr

+380.8

+132.7

+137.7

+149.3

+135.6

+132.3

V2tr

+4.7

-144.2

-116.8

-131.1

-149.3

-148.4

V3tr

+69.8

+70.9

+39.4

-14.1

+10.6

+11.9

V4tr

+211.9

+30.2

-74.0

-72.9

V5tr

+50.0

+16.5

+18.2

+17.8

+22.8

+21.7

V6tr

+10.7

+33.6

+39.8

+39.7

V7tr

+30.6

-15.8

+20.9

+5.7

+11.4

+12.7

qua

+88.5

+91.8

+99.6

+90.4

+88.22

qua

+176.9

+183.6

+199.1

+180.8

+176.5

V3

qua

+68.7

+55.0

+72.8

+63.4

+63.4

qua
V4

+32.0

+36.4

+39.0

qua
V5

+65.9

+75.9

+46.8

+43.6

+43.4

qua

-8.0

-4.0

-20.8

-12.5

qua

+79.8

+45.3

+57.2

+67.7

+66.9

qua

+132.5

+222.7

+202.0

+159.0

+163.4

qua

V7

V1
V2

V6
V7
V8

-1.8

+6.6

-26.8

-12.9

-8.4

-10.3

qua
V10

+87.3

+47.7

+62.7

+74.7

+73.5

qua
V11

-2.1

-16.6

-12.3

-15.3

-16.4

qua

-42.6

-16.5

-27.0

-33.6

-32.6

qua

-2.7

-4.1

-4.1

+4.7

+4.9

V9

V12
V13

Continued on next page . . .
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Interaction Set composition
Identifier

Pairs /

Pairs /

Pairs / Trios

all energy values

Trios

Trios /

Quattros /

Quattros

Quintos

in meV/CO

Full Set

Optimized
Set 1

Set 2

quin

+14.2

+17.9

+21.1

+20.9

quin

+81.8

+89.8

+55.2

+55.6

V1six

+2.2

-16.3

-9.8

V2six

0

V3six

+2.2

V1
V2

septem

V1

+20.4

-9.8
+20.1

+19.5

Table 8.2: This table shows the diﬀerent energy values assigned to the various interaction parameters
(in meV/CO) of the pool of interaction parameters as resulting during the cluster expansion parameterizations. At the top of the table, the corresponding values for the cross-validation scores (in meV)
are given.

Using the full set of interaction parameters results in a reasonably low cross validation
score of 28 meV. An important aspect to mention here is the fact that upon further extension
from the subset with pairs, trios and quattros to the full set, the assigned energy values of
the individual interaction figures present a remarkably consistency. Not only that in almost
all cases the ordering in terms of repulsive (positive) and attractive (negative) interaction
parameters stays constant, but also the specific energy values change only little.
A further extension of the full set of interaction parameters with more longer range pair
and trio parameters added to the set did not lower the cross validation score values, but led
to an increase instead. Although not strictly systematically, this increase was taken as an
indication that the full set represents a reasonably good and flexible enough set of interaction parameters. The two sets labeled optimized in the overview in table 8.2 however, were
found using a combinatorial approach. Every possible combination of 33, 32, 31, 30, 29, 28, 27
interaction parameters selected from the full set was generated and the corresponding CV
score calculated. The two sets presented here are the two ones with the lowest CV scores
with 28 and 27 parameters. Also for these the assigned energy values show a remarkable
consistency with the values of the other expansions.
An exhaustive combinatorial generation of all possible subsets was computationally not
� �
possible. Generating all possible combinations nk from k = 1 . . . n would require the evalua-
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tion of

� n�
= 2n
k=1 k

�n

cross validation scores. This turned out to be impossible for the size of

34 of the interaction parameter set. A systematic generation of combinations with a lower
number of interactions (up to 24) based on the optimized set with 28 interaction parameters
did also not lead to improved cross validation scores.

Cross-validation score (meV)

100

75

50

25

0
Pairs/Trios

+Quattros

+Quintos

Full Set

Optimized 1

Optimized 2

Figure 8.11: Shown here is the development of the calculated cross-validation score for the diﬀerent
sets of interaction parameters included in the cluster expansion. The eﬀect of over-fitting can be
nicely seen in the further decay of the CV score value for the optimized sets 1 and 2.

8.3.8 Ground-State Validation
The cluster expansion should not predict configurations for which the binding energy is lower
than the DFT energy value for that particular coverage. This requirement should ensure
that all ground state energies included in the parameterization have been calculated with
the higher level method. However, in the case study presented here, this requirement was
difficult to fulfill with the set of 37 selected DFT input structures, due to the observed strong
relaxation effects for high density structures.
We checked for the ground state of the cluster expansion with an approach in which
for two different unit cell shapes c(4 × 3) and c(6 × 2) all possible adsorbate configurations
were generated and the corresponding binding energy predicted by the cluster expansion

was calculated. Larger unit cell sizes were again beyond the limit of computational feasible
tasks.
As visible in Fig. 8.12 and Fig. 8.13 below a coverage of θ = 0.5 ML the expansion into the

set of 28 interaction parameters with the lowest CV score in table 8.2 above performs quite

well. None of the predicted binding energies falls below the accuracy limit of (E DFT
− 25 meV)
bind
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Figure 8.12: Ground state validation for the cluster expansion in the c(4 × 3) unit cell. Visible in this
plot is that for coverages below θ = 0.5 ML all binding energies predicted by the cluster expansion are
within the range of energy for a certain coverage given by the DFT value plus minus the uncertainty
of approximately 30 meV of the cluster expansion as given by the cross validation score. For coverages
higher than half a monolayer, the expansion into the optimal set of interaction parameters breaks
down.

Figure 8.13: Ground state validation for the cluster expansion in the c(6 × 2) unit cell. It is visible, that
for this unit cell shape the cluster expansion performs better in the high coverage regime.
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and therefore into the accuracy range predicted by the cross validation score. However, for
coverages above the half monolayer, combinations with dramatically lower binding energies
are predicted.
This observation is interpreted as a breakdown of the cluster expansion in the high density range. The difference between the predicted binding energies and the binding energies
of configurations that have been observed experimentally in the higher coverage regime is
too large to be an indication of a wrong selection of DFT ground structures. Clearly the
parameterization for higher coverages is not sufficient with the selected set of 37 DFT structures. However, as was observed in the performed geometry relaxations for more densely
packed structures, the influence of relaxations effects increased tremendously for these configurations. As already mentioned, such relaxations cannot be covered by a cluster expansion
approach with statically defined interaction figures. Moreover, in cases were even adsorption
site changes were observed due to the strong repulsive interactions the basic assumption of
site-specific adsorption breaks down.
In addition, checking for two different unit cell shapes revealed that for the c(6 × 2) unit

cell, the cluster expansion performs apparently better also in the high coverage regime. It
can be seen that for this unit cell shape also for high coverages the deviation from the convex
hull are less dramatic. This is an interesting observation. Recalling the unit cell shapes
of the experimentally characterized adsorption structures shows that the unit cells of the
denser ordered structures are realized by an elongation of the unit cell dimension in x direction, whereas the y size remains unchanged. The observation of the smaller deviations
for a unit cell shape closer to the experimental structures is therefore a positive result with
respect to the predictive power of the cluster expansion into the 28 parameters presented
here. On the other hand this observation allows a useful methodological insight into the
ground state validation procedure taken here and also in other works (e.g. in [18] only a
square (4 × 4) unit cell was taken as reference for the ground state validation). For the case

of our system it seems to be important not to concentrate only on one unit cell shape for
the validation. This insight can be a useful information for further studies employing the
method of cluster expansion for other systems.

8.4 Conclusions and Limitations
In summary, a cluster expansion for the adsorption of CO on bridge adsorption sites into a set
of 28 lateral interaction parameters has been developed. This expansion bears an average
predicting error of about 25 meV for the binding energies below a coverage of θ = 0.5 ML. In

comparison with recent publications this value is significantly higher than the one found by
Zhang et al. [99] for the oxygen adsorption on the same Pd(100) surface, but still compares
well to other published CV scores [88] .
Above 0.5 ML this cluster expansion breaks down and does not predict useful binding energies anymore. This breakdown is assigned to the strong relaxation effects of this particular
adsorbate. The strongly repulsive interactions between the adsorbed CO molecules lead to
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bending relaxations of the adsorbate axis with respect to the surface normal. This effect was
observed in the performed geometry relaxations on the GGA-PBE level and its impact on
the resulting binding energies can just be included as an uncertainty in the presented cluster expansion, since no parameter has been introduced to account for this particular energy
contribution to the binding energies. In addition, locally dense structures — as necessary
for the parameterization of short range many body interactions, turned out to be unstable
against the switching of the adsorption site in the geometry relaxation. This behavior obviously is also not included in a cluster expansion focused on bridge site adsorption. Therefore,
we can conclude that the behavior of the system in the high coverage regime will most likely
be determined by the very strong repulsive interaction which may even lead to a population of less favorable adsorption sites. Our extracted first nearest neighbor interaction and
second neighbor interaction parameters and also the attractive third one agrees well with
parameter deduced from experiments for another surface facet [150] and also with previously
reported values [161] .
We were therefore able to gain useful insight into the properties of this particular adsorption system in the low coverage regime with our approach. We could show that a simple
expansion into only pair and trio interactions is apparently not sufficient and that higher
order many body interactions are essential for this system. In addition to this useful insight, we followed an approach that for the first time derived the whole set if interaction
parameters from first-principles starting from a microscopic perspective instead of fitting to
experimental data. Therefore, our extracted interaction parameters are strictly connected to
interactions between adsorbates on a molecular level. On this level, the majority of interaction parameters is clearly repulsive, which agrees well with the expectations for this system
and all former investigations.
In addition, we could show that the unit cell shape can play a role in the ground state
validation procedure usually employed. The observed smaller deviations in the predicted
binding energies for higher coverages in a unit cell which shape is closer to the experimentally found one shows that the unit cell shape has an important influence for this procedure
and a cluster expansion parameterization in general.

Chapter 9

Submonolayer Heteroepitaxial Growth of Cu
Islands on Ag(100)

nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita
mi ritrovai per una selva oscura
che la ritta via era smarrita
Dante Alighieri

F
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scanning tunneling microscopy reveals an unusual structure and mobility of smaller

Cu-islands on clean Ag(100) at room temperature. [19] Whereas islands containing more

than 80 atoms exhibit a diffusion and decay behavior similar to the one of homoepitaxed Cu
and Ag islands on Cu(100) and Ag(100), respectively, smaller islands show a more complex
structure with Cu atoms seemingly adsorbed in bridge sites, and a diffusivity and decay
time that is significantly higher than any previously measured value. Motivated by these
experimental findings and by the fact that a metal on metal system represents an nice showcase for a different interplay regime between lateral interactions in the adsorbate layer and
substrate–adsorbate interactions, the second chapter in the results part of this thesis will
deal will the heteroepitaxial growth of small amounts of Cu on the Ag(100) surface.
The Cu island structures and the physical driving forces responsible for certain reconstructions will be studied and analyzed within a multiscale approach, particularly covering
several length scales. First-principles based calculations will be used as a starting point for
an analysis involving structural relaxations and extracting electronic information by means
of STM simulations in order to compare to the experimental data.
Based on the extracted information about the substrate-adsorbate interaction and the adsorbate–adsorbate pair interaction we extend the simple Frenkel-Kontorova model to three
dimensions and investigate the configurational space of island structures with a simulated
annealing approach. The insight gained by this approach then forms the motivation and
justification to go beyond a purely pair interaction description of the adsorbate–adsorbate
interactions with an embedded atom method (EAM) based potential description.
After the validation of the EAM potential against a set of density-functional calculations,
we go beyond the microscopic scale and access very large system sizes. We converge finally
to island size ranges which are of the order of the experimentally investigated system sizes.
For those systems we are able to derive an explanation of the physical driving force behind
the reconstruction observed in the experiments based on an analysis of our simulations.
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9.1 Lateral Interaction in Metal Heteroepitaxy
In the previous example (chapter 8) the interaction situation that we were facing was the one,
where the bonding to the substrate was large compared to the lateral interactions between
the adsorbates. Speaking in terms of the denominators introduced in the first chapter of this
thesis, this was the case E b · a s � k/a c .

The other extreme case, namely E b · a s � k/a c , describes the rather special situation of a

floating adlayer, as one would find for example for the case of physisorbed rare gas adlayers
on cold metal surfaces. [164] The theoretical treatment based on current density-functional
theory is complicated due to the importance of van der Waals (vdW) type interactions as the
governing adsorbate–adsorbate interactions in those systems. Most currently used densityfunctional implementations lack a proper treatment of these type of particle interactions.
However, emerging new schemes also allow for a more and more accurate treatment of those
as well and have proven to be quite successful in covering the fundamental physics [165,166] .
A much more common situation is described by E b · a s ≤ k/a c , which means that the

interactions of the adsorbates amongst each other are almost of the same strength as the
bonding to the surface, thus leading to a strong competition between those two interactions.
This situation is usually referred to by the term epitaxy, which describes a situation, where
the structural integrity of the adsorbate layer material is of an almost equal energetic importance for the complete system as the adsorbate-substrate interaction. [1] Obviously, this
leads to configurations where the adsorbate atoms are relatively closely arranged to each
other and the lateral interactions between those atoms determine an adsorbate «lattice»
constant. Due to the already mentioned fact that this lattice constant will in almost all heteroepitaxial cases differ from the substrate lattice constant, typically one would expect for
this situation the formation of some more or less strongly reconstructed island structures on
the surface. In addition to it being more often found in adsorbate systems, this situation is
also amenable to the descriptions by common density-functionals, since the physical origins
of the governing interactions between the adsorbates are properly described for those cases.
By means of experimental techniques such as the slow evaporation of a metal in ultrahigh
vacuum it is possible to adsorb low concentrations of Cu atoms on Ag(100) surfaces. This has
been investigated by fast scanning-tunneling-microsopy (STM) techniques by Christopher
Zaum [19] . The experiments showed the formation of island structures that exhibit rather
unusual reconstruction features. Therefore, this system will be the showcase for the second
application part of this study, representing a case of a strong competition between lateral
interactions and adsorbate-substrate interactions.

9.2 The Copper-Silver Alloy System
The phase diagram of the binary system copper/silver shows a wide miscibility gap and has a
clear tendency for segregation. [167,168] No stable solid solution phase of this system is known
or has been experimentally synthesized so far. Measurements of the formation enthalpies
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of the metastable solid alloy phases prepared by ball mining experiments showed positive
values over the full range of Cu concentrations. [169]
Despite the miscibility gap in the bulk, it has been shown that the growth of Cu adlayers
on a silver surface is possible. In those experiments initially island formation is observed
either for the case of electrodeposition or vacuum deposition of Cu on the surface. This initial
stage is then followed for higher surface concentrations of copper by adlayer growth in form
of a strained pseudomorphic bcc phase up to nine to ten monolayers. Further deposition
goes along with a structural transformation of the newly build layers caused by a reduction
of the measured Cu–Cu bond distance, which leads to the formation of the more stable fcc
structure of copper from this layer on and to the formation of large Cu crystallites on the
surface. [170,171] In addition, the formation of a surface alloy thin film has been observed
experimentally when the binary mixture of copper and silver is deposited on a different
substrate. [172]
The observed initial island formation can be interpreted as a manifestation of a segregation tendency of this particular system similar to what is observed for the solid phase
solutions. In addition, the island formation is clearly an indication for rather strong lateral
Cu–Cu interactions compared to the Cu–Ag adsorbate-substrate interactions. Interest for
this system can be found for its peculiar catalytic properties. [173] Lateral interaction between
the adsorbed particles have been found to influence the island formation and the dynamics
of adsorbate diffusion. This has been attributed to a combination of long- and short-range
effects. [174,175] These mutual interactions of island atoms have also been used to explain the
mentioned fact, that surface alloy formation is possible for thin films of this binary system
on top of surfaces of other metals as substrate. [172,176]
From a structural point of view, Cu and Ag exhibit a rather strong mismatch in the equilexp
librium bulk lattice constants aexp.
0 (Ag) = 4.0853 Å vs. a 0 (Cu) = 3.6149 Å for the experimental

values taken from Ref. [177]. Density-functional theory reproduces this lattice mismatch
ratio quite nicely aGGA-PBE
(Ag) = 4.1377 Å vs. aGGA-PBE
(Cu) = 3.6258 Å, see also A.1.1. These
0
0

differences in the bulk lattice constants are naturally also resembled in the corresponding
surface lattice constants, which in turn leads either to strained structures in the case of
pseudomorphic growth or to structural rearrangements in the case of heteromorphic growth
behavior.

9.2.1 Experimental Observations of the Island Structures
In the experiments that present the basis for the theoretical investigations of this thesis
the following results have been observed in a series of Fast Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
(STM). Fig. 9.1 shows an overview STM scan of the surface and a linescan height profile
generated by following the green indicated line in the overview picture. After the preparation
and cleaning of the Ag(100) surface in the experiments the Cu atoms are evaporated at an
evaporation rate between 0.001 ML/min and 0.01 ML/min at room temperature (T = 293 K).
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Figure 9.2: Nearly atom-resolved STM image of a typical quadratic Cu island structure for the submonolayer growth experiments of Cu islands on the Ag(100) surface. The picture is taken from
Ref. [19], the experimental conditions have been: I tunnel ≈ 0.8 nA for a voltage of Utunnel ≈ 800 mV
at a temperature of T ≈ 220 K. On the left side the actual STM image is shown. The right side
shows a Differential Plot of the STM signal, in which the assigned positions of the adsorbed Cu
atoms are marked as bright yellow spots.

A series of islands showing different island sizes have been characterized in the experiments and the results of this are plotted in Fig. 9.3. Apparently two growth regimes
exist, which depend on the island size. Smaller island structures below an area of about
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A � 7 nm2 seem to occupy the bridge adsorption sites of the underlying Ag(100) substrate

lattice, whereas the islands with areas A � 7 nm2 appear to prefer Cu atoms sitting in the

fourfold hollow sites. Important to note here is, however, that only some of the island structures have actually been investigated in atomic resolution STM measurements and the assignment of the adsorption site has been mainly carried out by the assumed correlation
between the average apparent island height as an indication for the preferred adsorption
site of all the island atoms. Whether this strict correlation holds for all island atoms in all
cases remains a matter of debate and interpretation. In this situation, our study addresses
200
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180
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140
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Figure 9.3: Shown in this summary graph (taken from Ref. [19]) are the measured average apparent
island height against the measured island area. Clearly, two regimes of diﬀerent island heights are
visible. For some of these islands, the preferential adsorption sites have been determined in atomresolved STM images. Smaller island structures below an area of about A � 7 nm2 seem to occupy
the bridge adsorption sites of the underlying Ag(100) substrate lattice, whereas the islands with areas
A � 7 nm2 appear to sit in the fourfold hollow sites.

this question from a theoretical point of view using predictive-quality simulations for which
the assignment of certain atoms to certain lattice positions is perfectly unambiguous.
The major questions that we try to answer in these investigations are:
• What is the physical driving force behind the apparent reconstruction tendency?
• Why is there a structural difference and what kind of difference is there between small
and large islands?
• Can the critical island size be rationalized from a theoretical point of view?
These questions will be addressed within the framework of a multiscale modeling approach.
The size-dependent reconstruction behavior of square monolayer Cu islands on a Ag(100)
surface will be studied by density-functional theory and two different coarse grained model
descriptions. A driving force of the reconstruction behavior will be presented and our results will be compared to the experimental findings. The parameters for the first-principles
based Frenkel-Kontorova model will be explained and it will be shown how they have been
derived from the electronic structure energetics. The question of the global minimum island
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structure will be addressed by an extended structure search. STM simulations will allow direct comparison of some island features of the theoretical structures with the experimental
results.

9.3 Theoretical Investigation
9.3.1 Density-Functional Theory as a First-Principles Starting Point
Stable Island Structures
We started our theoretical investigation of this system by optimizing the geometries and calculating the adsorption energies of a monolayer of Cu placed at a Ag(100) hollow position
in contrast to a monolayer of Cu atoms placed on (100) bridge positions. These calculations
effectively mimic the bonding properties of adsorbed Cu atoms in very (infinitely) large Cu
islands. In full agreement to previous experimental [171] and theoretical investigations adsorption into the fourfold coordinated hollow-site turns out to be significantly more stable
than the bridge site, namely −0.434 eV/Cu atom for the periodic (1 × 1) calculations. For very

large islands, there is thus no doubt that the stable position of adsorbed Cu atoms is the
high-symmetry hollow site.
As second step we focused on a square (4 × 4) Cu island containing 16 Cu atoms. Plac-

ing this island into a (6 × 6) surface unit-cell implies that the island is separated from its

periodic images by 4 atomic rows of the Ag(100) surface in every direction. From test calculations of the same island setup in a (7 × 7) surface unit-cell, with a correspondingly enlarged
separation between the island periodic images, we conclude from the unsignificantly altered

binding energy per Cu atom that the Cu islands are sufficiently decoupled laterally from
each other already in the setup with the smaller surface unit-cell.
We now define the stabilization energy per Cu atom for each island structure as:

∆E /Cu =

DFT
E DFT
0 (all-hollow structure) − E 0 (bridge/reconstructed structure)

nr of Cu atoms

(9.1)

Following this definition, a positive ∆E values describes a situation in which the reconstructed island structure is more stable, whereas a negative sign points to a situation in
which the configuration with all Cu atoms adsorbed in hollow sites is the more stable one.
Placing the island Cu atoms into hollow positions, we obtain only insignificant atomic
relaxations, i.e. all Cu atoms prevail essentially in the fourfold coordinated hollow sites.
If we place the Cu atoms into bridge sites and constrain them laterally to these positions
(i.e. allow only vertical relaxation), the energetics of the preceding (1 × 1) surface unit-cell
calculations is almost perfectly reproduced: Again, the island with all Cu atoms in hollow
sites is more stable, with a higher average binding energy per Cu atom of −0.476 eV/Cu atom
(cf. to −0.434 eV/Cu atom in the infinite island size limit).
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However, when we allow the Cu adlayer atoms of the bridge configuration
to relax unconstrained into x, y and

z directions, we observe strong relaxations and a reconstruction of the entire island structure. The resulting island geometry is shown in Figure 9.4
and features several Cu atoms in posiFigure 9.4: Top and side view of the reconstructure 4 ×
4 Cu island, with some Cu atoms residing close to
bridge positions due to the formation of hexagonal
structural motifs within the Cu island.

tions close to the nominal bridge sites of
the underlying Ag(100) surface. As furthermore apparent from the side view,
these atoms protrude now significantly
from the overall island height. Intrigu-

ingly, the structural relaxation is accompanied by a significant energy gain, leading to a
higher average energy per Cu atom in the reconstructed island compared to the island structure with all Cu atoms in hollow sites, namely +0.083 eV/Cu atom. In other words, at least in
the direct comparison of the two square (4 × 4) island structures the reconstructed structure

is now more stable than the one where all Cu atoms remain in the local minimum configuration presented by the occupation of purely hollow adsorption sites of the Ag(100) surface.
Comparing the total energy results obtained for the (1 × 1) Cu monolayer and the square
(4 × 4) island we can therefore conclude on a transition of the most favorable island structure
with island size, with small islands preferring a strongly reconstructed and buckled geometry with some Cu atoms close to bridge sites and large islands preferring a flat geometry
with Cu in the fourfold hollows.
From this starting point, we studied a series of bigger square island structures (5 × 5,

6 × 6, 7 × 7 – always appropriately enlarging the surface unit cell to keep a lateral separation
of the islands of at least 4 lattice spacings of the Ag surface).
As before, for each size we performed a full
geometry optimization for a starting structure
with all Cu atoms placed at the Ag(100) hollow sites and another relaxation for a starting
configuration with all Cu atoms initially placed
in bridge sites. We observe in all studied hollow structures only minor relaxations of the Cu
atoms, mostly adjusting the initial adsorption
height to the minimum energy one. In contrast, all studied bridge structures relax into a
strongly reconstructed state, similar to the one
described already for the (4 × 4) structure. The

Cu island size

∆E /Cu in eV

3×3

−0.002

5×5

+0.045

4×4
6×6
7×7

monolayer

+0.083
+0.070
+0.065
−0.434

Table 9.1: Stabilization energy per Cu atom for
initially square Cu islands on Ag(100) after a
DFT-BFGS geometry relaxation.

resulting stabilization energies per Cu atom in

the island structure with respect to the all-hollow configurations are listed in Table 9.1. Al-
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though at first glance these numbers seem small, one has to keep in mind that these values
are always normalized for the number of island atoms. Therefore, even the small energy
gain of +0.045 eV for the (5 × 5) island structure amounts to a total energy difference at
the level of the employed GGA-PBE functional of +0.045 eV/Cu · 25 Cu = 1.125 eV = ∆E total

for the two structures. This represents a significant stabilization energy, even when taking
the uncertainties accompanied with the assumptions underlying the approximate GGA-PBE
functional into account.

4   4  island

5   5  island

6   6  island

7   7  island

Reconstructed  structure  is  more  stable.
0.125

E/Cu(eV)
E/Cu  (eV)

0
+0.083

+0.045

+0.070

+0.065

-0.125

Cu  in  hollow  positions  is  more  stable.

-0.250
-0.375
1   1  (ML)

-0.500
                                                4x4
                                                        5x5
                                                        6x6
                                                  7x7

-0.434

monolayer  limit

Figure 9.5: Most stable island structures after geometry relaxation for diﬀerent island sizes with their
∆E values indicating the most stable configuration. Also shown is the energy diﬀerence for the
monolayer configuration, which clearly favors the occupation of the fourfold hollow site of the Ag(100)
surface. Therefore, from this energetics one can conclude that for larger and larger island structures
(beyond the scope of current day DFT implementations) a turnover in the stability properties must
occur.

In Figure 9.5 these results are represented in a graphical way, also showing the geometrical shapes of the resulting reconstructed island structures (enlarged pictures of the relaxed
island structures can be found in Appendix C). A closer look at these also explains the rather
«low» stabilization energy for the (5 × 5) structure. This island size reconstructs to a rather

open structure, and is not yet big enough to allow the formation of the two (111)-facet-like
structures visible for the bigger structures. However, it is already too large to form only one
of those facets as it is the case for the (4 × 4) structure. This naturally results in a situation
where a part of the island structure is forced to remain in a rather unreconstructed structure

or in a rather unfavorable half-reconstructed state, therefore resulting in a smaller overall
energy gain by the reconstruction.
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The Driving Force for the Reconstruction

In an analysis of the physical driving force behind this reconstruction behaviour, we start
by recalling the large lattice mismatch of the fcc bulk lattice constant of Ag and Cu of about
13% in the (100) direction, see the values in Table 9.2.

a 0 (Cu)/a 0 (Ag) in %
aGGA
0 (Ag) = 4.138 Å

aGGA
0 (Cu) = 3.626 Å

aGGA
100 (Ag) = 2.926 Å

aGGA
100 (Cu) = 2.564 Å

a 0 (Ag) = 4.085 Å
exp.

87.6

a 0 (Cu) = 3.615 Å

88.4

exp

Table 9.2: DFT and experimental values of the lattice constants of Ag/Cu

If a Cu island would form step by step on a silver surface through the accumulation of
more and more Cu atoms, two construction principles are possible. Either the single Cu
atoms would sit all in hollow positions and adapt to the larger silver lattice constant, or
the Cu layer would try to keep the optimal Cu–Cu distance and buckle consequently. We
illustrate this concept in Fig. 9.6.
a100 (Cu)
Cu
Ag

reconstruction

¦a 10

0

(

)
Cu

a100 (Ag)

hollow island
formation

a100 (Ag)
=a100 (Ag)

a100 (Ag)

Figure 9.6: The large lattice mismatch between Cu and Ag as the physical driving force behind the
reconstruction. The most stable island structure is determined by a competition between the gain
in bonding energy to the substrate by occupying the most stable adsorption site and a contribution
gained from an optimized Cu–Cu bondlegth within the island. The right pathway shows an island
with maximum bonding energy gain, all Cu atoms are sitting in the hollow adsorption site. The
left pathway leads to a buckled island structure, where some Cu atoms are pushed to unfavourable
adsorption sites while optimizing the Cu–Cu distances within the island structure.

The driving force for the reconstruction is clearly a competition between optimized Cu–
Cu and Cu–Ag bonds. Naturally, this is connected to either gaining or losing binding energy
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either from Cu–Cu bonds or Cu–Ag bonds. In the reconstructed ( n × n) islands ( n = 4 . . . 7) the

Cu–Cu distances are significantly shortened and in fact approach the value corresponding to
the Cu bulk lattice constant, a 0 , quite closely, cf. Table 9.3.
(4 × 4)

(5 × 5)

(6 × 6)

(7 × 7)

all-hollow islands

3.92 Å

3.96 Å

4.03 Å

4.03 Å

reconstructed islands

3.60 Å

3.57 Å

3.67 Å

3.69 Å

Table 9.3: Average island Cu–Cu bondlengths of the relaxed DFT structures.

As this is incompatible with the underlying Ag lattice structure, the Cu atoms are forced
out of the fourfold-coordinated hollow sites corresponding to optimized Cu–Ag bonds. This
incompatibility becomes more and more severe with increasing island size, i.e. larger islands
would build-up an increasing amount of strain if attempting to preserve the short Cu–Cu
distances. The size increase would go along with a higher and higher amount of energy
contributions that could be gained from an optimized substrate-adsorbate bond situation.
Obviously, this naturally leads to a transition in the preferred island geometry: In small
islands, the stronger Cu–Cu (compared to Ag–Ag) bonds dominate and the island reconstructs. In a rather intuitive conclusion, all reconstructed island structures reveal structural
motives corresponding to hexagonal arrangements of Cu atoms resembling a close-packed
(111) fcc layer, i.e. the final island geometry can be seen as the system’s intention to form a
compact Cu overlayer in the most favorable surface termination with Cu–Cu bond distances
of this hexagonal structure on a square Ag(100) substrate with Ag–Ag distances. In larger
islands this can no longer be supported due to the increasing strain resulting from the lattice
mismatch. Eventually, the island therefore adopts a geometry characterized by all Cu atoms
simply residing in the most stable adsorption site offered by the Ag(100) surface.
Also an island that is too small, cf. (3 × 3) energetics in Table 9.1, does not allow for a full

reconstruction and stabilization of the island by a gain in Cu–Cu bonding energy. An island
of this size is obviously not large and flexible enough to gain enough inner island bonding
energy by the reconstruction to overcome the loss in bonding energy to the substrate. How-

ever, when starting from bridge positions initially also the (3 × 3) structure got significantly
distorted after the geometry relaxation. Nevertheless, the energy gain by the reconstruction
equals more or less the energy loss in binding energy.
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9.3.2 Comparison to Experiment Experiments show some Cu atoms at bridge positions in2
reconstructed islands within a certain size range [1-7 nm ].
STM Simulations of Island structures
In order to compare to the STM experiments, we performed STM Simulations of our calculated final structures within the Tersoff-Hamann [77] approximation, see section 3.4.
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In an analysis of the energetics, we separated the total stabilization energy for the different
island structure into a bonding contribution that arises from the bonding to the Ag(100)
substrate and a bonding energy contribution arising from the inner island Cu-Cu bonding.
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Island Mobility
As a corollary, the analysis of the island stabilization in terms of bonding to the subtrate and
inner-island bonding also provides a natural rationalization for the experimentally found
enhanced mobility of the smaller reconstructed Cu islands compared to the larger unreconstructed ones, cf. Fig. 9.9. Shown is the diffusion constant D of the islands extracted from a
movie of experimental STM images tracking the motion of a specific island and assuming a
Brownian motion [178,179] of islands. The diffusion constant should generally be proportional
to the area A of the islands and the temperature [180] :
�
�
−∆E
D ∝ exp
· A −α
kB · T

,

(9.5)

where ∆E describes the activation barrier for the diffusion event, k B is the Boltzmann constant, A the island area and the exponent α describes the dominant microsopic nature of the
diffusion process. [180,181] One usually distinguishes (i) periphery/edge diffusion (PD) with
α = 3/2, (ii) terrace diffusion (TD) with α = 1, and (iii) evaporation and condensation limited
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Figure 9.9: Island mobility as function of the island size as extracted by movies taken in the experiments
reported in [19]. The given coeﬃcients α clearly distinguishes two diﬀusion regimes. (For a discussion
of the origins of α see text)

diffusion (ED) with α = 1/2. It may be questionable from a mechanistic point of view based on
an atomistic description, whether the diffusion of an island on a surface is in all situations
due to mass transport in the form of single atom events. This assumption is the basis for
the relation given in Eq. 9.5. However, also concerted mechanism have been identified for
island diffusion which naturally are not covered by this proportionality. [182,183] In particular,
recent theoretical studies identified a high probability of those kind of diffusion events for
the special system of Cu island clusters on a Ag(100) surface. [184,185]
The investigation of a diffusion mechanism even with a computationally undemanding
potential description is a challenging task, since the timescales one has to cover to detect a
single diffusion event can easily extend tens of nanoseconds [183] . Nevertheless, the analysis
of the stabilization energy contributions for the islands within the DFT energetics offers an
appealing rationalization for a higher mobility of smaller islands in comparison to the larger
island structures.
In the former, the main stabilization comes from strong intra-island Cu–Cu bonds with
a concomitantly less important Cu–substrate interaction, whereas in the latter the main
stabilization comes from the Cu–Ag interaction itself. This is e.g. reflected in the computed
binding energies of the entire island to the Ag(100) substrate, cf. Table 9.4, which is with
−0.978 eV/Cu atom smaller for the reconstructed (4 × 4) geometry than the −1.440 eV/Cu for

the (4 × 4) island with all Cu atoms in hollow sites. This would suggest that the reconstructed
islands are more prone to diffusion, simply because the average island-substrate interaction
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is smaller than in the case of the unreconstructed islands.
Moreover, one could argue
that the probability of a collective diffusion process that

Cu island size

would involve more than a single Cu island atom at once, is
higher for a more compact island structure than for an island in which the island atoms
are less bound amongst each
other. This could be rationalized by the comparison of the
inner-island bonding energies,
which is higher for the recon-

all-hollow

reconstructed

E bond /Cu

E bond /Cu

(3 × 3)

−1.479 eV

−1.103 eV

(5 × 5)

−1.390 eV

−0.959 eV

(4 × 4)
(6 × 6)
(7 × 7)

−1.440 eV
−1.440 eV
−1.423 eV

−0.978 eV
−1.100 eV
−1.112 eV

Table 9.4: Bonding energy of the island structure to the Ag(100)
substrate. The reconstructed structures are always less strongly
bound per island Cu atom.

structed structures than for the
all-hollow structures.

9.3.4 Extending the Search Space of Island Structures
The results presented so far naturally rise the question, whether or not the reconstructions
based on initially square and monolayer starting structures are the most stable island isomers for this system under the specific experimental conditions. As already stated in section
7.1, every energy minimization procedure — as used to relax the initial geometries of the
DFT calculations — only relaxes a given starting structure to the next local potential energy
surface (PES) minimum structure. This structure does not necessarily have to be the global
minimum structure of the system. In fact, most likely it is not the global minimum. Another
question that comes naturally to mind after a closer look at the trend prediction in island
stabilization contributions as shown in figure 9.8 is at which size the turnover will be predicted by theory. Recalling from the experimental results, the critical size range was around

A = 7nm2 which would approximately correspond to a (9 × 9) or (10 × 10) square island.

However, even on modern supercomputers DFT calculations are a time consuming task.

Moreover, one is limited in the size of the structures to calculate by the available computational ressources, like for example the requirements of main memory per node. In our case,
the largest island structure that we were able to calculate is the (7 × 7) island in a (9 × 9)
surface unit cell, leading to a total number of 292 transition metal atoms. This system was
calculated on 512

POWER 7™

CPUs, where the total time needed, to relax the starting ge-

ometries to a local minimum, was about 4 weeks. Therefore, calculating bigger structure are
already unfeasable for pure time reasons. In addition, even the next bigger structure, i.e.
a (8 × 8) island, extended already the available memory resources of 2 GByte per supercomputer node.

These computational requirements clearly motivate the search for another model description that can be used for the energy calculation of arbitrary island structures. In addition,
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the configurational phase space of the possible island structures should be more thoroughly
explored by means of a global optimization procedure to scan for more stable structural
conformers. Since the structure of the islands is evidently largely determined by the interplay between the mutual interactions among the island atoms and the adsorbate–substrate
interaction, the model description to go beyond island sizes which are trackable by densityfunctional theory calculations must properly account for them in particular.
Recalling the qualitative model description of adsorbate–substrate and lateral adsorbate–adsorbate interactions within the Frenkel-Kontorova model from section 2.1.1, it comes
clear that this model should be able to provide a starting point for a further investigation
of larger island structures, which fulfills to a certain extend the two requirements. Total
energies within the FK-model description are clearly easy to evaluate and the adsorbate–
adsorbate interaction is explicitly accounted for by a specific pair potential interaction.

An Extended Frenkel-Kontorova Model Description
The original Frenkel-Kontorova Model [9,10] was designed as simplified model for the description of a one-dimensional chain of atoms interaction with a one-dimensional periodic
substrate potential. Our extension of it to cover the full 3D space of reconstruction possibilities of island structures is basically straight foward and follows the line of some recent
publications. [15,186]
In a first step, we parametrize a surface potential to describe the interaction between
adsorbate atoms with the surface from first principles datapoints on the level of densityfunctional theory calculations. Secondly, the pair interaction potential for the adsorbate–
adsorbate interaction is parametrized similarly. Finally, we perform global optimization attempts for different selected starting structures by a simulated annealing algorithm. The
total energy of the system as given by the Frenkel-Kontorova model description represents
the cost function to be minimized in those optimizations.

Surface Potential from First-Principles Obviously, for a 3D extension to the original
Frenkel-Kontorova model the surface potential needs to be extended to 3D to properly describe the interaction with an adsorbate atom with the substrate at any point ( x, y, z) above
the surface. A very convenient way to gain a continuous description of a quantity that is
only know exactly at a discrete set of grid points is to use spline interpolation procedures
for all points between the known data points. This ensures that the input data points are
reproduced exactly. Furthermore, the spline interpolation allows also to calculate certain order derivatives of the resulting interpolated spline function, avoiding discontinuities of the
objective function.
In the Frenkel-Kontorova model, the adsorbate–substrate interaction of a single, isolated
adsorbate particle with the surface potential is used to represent the binding contribution
to the total energy as sum over all these individual binding energies. Therefore, for the
interpolation’s parameterization of the surface potential, this quantity must be evaluated for
a single Cu atom above a Ag(100) surface for a grid of coordinates. Since we are interested in
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the isolated binding energy for the parameterization, we must ensure that in the setup of the
first principles DFT calculations the periodic images of the unit cell are separated properly
to avoid an influence on the binding energy caused by interacting periodic images.
As a consequence, the convergence of the quality of interest, the binding energy of a single
Cu atom to two high symmetry adsorption sites (hollow and bridge) of the Ag(100) surface
has been checked with respect to the lateral separation between periodic images provided
by certain surface unit cell sizes. Comparing the energy values calculated in the p(1 × 1),
the p(2 × 2) and the p(3 × 3) surface unit cell, it was found that the binding energy does not
change significantly anymore between the p(2 × 2) and the p(3 × 3) cell. All subsequent data

points have thus been calculated for a single Cu atom placed within a p(2 × 2) surface unit

cell. In this surface unit cell one p(1 × 1) quarter of the surface area was sampled in its

symmetry reduced triangle, as depicted in the left side of figure 9.10. The range between

x ∈ [0 . . . 0.5] and y ∈ [0 . . . 0.5] (in fractional coordinates of the surface unit cell with aGGA
100 =

2.79 Å) was divided into 4 parts in every direction. The resolution in z direction was 0.1 Å

in the interval of adsorption heights from z ∈ [0.9 . . . 3.2] Å above the surface. This results in
a total of 345 datapoints for the copper binding energy that were calculated with the planewave pseudopotential DFT code

CASTEP

on the GGA-PBE level, with the binding energy

Cu surface potential at z=5.8 Angstroem
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Figure 9.10: The periodic surface potential for the bond energy of a single Cu atom to the Ag(100)
substrate was generated based on DFT singlepoint energy evaluations on a grid of 4 intermediate
points dividing the fractional coordinate of 0 and 0.5 of the p(1 × 1) unit cell of the silver surface
in x and y direction (left side: only some points are given for illustrative purposes). All necessary
combinations of these intermediate coordinates were calculated, the whole unit cell potential was
generated by symmetry operations afterwards. This scan was performed for diﬀerent adsorption
heights between a z coordinate of 0.9 Å and 3.2 Å in steps of 0.1 Å. The resulting three dimensional
grid representation of the PES was then used to parametrize a 3D spline interpolation. Shown on
the right side is one resulting 2D cut through this PES for an adsorption height of 1.7 Å above the
surface.
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given by
total
total
E bind (Cu@Ag(100)) = E total
Cu@Ag(100) − E Cu − E Ag(100)

.

(9.6)

These data points were then used to setup a 3D spline interpolation of the resulting binding
energy as a function of the coordinates, which was used in the global optimization routine.

Copper Interaction Pair Potential For the parameterization of the pair potential a copper
dimer was placed in a large vacuum box separated by a distance r . The resulting binding
energy was calculated as
bind-pair

E Cu

total
( r ) = E total
Cu2 ( r ) − 2 · E Cu

.

(9.7)

The resulting data points were used as input for a least-squares fit of a Morse potential of
the form:

V ( r ) = D e · [1 − exp(−a( r − r e )]2 − D e

.

(9.8)
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Figure 9.11: Data points used for the parameterization of a Morse potential to describe the pair interaction of copper atoms. Red circles are DFT data points, the solid line represents the resulting
Morse fit.

The resulting set of parameters D e , r e and a is given by: D e = 2.367, a = 1.364 and r e =

2.240. It should be noted, that the equilibrium distance, r e between the copper atoms in

vacuum is not the same as the separation in the bulk ( r e = aGGA
100 = 2.564 Å). The vacuum equilibrium distance is shorter, which is of course due to the fact that there is only one binding
partner available for the artificial vacuum dimer. However, one can argue that this stronger
copper interaction could compensate the lack of many-body interaction terms describing the
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adsorbate–adsorbate interactions within the Frenkel-Kontorova description. Another point
noteworthy is the fact that on a surface the adsorbate–adsorbate interaction naturally gets
screened by the interaction of adsorbate species with the surface potential. This effect is obviously not covered in the vacuum pair potential. The results of this screening are a weaker
adsorbate–adsorbate interaction and a shift in the equillibrium distance. Of course, these
two effects are correlated. To cover this in the parameterization of the pair potential is
not trivial. The question arising is consequently how to separate the contributions to the
total first priniples energy of adsorbate–substrate interaction from those of the adsorbate–
adsorbate interaction. An attempt to this problem has been made, but the resulting potential
curve did not fit the classical Morse potential description so well anymore. Moreover, using
this screened pair potential based fit or the stronger adsorbate–adsorbate interaction from
the vaccum pair potential did not change the qualitative results after the global optimization
attempts. Therefore, here only results employing the idealized vacuum pair potential for the
description of the Cu–Cu interaction will be presented.

Global Optimization by Simulated Annealing - Searching for Better Structural Motifs
In addition to the definition of the so-called cost function, several other parameters have to be
set in a simulated annealing run. In the global optimization problem that will be tackled here
with the method of simulated annealing the cost function is of course the total energy of the
system as given by the parameterized Frenkel-Kontorova model for this system. Therefore,
the criterion to accept a newly generated structure within the optimization is obviously, if
that new structure presents a lower energy than the current structure.
A simulated annealing run can be described in a simplified view as a sequence of Monte
Carlo Simulations in the canonical ensemble ( N, V , T – fixed), where the temperature T is
quenched by a certain cooling rate from a starting temperature to a final temperature. All
these variables are representing the additional set of parameters, that have to be specified
additionally to the definition of the cost function. One has to define a starting temperature
and a final temperature, a cooling rate and a number of Monte Carlo steps to be performed
before the next temperature value is sampled or to define another criterion that specifies
this. In the optimization attempts for the island structures, the starting temperature was
always chosen to be 1000 K and the final temperature was selected to be in the range of the
reported temperature of the STM experiments, namely Tfinal = 250 K. As cooling rate a fixed
ratio of c = 0.995 was chosen and the new temperature was generated by T i+1 = T i · c. For

every temperature 1000 Monte Carlo steps were performed. This choice may seem rather
aggressive, however, one has to take into account that the system sizes for which those optimization tests have been performed were rather small (see discussion below). Moreover, the
dominant deficiency of the cost function definition that has been revealed by these optimization tests would not have been affected by a higher number of Monte Carlo sampling steps
in particular. In general, finding the optimal annealing scheme for a certain optimization
task can be quite cumbersome, is not always a straightforward task and may be different for
different systems. [187] Since the focus of this work was not in particular placed in the regime
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of finding the global minimum structure of all possible island structure, but rather focused
on gaining insight about new structural motifs and the stability of the initially guessed DFT
input structures, those choices were once made and not subject to optimization attempts
afterwards anymore.
Finally, a displacement procedure for the island atoms must be defined, for which a random displacement of particles within an active volume above the surface has been selected.
The boundary conditions of this active volume were on the one hand determined by the ( x, y)
area of the surface that was used in the input structure description. It was ensured that this
area exceeded the island dimensions of the DFT structure after relaxation that had the same
number of Cu atoms of about a minimum expansion factor of 4. The boundary conditions for
the z displacement were on the other hand determined by the range of z values for which
the spline interpolation of the surface potential had been parameterized. This z range was
in turn selected based on the adsorption heights found after the DFT geometry relaxations
and then expanded about 2 Å into the vacuum.

«Conservative» Frenkel-Kontorova Modeling of a 3D Structure
As a first step to gain insight into the reconstruction behaviour of a certain island
size from the point of view of global optimization, the starting configuration for the
optimization run was chosen to be the reconstructed final configuration of the (6 ×
6) island geometry optimization from a

DFT calculation. The structural information and all necessary run time parameters
and potential parameters were provided to
a self-developed simulated annealing code
written in C++ in form of flexible text based
configuration files.

In figure 9.12 the fi-

nal configuration for the target tempera-

Figure 9.12: Annealing attempt for a (6 × 6) island
struture. The starting structure was the relaxed
DFT structure shown in Fig. 9.17.

ture is shown. Two things are worth noticing about this final structure: (i) in fact, hexagonal (111)-like facets can be seen for the
copper atoms, similar to the final structure from the DFT calculation. However, and more
remarkably, (ii) the island structure has been completely torn apart and is not a compact
island structure anymore. Several different starting structures have been tried to optimize
within this extended Frenkel-Kontorova description presented here and for all tryouts the
final structures were showing these two mentioned remarkable features. Therefore, only one
optimization attempt was shown here as an example.
In a first interpretation, we attributed in particular the fact that no compact island structre was retained during the optimization to the quite restricted and poor description of the
Cu–Cu interactions within the island. The pair potential evaluation in the cost function
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algorithm up to this point followed the conservative scheme of the one-dimensional FrenkelKontorova model. Within this scheme, only next neighbors are taken into account. In our
extension to a 3D space, bonding between Cu atoms was only evalutated if the distance
between the two corresponding atoms was below a hard-coded cut off radius.
As evident by the dissolved island structure, this description cannot grasp the appropriate attractive interaction between all island atoms to allow for compact island structures.
An important point to note here is that this conclusion drawn from this observation is independent from answering the question whether the simulated annealing parameters have
been appropriately set to find the global minimum structure. Even for the case that by
wrongly chosen parameters the optimization procedure would have been trapped in a local
minimum, the total energy of the resulting dissolved island structure is lower than the one
of the starting structure within the Frenkel-Kontorova energy description. This, however,
is inconsistent with the experimental data, in which no split island structures have been
observed. We conclude therefore from this observation that the potential description is just
not sufficient to cover the basic physics behind the island formation and reconstruction in
the current setup.

A Step Further: Taking Long-Range Pair Interactions into Account
A quite straightforward attempt to extend the potential description used in
the paragraph before is to eliminate the
condition of a cut off radius from the
pair potential evaluation. This can be
easily done in the program implementation and it means that now also the
weakly attractive long tail of the pair
potential is taken into account for any
configuration of Cu atoms. However, it
should be stressed that also within this
description still the attractive interaction of island atoms is purely modeled
by a pair potential. No many body ef-

Figure 9.13: The final structure for a (3 × 3) island as
coming out from a simulated annealing attempt using a Frenkel-Kontorova model with long-range pair
potential.

fects are taken into account. To further
eliminate a possible negative influence by an unsufficient Monte Carlo sampling within the
simulated annealing steps, the search space was reduced by reducing the number of island
atoms from a (6 × 6) island to a structure with 9 atoms in the simulation cell. The initial
configuration of the island atoms consisted of randomly distributed atoms within the active
volume to investigate in particular the attractive interaction between the island atoms. A
successful description would be indicated by the formation of a compact island structure
within the simulation. Obviously, the extended pair potential description allowed this time
the formation of a compact island structure. In contrast to the previous result this is an im-
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provement in the description. However, another noteworthy feature of the island structure
is the fact that due to the isotropic pair potential the formation of three-dimensional almost
chain like structures of spherical sub-structures. In which there is one circular shell of atoms
in the nearest neighbor distance of a central atom. This configuration is thus apparently preferred within the employed isotropic pair potential description. It is perfectly clear, that in
a configuration like that the highest number of neighbor atoms with a distance very close to
the distance of the deep well in the pair potential can be realized. However, comparing to the
experimentally found structures, which are mono-layer configurations or at most two-layer
configurations the formation of spherical cluster structures adsorbed on the surface seems
not to represent the true situation.
In an interpretation of this result, this failure is again contributed to the missing many
body interactions in the purely pair potential based Frenkel-Kontorova parameterization.
In addition, the many body interactions between island atoms do not necessarily have to be
isotropic and therefore may be the underlying reason for the island structures observed in
experiment. These shortcomings of the interaction description between island atoms laid
the foundation for the decision for another potential description of this system for further
investigation.
The potential description that was chosen is the embedded atom method (EAM) description. As already stated in the introductory chapter of the methods used, the evaluation of
an EAM configuration energy is only fairly more expensive than the evaluation of a pair
potential. However, by means of the embedding term and by a parameterization to a set of
experimentaly known values of certain properties, many body interactions are accounted for
implicitly.
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In order to better explore the configuration space of island structures we validate an
embedded-atom potential (EAM) for the Ag/Cu system against our DFT data set and
employ it for an extensive structure search. Apart from yielding new structural motives,
the extended size range that is accessible by the semi-empirical potential enables us to
predict a critical island size for the reconstruction that is in perfect agreement with the
Chapter 9. Small Cu Islands on Ag(100)
experimental estimate for the shape turnover.
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9.3.5 Theory
An EAM Potential Description of the Energetics
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in good agreement with experimental size range.

9.3.6 Searching for New Island Shapes
Finding structural motifs
In a next step, we deviated from the assumption of a square island structure and started an
extensive structure search for other island shapes of the (6 × 6) island structure as working
example. For this we followed a pretty simple procedure, first proposed by Pickard and
Needs [120] as presented in the methods chapter, see section 7.2.2.
A given number of Cu atoms is placed randomly in a predefined volume area above the
surface plane, followed by energy miminization. The final minimum energy structure is
stored with its corresponding energy and the next structure is generated. We defined the
accessible volume for the initial placement of Cu atoms to be centered in the unit cell being
half of the unit cell size in x and y direction, and the chosen z coordinate of a Cu placement
not to exceed the height of a double layer of Cu atoms, initially. The succesive minimization
was unbiased. By this procedure, we were able to scan about 106 structural motifs for this
single island size with their tabulated EAM energies.

DFT Refinement of Favorable Island Shapes
Following this search step, we took the 5 most favorable (6 × 6) structures found in this EAM

potential based structure search and re-optimized the geometries by subsequent DFT geometry optimizations starting from the found structure. Since we concentrated in this search on
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(6 × 6) islands, DFT calculations were still possible. For these calculations, we used the same

calculation setup as described above, with the only modification of appropriately enlarging
the unit cell in z direction to account for the increased height of the island structure and
ensuring again at least 6 Å vacuum between periodic images in z direction.

Figure 9.16: Most stable (6 × 6) structure, suggested by random structure search and DFT refinement.

The most stable geometry, cf. Fig. 9.16, turned out to be a compact two layer arrangement of the 36 available Cu atoms, with the first layer Cu atoms residing in hollow sites and
the toplayer Cu atoms sitting in the hollow sites of the first Cu layer, pushing the second
layer Cu atoms accordingly to the top sites of the underlying Ag(100) lattice. The toplayer
Cu atoms have a distance of about 3.2 Å from the underlying Ag(100) surface in the relaxed
geometry. In this geometry, the stabilization energy compared to the all-hollow configuration
increases to about +0.135 eV/Cu. This is about twice the value for the monolayer configura-

tion (+0.070 eV/Cu) that has been found as local minimum by the pure geometry relaxation
starting from the all-bridge situation before. From this we conclude, that the assumption
of Cu islands being square and exhibit only monolayer heights requires some closer investigation. Apparently, double layer configurations represent even deeper lying local minima
of the Cu island structures in this surface. Moreover, recalling the fact that the experimental conditions of the STM measurements included elevated (room) temperatures, thermal
activation energy will be present under the experimental conditions. As a consequence, the
system will be in the configuration determined by the statistical thermal equilibrium, even if
the reconstruction to form this configuration would require the overcoming of an activation
barrier.

9.3.7 The Stability of Monolayer Islands
Therefore, based on the results of the extended structure search, some interest in the temperature dependent stability of monolayer island structures was raised. The experimental
preparation and the final STM measurement of the island structures were performed at el-
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evated temperatures. All stability considerations so far are based on calculations for zero
Kelvin temperature and therefore neglect the effects of temperature completely. Clearly,
temperature will have effects on establishing a certain statistical ensemble average and consequently the most likely configuration in thermal equilibrium.
Starting from the assumption that initially monolayer island structures are formed under
the experimental conditions, the formation of double layer islands would involve re-ordering
or «hopping» events to transport atoms on top of the island structure. This assumption is
rationalized by the fact that the experimental conditions involved sub-monolayer coverages
build up by vapor deposition techniques, where usually single Cu atoms are adsorbed on the
surface and then clusters are formed by diffusion of those single atoms. Obviously, the formation of a monolayer structure in the initial phase is the most likely one in this scenario.
The formation of the second layer would then happen by Cu atoms rearrangements. Particularly prone for hopping events are the atoms located at the rim of the island structure. This
assumption can be justified by a simple bond-order argument. The cost to break the bonds
of a rim atom is smaller than the one needed to extract an atom from the center of an island
structure. A centered atom has got much more neighboring atoms to which it is bonded to.

Nudged-Elastic Band Calculations for a First Atom Hopping Process
In order to get a first idea of the energy that is needed
for the first hop of a corner atom on top of the island a
series of NEB calculations were performed using the
potential description provided by the EAM potential.
In all these calculations the initial structure was the
(6 × 6) reconstructed island structure shown in figure
9.17. The final configuration for the NEB minimum

energy path search setup was generated by lifting one
selected atom to a position on top of the island. Between initial structure and final structure 5 images
were generated by a simple interpolation of coordinates. During the NEB optimization the positions of
all island atoms except the one supposed to hop on top
of the island were frozen. Obviously, this setup represents a quite artificial situation. However, these constraints were necessary to allow the NEB algorithm

Figure 9.17: The relaxed and reconstructed island structure of a (6 × 6) island that was used as initial structure
in all investigations connected to the
question of the stability of monolayer
islands.

to converge to a minimum energy path.
Despite this clear shortcoming, it should be noted that these calculations were not meant
to necessarily provide the true reaction path for a hopping process. The intention behind
these calculations was more to get an order of magnitude for the hopping process to gain
some rough insight into the probability of double layer formation from monolayer islands
under the experimental conditions, in particular to gain an estimate about the influence of
thermal activation.
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For all tested hopping moves, the calculated barrier of the energy path as resulting from

the NEB optimizations was between 1 eV and 1.5 eV. These values can be taken as an upper
bound for the activation barrier of a hopping process and the true activation barrier will
most likely be lower. The reason for this argument is given by the constraints employed in
the NEB optimization. All island atoms except the hopping one were constrained in their
movements and allowing a relaxation for all island atoms would most likely have lead to
lowering of the final energy. Based on the Arrhenius equation a rough estimate for a critical
temperature for this process to happen can be estimated from this estimated barrier. [189,190]
It is T ≈ −∆E · ln (Γ0 /Γ) · k B . For generic choices of surface diffusion processes of Γ0 =

1 THz and Γ = 1 Hz and ∆E chosen to equal 1 eV (being the lowest energy barrier found
in the NEB optimizations), we get a predicted temperature, T , around 400 K for which a

hopping would occur with a frequency of one event per second. This crude estimate, however,
allows to conclude that the elevated temperatures of the experimental conditions (T ≈ 250 −
300 K) are close to the temperature range for which an activation of hopping processes would
have to be expected. Therefore, based on this first theoretical results, the necessity for high
temperature experiments to specifically scan for temperature effects can be concluded.

Parallel Replica Dynamics – MD Simulations at Elevated Temperatures
As a second theoretical approach to study temperature effects on the stability of the monolayer (6 × 6) island shown in figure 9.17 two configurations were investigated using accelerated molecular dynamics [135] simulations, again using the EAM potential description for

the system’s energetics. In each case, the system was initially prepared with a kinetic energy distribution that resembled a certain target temperature. After this, parallel replica
dynamics simulations were performed in the microcanonical ensemble. Every 250 fs steepest descent minimizations were performed to check for diffusion or hopping events of island
atoms. The criterion to detect such an event was given by a displacement of a Cu atom of
�
more than 2.9 Å(= a 100 (Ag)/ (2)).
The resulting structures of those simulations are shown in figure 9.18. In an interpretation of the structural evolution after a cumulated simulation time over all replicas of 60 ns it
seems fairly safe to state that elevated temperatures close to the experimental temperature
range strongly promote the formation of double layer island structures. This double layer
formation is a fast process which is almost completely finished already on the very short
time scale of the performed molecular dynamics simulation. This does not exclude the formation of double layer structures on longer time scales for lower temperatures, of course.
However, this result again points to the need for high temperature measurements to thoroughly study whether double layer structures can or cannot be seen for certain experimental
temperatures.

9.4. Conclusions and Outlook
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Figure 9.18: Resulting island structures for PRD MD runs. The simulations were performed in the NVE
ensemble with an initialized kinetic energy distribution that resembled a certain target temperature.
Both structures were obtained after a total cumulated time of about 60 ns in the PRD formalism.
(left side) Final structure for a initial kinetic energy distribution of all atoms in the simulation cell
representing a temperature of 200 K.
(right side) Final structure for a initial settings in order to represent 300 K.
In the comparison, it is obvious that an increased temperature favors double layer formation of
islands.

9.4 Conclusions and Outlook
In conclusion, the binary system of Cu islands in the sub-monolayer coverage regime at
the Ag(100) surface provides a rich variety of structures. Motivated by experimental data
we were able to address this structural complexity in a multi-scale modeling approach. To
successfully achieve this, a proper description of many-body lateral adsorbate–adsorbate interactions turned out to be essential. We were able to cover these effects by an EAM alloy
potential, parameterized for this system and validated against a set of structures for which
first-principles energies were known from density-functional calculations.
Within this approach, we could identify and explain the physical reason for the sizedependent reconstruction behavior of monolayer island structures seen in the experiments.
The reconstruction is driven by the interplay presented by the adsorbate–substrate bonding
and the adsorbate–adsorbate bonding (strain release). This is caused by the rather strong
lattice mismatch between the involved materials.
The additional question that was raised throughout this investigation was whether the
assumption of all islands being monolayer structures represents a reasonable one for the
working conditions of the experiments. This was answered with accelerated molecular dynamics simulations for this system. As a conclusion drawn from our theoretical results a
clear need for additional experiments can be postulated, since the temperature range of the
current set of experiments are in very close proximity to a region where thermal activation
for the double layer formation might in fact play a role. It is also not uncommon for metals
that are immiscible in the bulk to allow for a certain alloying in the situation where the alloy
is confined on a surface. This has been proposed for the system of silver growth on copper [191]
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and this assumption would present a next step to be checked for. Also theoretical investigations are available for this particular situation of alloy formation, as already mentioned in
the introduction to this chapter [176] .
Another subject of interest would be to compare the diffusion constant derived from simulations to the experimentally measured diffusion constants for the different islands and
finally identify a mechanism for the surprisingly fast diffusion of small islands. We could
contribute to this question by means of a first rationalization, namely by comparing the bond
strength to the Ag(100) surface of different island sizes and by observing a weaker bonding
of small island structures. A deeper investigation of this would definitively be an interesting
but also challenging task and could present one focus of future investigations.
In addition, the possibility of a surface confined alloy formation is a point which needs
further investigation. It is not uncommon for metals which are immiscible in the bulk phase
to form a stable alloy in the first few layers of the surface. From a chemical point of few,
this opens some interesting aspects with respect to new catalytic properties which might be
presented by these surface alloy phases.

Part IV

Conclusions

Chapter 10

Final Remarks and Future Steps

fama di loro il mondo esser non lassa;
misericordia e giustizia li sdegna:
non ragioniam di lor, ma guarda e passa.
Dante Alighieri

In this work two methods for the description of lateral interactions between particles adsorbed on surfaces have been examined. One approach was based on an expansion of the
particle interaction in terms of clusters of interactions, which were then assigned to certain
energy contributions within a parameterization process from first principles. With the final
set of parameters arbitrary adsorbate configurations up to half a monolayer coverage could
be described to a high accuracy close to the level of first-principles calculations for negligible
computational cost. For higher coverages, however, the inability to properly account for axial
bending of the adsorbed CO particles as a result of local geometry relaxation lead to a break
down of the static cluster expansion approach taken here. This was clearly visible in the
ground-state validation procedure. On the one hand, it is well known that not always the
cluster expansion with the best CV score is able to predict the correct ground state structures. In these case, one approach can be to include different configurations with different
statistical weights. This would be a step for further improvement of the cluster expansion
presented here [95,96] . On the other hand, an improved description that would allow for more
flexibility could also present a direction for further investigations. One method to mention
here would be the connector-model proposed by Tiwary and Fichthorn [192] .
The second limiting case for the relation between the two influencing interaction strengths
was studied choosing a different methodological approach. An established semi-empirical potential description was used that includes the effects of lateral interactions between the particles indirectly. The parameterization of this potential included experimental data and data
from first-principles which indirectly covered the effects of these interactions. The question
whether this potential was then also able to cover the dominating effects causing the ef-
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fects that were studied within this thesis was answered with a validation against data from
density-functional theory calculations. In this way, a size regime close to the experimental
one was accessible by our simulations. An explanation of the observed reconstruction behavior was presented based on the microscopic insight that were gained from our simulations.
The importance of lateral interaction for either ordering behavior or structure formation
of adsorbate islands has been become clear from the two example systems. These two examples show clearly that a proper description of the interactions between adsorbates is a necessary requirement for all meaningful mesoscale model descriptions. The work presented so
far showed that a consistent derivation of these parameters is possible from first-principles
calculations directly in the form of the cluster expansion approach or indirectly by means
of the fitting procedure employed in the parameterization of the embedded-atom-method potential and a subsequent validation of its applicability for the specific question.

10.1 Future Steps
Once parameterized the beauty of the model descriptions developed here lies in their small
demands — compared to electronic structure methods — of computational power for the
evaluation. Therefore, accessing the mesoscopic regime and evaluating real statistical averages of thermodynamical ensembles becomes feasible and allows the prediction of material
behavior under realistic conditions.
For this reason future steps to be taken from the final stage reached within this thesis
would be presented by studies about the behavior of the example systems presented here on
the mesoscale. For the adsorption of CO on Pd(100) studying ordering behavior for increasing
coverages at realistic temperature ranges is now possible and would allow direct comparison
to experiments.
For the island growth of Cu islands on the Ag(100) surface a challenging future step is
presented by the theoretical determination of the diffusion constants and the identification
of the diffusion mechanism of small islands. Even with the semi-empirical potential description taken here this presents still a challenging task. Again, a favorable result of such
an investigation would be presented by the possibility to compare to experimental results
directly.

Appendix A

Convergence Tests

All simulations which are based on numerical methods and the self-consistent evaluation of
quantities should follow a two step approach to define relevant parameters for the performed
calculations.
At first, the quantity of interest should be identified. For example, this can be a certain
material property or energy value. In the second step, the behavior of this quantity with
respect to the relevant variables of the calculation method must be investigated and a certain
set of parameters should be identified with provides the interesting quantity to a defined
precision for an at best minimal computational cost. Those systematic identification of the
calculation parameters is known as convergence tests.
In this chapter the results for the convergence tests of this work will be presented. After
the quantity of interest has been described, the results of the convergence tests and the final
set of calculation parameters will be presented for each studied case.

A.1 Convergence Tests for the DFT Calculations
In the following section the systematic convergence tests performed for the the different scenarios for which DFT energies have been calculated are presented. The convergence behavior of the respective quantity of interest will be checked with the most important parameter
settings for the DFT calculations using an expansion in plane-waves and pseudo-potentials.
These are namely, the maximum lattice vector G and the density of the k-point mesh used
for the evaluation, see section 3.3 for more details on these two quantities.
A detailed description of the convergence tests will be presented here for the system
which was taken as showcase for the cluster expansion approach for the description of lateral
interactions, the adsorption of CO on Pd(100), chapter 8. For the second system, investigated
throughout chapter 9, well converged settings were taken from a former work by McNellis
published in [166]. The DFT program package (CASTEP [74] ) used for all DFT calculations of
the work presented here had also been used in the work of McNellis.

A.1.1 Bulk Properties
The first quantity of interest is the GGA-PBE [60] equilibrium bulk lattice constant. In addition to the xc-functional, the value of the lattice constant will depend on the specific parameter settings for the calculation and its value will deviate from the experimental equilibrium
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lattice constant. For the determination of the theoretical equilibrium lattice constant bulk
energy values for several different lattice constants (ideally around the equilibrium value)
are calculated and the resulting energy-volume curve, E (V ), is fitted to the Murnaghan
equation of state [193] :
�
�
�
B0 V (V0 /V )B0
B0 V0
E (V ) = E 0 + �
+1 − �
B0
B�0 − 1
B0 − 1

.

(A.1)

This determination is performed for several different settings for the plane-wave expansion and the k-point sampling. If the target quantity does not change its value more than a
threshold value anymore, it is said, that the quantity is converged with the corresponding
settings.

Bulk Palladium, Pd, crystalizes in a face-centered cubic structure with an experimental lattice constant in the bulk of a 0 (Pd) = 3.880 Å [194] , and a bulk modulus of B0 (Pd) =
180 GPa [177] .

Figure A.1 shows an example of a resulting E (V ) curve for one combination of plane-wave
expansion and k-point sampling.
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Figure A.1: E (V ) curve for the palladium bulk structure and the corresponding fit by the Murnaghan
equation of state

As explained already, similar plots were performed for several different settings and the
resulting development of the so-determined theoretical equilibrium bulk lattice constants is
shown in Fig. A.2
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Figure A.2: Convergence behavior of bulk lattice constant of Pd with respect to diﬀerent values for
the cut oﬀ energy for three diﬀerent integration grids. Plotted are the results of Murnarghan fits
performed for the given parameter combination of cut oﬀ energy and k-point sampling

It can be seen that the value for the theoretical lattice constant is changing less than
±0.0003 Å for an increase of the cut-off value from 450 eV to 500 eV anymore (for all plotted

k-point grids). In addition, the difference between a k-point sampling grid of 8 × 8 × 8 and a
finer grid of 14×14×14 is in the order of ±0.0008 Å. Therefore, the choice for the final settings

for these two parameters has been a value of E cut-off = 450 eV and a k-mesh of 8 × 8 × 8 for the
conventional unit cell of palladium.

These settings yield a GGE-PBE equilibrium lattice constant of 3.942 Å which is in close
agreement to the previously reported all-electron result of 3.95 Å. Also the value for the bulk
modulus B0 = 1.54 Mbar agrees well with the value reported ealier (B0 = 1.57 Mbar) [18,195] .

A.1.2 Checking the Quality of the Reported Parameter Settings for
Silver and Copper
Bulk Silver, Ag, crystallizes in a face-centered-cubic structure with an experimental lattice
constant of a 0 (Ag) = 4.085 Å [196] and a bulk modulus of B0 (Ag) = 100 GPa [177] .

For the reported [166] parameter set of a 12 × 12 × 12 Monkhorst-Pack integration grid of

the Brillouin zone and a plane wave cut off energy of E cut = 400 eV for the bulk structure of
silver, a set of bulk energies for different lattice parameters have been calculated and the
resulting E (V ) curve, see Fig. A.3, was fitted to Eq. A.1 like for palladium before. In this
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way, the theoretical equilibrium lattice constant was determined and compared to previously
reported values.
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Figure A.3: Fit result for the E(V ) curve of bulk fcc structure of silver with the PBE xc functional.

The result of this process is a silver equilibrium lattice constant for the GGA-PBE functional of aPBE
0 (Ag) = 4.1377 Å, which is the lattice constant used for all calculations and data

evaluations within this thesis. Another important quantity to measure the quality of the calculations is the bulk modulus, B0 . The fit produces a value of B0 = 0.98 Mbar. Both predicted
values agree very well with what is found in the literature for this functional. [197]

For the convergence behavior of the copper bulk lattice constant results of identical
quality have been obtained with the parameter setup used for silver. Therefore, only the
silver results have been presented here in detail. The fitted PBE lattice constant of copper
was found to be aPBE
0 (Cu) = 3.6258 Å and a B0 = 1.45 Mbar which is as well in excellent
agreement with previously reported results [198] .

A.1.3 Surface Properties of the (100) Surface of Palladium
New variables are introduced into the calculation setup by the attempt to describe a surface
within a 3D periodic code by a supercell approach. On the one hand, the surface must be
described properly and interaction through the vacuum with the next periodic image along
the surface normal must be avoided. On the other hand, the slab must not only describe the
surface, but also the bulk of the material properly. To achieve this, a common approach is
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to keep the atoms on one side of the slab fixed to the bulk positions by imposing a constrain
in the calculation setup. In addition to these new parameters, also the convergence with
respect to the cut-off energy and the integration grid has to be checked again for the new
scenario.
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Figure A.4: The convergence of the surface energy γ for diﬀerent settings of the cut-oﬀ energy parameter and the k-point meshes for three diﬀerent slab sizes and vacuum separations.

The quantity of interest which needs to be checked for convergence here is the surface
energy, γ as defined in subsection 2.2.2. The surface energy has been determined for three
different setups of the unit cell. Setups for a three layer slab of palladium atoms with a
vacuum separation of 27.58 Å, a five layer slab with a separation of 23.64 Å and a seven layer
slab with 19.70 Å of vacuum between the periodic images were generated. For each of these
setups three different sampling grids in k-space and seven different values for the cut-off
energy were used. the two top layer of palladium atoms were always allowed to relax in the
performed geometry relaxations, the remaining bottom layer(s) were kept fixed to ideal bulk
positions using the equilibrium bulk lattice constant determined before. The corresponding
values for the surface energies are plotted in Fig. A.4.
By this approach, a clear separation of the effects originating from the number of layers
and the influence of the vacuum separation cannot be performed. It can, however, be seen
that the surface energy only changes in the range of at most 10 meV throughout all calculated
geometric setups for a converged pair of cut-off energy and k-point integration grid, as shown
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layers

vacuum

surface energy γ

separation

2

in Å

in eV/Å

3

27.58

0.1017

5

23.64

0.1098

7

19.70

0.1083

Table A.1: The surface energy of a Pd(100) surface as calculated for several slab thicknesses in a
p(1 × 1) unit cell.

in an example in table A.1 for a cut-off energy of 450 eV and a k-point sampling grid of
12 × 12 × 1. The calculated energies are also in good agreement to the literature reference
values of all-electron calculations [198] .

A.1.4 The Gas-Phase Reference State for CO
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Figure A.5: Shown in these graphs are the convergence tests that have been performed for the gas
phase reference of CO. The relaxed bondlength is plotted against the unit cell size for several values
of the cut-oﬀ energy. All calculations have been performed with a Γ-point sampling of the Brillouin
zone.

For the calculation of binding energies (see for a definition 2.2.3) a reference energy for
the gas state of the adsorbate needs to be defined. In the case of carbon monoxide (CO) the
reference state can be conveniently selected to be the energy in the gas phase of a single free
molecule. This decision, however, imposes a challenge for the usage of a periodic densityfunctional theory code to calculate the electronic total energies. The CO molecule is placed
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in a periodically repeated box of vacuum, defined by the unit cell parameters. To avoid
artificial influences by an interaction of the periodic images, it has to be checked, if the
vacuum separation is large enough not to influence the energetics of the isolated molecule
anymore by subsequently enlarging the box and checking for the resulting change.
The determining quantity which needs to be checked for convergence here is the CO
bondlength. Since the resulting unit cells are large the integration was performed only at
the Γ-point in all convergence test calculations presented in the following. A test calculation
using a finer k-point grid (the one found to produce converged results for the surface and slab
geometries) did not change the resulting converged bond length. Another important aspect
is posed by the usage of pseudopotentials. It is well known that for the description of oxygen
in particular rather high cut off energies are necessary. For this reason the cut off values for
the total energy reference of the gas phase CO are chosen rather high. The results of these
calculations are plotted in Fig. A.5.
For all subsequent calculations, the gas phase reference value for a unit cell of 15 × 15 ×
3

14 Å with a cut off energy of 650 eV is used. The Brillouin zone is sampled at the Γ-point.
With these calculation parameters, the reference energy is given by E tot (COgas ) = −590.22 eV

and the optimized CO bondlength is converged to a value of d (CO) = 1.153 Å with respect

to either vacuum separation or cut of energy. This value is in good agreement with the
literature reference value for the PBE exchange correlation functional, see Ref. [199] and
references therein.

A.1.5 Adsorption of CO on Pd(100)
For the adsorption, the binding energy of a CO molecule to the specific adsorption site as
defined in subsection 2.2.3 is the quantity which needs to be checked for convergence. The
corresponding parameters for the calculation are again the cut-off energy value and the
density of the k-point sampling grid. Therefore, a series of calculations with several different
cut-off values and three different k-point grids was performed for the three different slab
geometry setups already used already to check for the convergence of the surface energy,
see A.1.3. The resulting development of the binding energy is plotted in Fig. A.6. It can be
easily seen that the influence of the k-point sampling grid is rather small, since all curves
fall basically on-top of each other. The convergence behavior with respect to the cut-off value
is less satisfying. In the end, a cut-off value of 450 eV was taken for the expansion in planewave with a k-point sampling grid of 12 × 12 × 12. The reason for this decision was in this case
mainly the computational cost connected to much higher cut-off values. In addition to these
settings, table A.2 gives an overview about the variation of the calculated binding energy
with respect to the three unit cell geometries used. It can be seen that the difference in the
CO binding energy of a five layer setup and a seven layer setup is rather small. Again, from
these three geometrical setup the separation of effects on the quantity of interest originating
from the number of layers in the slab and the vacuum separation cannot be clearly separated.
For such a separation individual convergence test for either of the two variables should in
principle be performed.
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Figure A.6: The convergence of the binding energy of CO to the bridge site of the Pd(100) surface for
diﬀerent settings of the cut-oﬀ energy parameter and the k-point meshes for three diﬀerent slab sizes
and vacuum separations.

layers

vacuum separation

binding energy

in Å

in eV/CO

3

27.58

−1.106

5

23.64

−1.370

7

19.70

−1.379

Table A.2: The binding energy of a CO molecule on the bridge site of a Pd(100) surface as calculated
for several slab thicknesses.

A.1.6 Adsorption of Cu on Ag(100)
For the DFT study of the formation of Cu islands on a Ag(100) surface, the quantity of interest was the energy difference between two island configurations. Therefore, this value
was checked for two different island configurations, namely the infinitely large island represented by the periodic p(1 × 1) structure and the first island showing sufficient reconstructions for a significant stabilization energy, namely the (4 × 4) island within a (6 × 6) simulation
cell.

This ∆E in meV/Cu was tested for convergence with respect to the cut-off value of the
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plane waves, the slab thickness and the vacuum separation by a couple of test calculations.
The results of these are shown in table A.3.
calculation parameters

cell (1 × 1) - 1 Cu

cell(6 × 6) with (4 × 4) island

3layer, 2fixed, 300 eV, 6 Å vacuum

−0.4320

+0.081

3layer, 2fixed, 400 eV, 6 Å vacuum

−0.4340

+0.083

3layer, 2fixed, 400 eV, 13 Å vacuum

−0.4356

+0.084

3layer, 2fixed, 450 eV, 6 Å vacuum

−0.4340

+0.082

5layer, 2fixed, 400 eV, 6 Å vacuum

−0.4151

+0.116

Table A.3: Stabilization energy convergence for several diﬀerent calculation setups.

The convergence test have been kept a bit more briefly, since for the two coinage metals
used here already extensive convergence tests for the

CASTEP

code had been performed in

the group before, see [166]. Therefore, some information about the necessary settings of the
cut-off energy and the density of the k-point grid for a sufficiently accurate description of
surfaces for this code was available lie it was for the bulk calculations presented before. For
this reason, the calculations presented here for this system represent rather a cross-check
than a thorough checking for convergence.

A.2 Final Computational Setup
Here, a quick summary of the final settings used for all DFT calculations presented in this
thesis using the the periodic Ultrasoft-Pseudopotential Plane-Wave code CASTEP [74] with the
GGA-PBE functional [60] to treat electron exchange and correlation is given.

A.2.1 CO on Pd(100)
For the study of CO adorption on Pd(100) all surfaces were modeled in supercell geometries
with 5 layer slabs and a vacuum seperation of 23.64 Å between the periodic images. The cutoff energy for the plane wave expansion was 450 eV, and reciprocal space integrations were
done on (8 × 8 × 1) k-point grids for c(2 × 2) surface unit-cells (corresponding to a 12 × 12 × 1
sampling for a p(1 × 1) unit cell geometry). In the calculations of larger surface unit-cells,

these grids were reduced accordingly to maintain an equivalent sampling of k-points in the
reduced first Brillouin zone of larger unit cells. In all calculations the adsorbate layer and the
top three layers were fully relaxed until the residual forces fell below 4 · 10−2 meV · Å

−1

/atom,

whereas the bottom two layers were kept fixed on ideal bulk positions using the converged
value of the theoretical lattice constant.
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A.2.2 Cu islands on Ag(100)
The surfaces were modeled in supercell geometries, with three Ag(100) layer slabs separated
by at least 6 Å vacuum above the last atoms of each structure. All atomic positions in the
topmost Ag(100) layer and in the Cu island adsorbate layer were fully relaxed. until residual
forces fell below 35 meV/Å. The cut-off energy for the plane wave expansion was 400 eV, and
reciprocal space integrations were done on (12 × 12 × 1) k-point grids for (1 × 1) surface unitcells. In the calculations of larger surface unit-cells starting from the (6×6) setup, these grids
were reduced to a k-point grid of (2 × 2 × 1) which almost maintains an equivalent sampling

of the Brillouin zone for the small and large unit cells and therefore reduces the error to the
energetics introduced by the enlargement.

Appendix B

Adsorption Structure Database for the Cluster
Expansion

As an initial database for the cluster expansion, a set of 45 different adsorption structures
have been prepared and their geometries were relaxed. In a later step, this initial set was extended by 10 additional structures, which replaced some strongly distorted ones in the fitting
database. The final fitting database contained 37 structures, see table 8.1. These selected
structures determine what is called the «DFT-groundstate», that is the set of structures that
are lowest in the calculated formation energy.
In the following all adsorbate configurations are presented in their initial state and in
their final state after BFGS geometry optimization. All these calculations have been performed with the periodic Ultrasoft-Pseudopotential Plane-Wave code
GGA-PBE functional

[60]

CASTEP [74]

using the

to treat electron exchange and correlation. The surfaces were mod-

eled in supercell geometries with always 5 layer slabs representing the Pd(100) surface and
a vacuum separation between periodic images in z direction of 23.64 Å. The adsorbate layer
and the first two surface layers were fully relaxed in the geometry optimizations, the bottom
three layer were fixed to ideal bulk positions. All other settings are given in the overview
below:

Calculation Parameters
• Cut-off energy: 450 meV
• k-point sampling: 8 × 8 × 1 grid for the c(2 × 2) cell, for larger unit cells the sampling

grid was reduced to maintain an equivalent sampling of the Brillouin zone, eg. the

c(4 × 3) unit cell was sampled with a 2 × 4 × 1 grid.
• Grid scale: 1.80
• Smearing width: 0.1 meV, Hermite Polynomials
• Force convergence criteria: ∆F ≤ 4 · 10−2 eV · Å

−1

• Energy convergence criteria: ∆E ≤ 2 · 10−6 eV/atom

• Electronic minimization convergence criteria: ∆E ≤ 1 · 10−6 eV/atom
• XC-functional: PBE
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B.1 Reference Energies
B.1.1 The Clean (100) Surface Unit Cells
All surface energies given here were obtained by geometry relaxations of clean (100) surface
unit cells of the given size. Therefore, the clean and relaxed surface is representing the
reference state for the calculations of the binding energy.

Unit cell size

E total in eV

c(2 × 2)

−7983.982

c(3 × 2)

−15967.910

c(5 × 2)

−31935.876

c(4 × 2)
c(6 × 2)
c(3 × 3)
c(4 × 3)
c(4 × 4)

−23951.904
−39919.758
−31935.929
−47903.551
−71855.885

Table B.1: Reference total energies of the clean Pd(100) surface unit cells. Those values have been used
according to the unit cell size of the calculated adsorbate configuration to calculate the corresponding
CO binding energies which represented the quantity of interest for the parameterization of the cluster
expansion.

B.1.2 On-site Binding Energy for One CO at a Pd(100) Bridge Site
As described in detail in subsection 8.3.2 before, the value for the on-site binding energy for
the cluster expansion was extracted from a setup for a single CO molecule adsorbed on a
bridge adsorption site in a c(4 × 4) surface unit cell.
Unit cell size

E total
in meV
bind

c(2 × 2)

−1946.2

c(4 × 4)

−1957.3

c(3 × 3)

−1954.8

Table B.2: Binding energy values for diﬀerent unit cell sizes. For all further calculations the value for
the largest unit cell size has been taken.
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B.2 DFT Structure Database
B.2.1 Experimental Structures
c(3x2) 2 CO experimental structure

c(3 × 2) 2 CO experimental structure

after relaxation

E DFT
= −3885.67 meV
bind

c(4x2) 4 CO experimental structure

c(4 × 2) 4 CO experimental structure

after relaxation

E DFT
= −7089.92 meV
bind
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c(5x2) 6 CO experimental structure

c(5 × 2) 6 CO experimental structure

after relaxation

E DFT
= −10073.21 meV
bind

B.2.2 c(2x2) structures

c(2 × 2) 1 CO

after relaxation

E DFT
= −1946.16 meV
bind
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c(2 × 2) 2 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −2633.95 meV
bind

c(2 × 2) 2 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= 780.98 meV
bind

c(2 × 2) 4 CO, bridge double monolayer

after relaxation

E DFT
= 9678.84 meV
bind
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B.2.3 c(3x2) structure

c(3 × 2) 1 CO

after relaxation

E DFT
= −2010.73 meV
bind

c(3 × 2) 2 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −3642.65 meV
bind

c(3 × 2) 2 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −3640.74 meV
bind
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c(3 × 2) 2 CO C

after relaxation

E DFT
= −3976.25 meV
bind

c(3 × 2) 3 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −5067.76 meV
bind

c(3 × 2) 3 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −5066.86 meV
bind
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c(3 × 2) 3 CO C

after relaxation

E DFT
= −4879.10 meV
bind

c(3 × 2) 4 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −5322.16 meV
bind

c(3 × 2) 4 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −3369.11 meV
bind
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c(3 × 2) 4 CO C

after relaxation

E DFT
= −5321.88 meV
bind

c(3 × 2) 4 CO D

after relaxation

E DFT
= −4445.16 meV
bind
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B.2.4 c(3x3) structures

c(3 × 3) 1 CO

after relaxation

E DFT
= −1954.82 meV
bind

c(3 × 3) 3 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −5053.49 meV
bind
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c(3 × 3) 4 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −7785.26 meV
bind

c(3 × 3) 4 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −7083.00 meV
bind
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c(3 × 3) 4 CO C

after relaxation

E DFT
= −7069.11 meV
bind

c(3 × 3) 4 CO D

after relaxation

E DFT
= −6980.07 meV
bind
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c(3 × 3) 5 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −8464.61 meV
bind

c(3 × 3) 5 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −8953.27 meV
bind
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c(3 × 3) 6 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −9912.90 meV
bind
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B.2.5 c(4x2) structures

c(4 × 2) 5 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −6292.71 meV
bind

c(4 × 2) 5 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= 1111.25 meV
bind
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c(4 × 2) 5 CO C

after relaxation

E DFT
= −7822.29 meV
bind

c(4 × 2) 6 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −358.28 meV
bind
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B.2.6 c(4x3) structures

c(4 × 3) 5 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −9108.00 meV
bind

c(4 × 3) 5 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −9072.67 meV
bind
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c(4 × 3) 6 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −11449.33 meV
bind

c(4 × 3) 6 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −11574.50 meV
bind
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c(4 × 3) 6 CO C

after relaxation

E DFT
= −11245.30 meV
bind

c(4 × 3) 6 CO D

after relaxation

E DFT
= −11064.48 meV
bind
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c(4 × 3) 8 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −13990.40 meV
bind

B.2.7 The 10 additional c(4x3) adsorption structures

c(4 × 3) 2 CO

after relaxation

E DFT
= −4120.83 meV
bind
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c(4 × 3) 3 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −6173.71 meV
bind

c(4 × 3) 3 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −5860.00 meV
bind
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c(4 × 3) 4 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −7814.94 meV
bind

c(4 × 3) 4 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −8156.01 meV
bind
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c(4 × 3) 4 CO C

after relaxation

E DFT
= −7861.85 meV
bind

c(4 × 3) 4 CO D

after relaxation

E DFT
= 8147.14 meV
bind
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c(4 × 3) 5 CO C

after relaxation

E DFT
= −10194.31 meV
bind

c(4 × 3) 5 CO D

after relaxation

E DFT
= −9413.47 meV
bind
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c(4 × 3) 5 CO E

after relaxation

E DFT
= −10145.68 meV
bind

c(4 × 3) 5 CO F

after relaxation

E DFT
= −10158.09 meV
bind
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B.2.8 c(4x4) structures

c(4 × 4) 1 CO

after relaxation

E DFT
= −1957.30 meV
bind

c(4 × 4) 2 CO

after relaxation

E DFT
= −3537.37 meV
bind
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c(4 × 4) 2 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −3688.17 meV
bind

B.2.9 c(5x2) structures

c(5 × 2) 4 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −7422.47 meV
bind
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c(5 × 2) 4 CO B

after relaxation

E DFT
= −7527.57 meV
bind

c(5 × 2) 5 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −9060.66 meV
bind
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c(5 × 2) 6 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −9928.59 meV
bind

c(5 × 2) 7 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −10216.83 meV
bind
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c(5 × 2) 8 CO A

after relaxation

E DFT
= −8989.45 meV
bind

B.2.10 c(6x2) structures

c(6 × 2) 9 CO

after relaxation

E DFT
= −13107.19 meV
bind

Appendix C

Overview of Calculated Cu Island Structures

C.1 Structures Calculated on a DFT Level
In this section, the resulting geometries and energies of the different island structures calculated with density-functional theory are presented. In addition, the energy differences
calculated with the embedded-atom method (EAM) are given in tabular form. In all cases
structural relaxations started from «ideal» starting positions, where the Cu atoms either occupied the ideal hollow adsorption site of the underlying Ag(100) lattice, or were placed on
the ideal bridge positions of the surface. DFT relaxations were performed using the BFGS
algorithm as implemented in
LAMMPS

[188]

CASTEP [74] .

All EAM relaxations were performed using the

molecular dynamics code and the implemented minimization procedures there

(steepest decent or conjugate gradient). The convergence criteria were set to machine precision.

Calculation Parameters of DFT calculations
• Cut-off energy: 400 meV
• k-point sampling: 12 × 12 × 1 grid for the p(1 × 1) cell, for larger unit cells the sampling
grid was reduced to a 2 × 2 × 1 grid

• Grid scale: 1.80
• Smearing width: 0.1 meV, Hermite Polynomials
• Force convergence criteria: ∆F ≤ 3.5 · 10−2 eV · Å

−1

• Energy convergence criteria: ∆E ≤ 1 · 10−6 eV/atom
• Electronic minimization convergence criteria: ∆E ≤ 1 · 10−5 eV/atom
• XC-functional: PBE
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C.2 DFT Geometries
C.2.1 3 × 3 islands
Final structure, starting from
all-hollow

Final structure, starting from
all-bridge

C.2.2 4 × 4 islands
Final structure, starting from
all-hollow

Final structure, starting from
all-bridge

C.2.3 5 × 5 islands
Final structure, starting from
all-hollow

Final structure, starting from
all-bridge
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C.2.4 6 × 6 islands
Final structure, starting from
all-hollow

Final structure, starting from
all-bridge

C.2.5 7 × 7 islands
Final structure, starting from
all-hollow

Final structure, starting from
all-bridge
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C.3 Comparison of Energy Diﬀerences for Diﬀerent
Island Sizes
DFT value
Cu island size

EAM value

∆E /Cu in eV

4×4

+0.083

+0.117

6×6

+0.070

+0.007

5×5
7×7
9×9

10 × 10

monolayer

+0.045
+0.065

+0.082
+0.066

−−

+0.015

−0.434

−0.346

−−

+0.001

Table C.1: Stabilization energy per Cu atom for initially square Cu islands on Ag(100) after a DFTBFGS geometry relaxation and after conjugate gradient EAM calculations.

Appendix D

Publications

Part of this work was presented as contributions to different conferences or as an invited
talk.
• IMPRS Seminar - Invited Talk - 2.5 year report
"First-principles based models for lateral interactions of adsorbates"
• Seminar at ATMOS, University of Hannover - Invited Talk
"Anomalous size-dependent reconstruction behavior of small Cu-islands on Ag(100) a theoretical perspective"
• Poster Presentations and Contributed Talks to the following conferences:
IWOM3 - 2009, ECOSS2009, DPG 2010, PSIK 2010

Lebenslauf

Michael Rieger

Aus Gründen des Datenschutzes ist der Lebenslauf nicht in der online Version
enthalten.
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